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“Since the fabric of the world is the most perfect and
was established by the wisest Creator, nothing happens
in this world in which some reason of maximum or min-
imum would not come to light.”

- Euler

“When you say it, its marketing. When they say it, its
social proof.”

- Andy Crestodina

“God used beautiful mathematics in creating the world.”

- Paul Dirac
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“True optimization is the revolutionary contribution of modern
research to decision processes.”
- George Dantzig

Let us start this textbook from a fundamental question and tell you what
will constitute this book.

1.1 What is Combinatorial Optimization?

The aim of combinatorial optimization is to find an optimal object from
a finite set of objects. Those candidate objects are called feasible solutions
while the optimal one is called an optimal solution. For example, consider
following problem.

Problem 1.1.1 (Minimum Spanning Tree). Given a connected graph G =
(V,E) with nonnegative edge weight c : E → R+, find a spanning tree with
minimum total weight, where “spanning” means that all nodes are involved
and a spanning tree interconnects all nodes in V .

Clearly, the set of all spanning trees is finite and the aim of this problem
is to find one with minimum total weight from this set. Each spanning
tree is a feasible solution and the optimal solution is the spanning tree with
minimum total weight, which is also called the minimum spanning tree.
Therefore, this is a combinatorial optimization problem.

The combinatorial optimization is a proper subfield of discrete optimiza-
tion. In fact, there exists problem in discrete optimization, which does not
belong to combinatorial optimization. For example, consider the integer
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2 Introduction

programming. It always belongs to discrete optimization. However, when
feasible domain is infinite, it does not belong to combinatorial optimization.
But, such a difference is not recognized very well in the literature. Actually,
if a paper on lattice-point optimization is submitted to Journal of Com-
binatorial Optimization, then usually, it will not be rejected due to out of
scope.

In view of methodologies, combinatorial optimization and discrete opti-
mization have very close relationship. For example, to prove NP-hardness
of integer programming, we need to cut its infinitely large feasible domain
into a finite subset containing optimal solution (see Chapter 8 for detail),
i.e., transform it into a combinatorial optimization problem.

Geometric optimization is another example. Consider following problem.

Problem 1.1.2 (Minimum Length Guillotine Partition). Given a rectan-
gle with point-holes inside, partition it into smaller rectangles without hole
inside by a sequence of guillotine cuts to minimize the total length of cuts.

There exist infinitely many number of partitions. Therefore, it is not a
combinatorial optimization problem. However, we can prove that optimal
partition can be found from a finite set of partitions of a special type (for de-
tail, see Chapter 3). Therefore, to solve the problem, we need only to study
partitions of this special type, i.e., a combinatorial optimization problem.

Due to above, we do not make a clear cut to exclude other parts of dis-
crete optimization. Actually, this book is methodology-oriented. Problems
are selected to illustrate methodology. Especially, for each method, we may
select a typical problem as companion to explore the method, such as it-
s requirements and applications. For example, we use sorting problem to
explain divide-and-conquer technique, employ the shortest path problem to
illustrate dynamic programming, etc..

1.2 Optimal and Approximation Solution

Let us show an optimality condition for the minimum spanning tree.

Theorem 1.2.1 (Path Optimality). A spanning tree T ∗ is a minimum s-
panning tree if and only if it satisfies following condition:

Path Optimality Condition For every edge (u, v) not in T ∗, there exists
a path p in T ∗, connecting u and v, and moreover, c(u, v) ≥ c(x, y)
for every edge (x, y) in path p.
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Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that c(u, v) < c(x, y) for some edge (x, y)
in the path p. Then T ′ = (T ∗ \ (x, y)) ∪ (u, v) is a spanning tree with cost
less than c(T ∗), contradicting the minimality of T ∗.

Conversely, suppose that T ∗ satisfies the path optimality condition. Let
T ′ be a minimum spanning tree such that among all minimum spanning
tree, T ′ is the one with the most edges in common with T ∗. Suppose, for
contradiction, that T ′ 6= T ∗. We claim that there exists an edge (u, v) ∈ T ∗
such that the path in T ′ between u and v contains an edge (x, y) with
length c(x, y) ≥ c(u, v). If this claim is true, then (T ′ \ (x, y))∪ (u, v) is still
a minimum spanning tree, contradicting the definition of T ′.

Now, we show the claim by contradiction. Suppose the claim is not
true. Consider an edge (u1, v1) ∈ T ∗ \ T ′. the path in T ′ connecting u1

and v1 must contain an edge (x1, y1) not in T ∗. Since the claim is not true,
we have c(u1, v1) < c(x1, y1). Next, consider the path in T ∗ connecting x1

and y1, which must contain an edge (u2, v2) 6∈ T ′. Since T ∗ satisfies the
path optimality condition, we have c(x1, y1) ≤ c(u2, v2). Hence, c(u1, v1) <
c(u2, v2). As this argument continues, we will find a sequence of edges in T ∗

such that c(u1, v2) < c(u2, v2) < c(u3, v3) < · · · , contradicting the finiteness
of T ∗.

An algorithm can be designed based on path optimality condition.

Kruskal Algorithm
input: A connected graph G+ (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight c : E → R+.
output: A minimum spanning tree T .

Sort all edges e1, e2, ..., em in nondecreasing order of weight,
i.e., c(e1) ≤ c(e2) ≤ · · · ≤ c(em);
T ← ∅;
for i← 1 to m do

if T ∪ ei does not contain a cycle
then T ← T ∪ ei;

return T .

From this algorithm, we see that it is not hard to find the optimal solution
for the minimum spanning tree problem. If every combinatorial optimization
problem likes the minimum spanning tree, then we would be very happy to
final optimal solution for it. Unfortunately, there exist a large number of
problems that it is unlikely to be able to compute their optimal solution
efficiently. For example, consider following problem.
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Problem 1.2.2 (Minimum Length Rectangular Partition). Given a rectan-
gle with point-holes inside, partition it into smaller rectangles without hole
to minimize the total length of cuts.

Problems 1.1.2 and 1.2.2 are quite different. Problem 1.2.2 is intractable
while there exists an efficient algorithm to compute an optimal solution for
Problem 1.1.2. Actually, in theory of combinatorial optimization, we need to
study not only how to design and analysis of algorithms to find optimal solu-
tions, but also how to design and analysis of algorithms to compute approx-
imation solutions. When do we put our efforts on optimal solution? When
should we pay attention to approximation solutions? Ability for making
such a judgement has to be growth from study computational complexity.

The book consists of three building blocks, design and analysis of com-
puter algorithm for exact optimal solution, design and analysis of approxi-
mation algorithms, and nonlinear combinatorial optimization.

The first block contains six Chapters 2-7, which can be divide into two
parts (Fig.1.1). The first part is on algorithms with self-reducibility, includ-

Figure 1.1: Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms.

ing the divide-and-conquer, the dynamic program, the greedy algorithm, the
local search, the local ratio, etc., which are organized into three chapters 2-4.
The second part is on incremental method, including the primal algorith-
m, the dual algorithm, and the primal-dual algorithm, which are organized
also into three chapters 5-7. There is an intersection between algorithms
with self-reducibility and primal-dual algorithms. In fact, in computation
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process of the former, an optimal feasible solution is built up step by step
based on certain techniques, and the latter also has a process to build up
an optimal primal solution by using information from dual side. Therefore,
some algorithm can be illustrated as an algorithm with self-reducibility, and
meanwhile it can also be explained as a prima-dual algorithm.

The second block contains four Chapters 8-11, covering the fundamental
knowledge on computational complexity, including theory on NP-hardness
and inapproximability, and basic techniques for design of approximation
including the restriction, the greedy approximation, and the relaxation with
rounding.

The third block contains three Chapters 10, 11, 12. Since Chapters 10-
11 serve both the second and the third blocks, selected examples are mainly
coming from the submodular optimization. Then, Chapter 12 is contributed
to the noncubmodular optimization. Nonsubmodular optimization is an
active research area currently. There are a lot of recent publications in the
literature. Probably, Chapter 12 can be seen an introduction to this area.
For a complete coverage, we may need a new book.

Now, we put above structure of this book into Fig.1.2 for a clear overview.

Figure 1.2: Structure of This book.
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1.3 Preprocessing

In Kruskal algorithm, the first line is to sort all edges into a nondecreasing
order of cost. This requires a preprocessing procedure for solving the sorting
problem as follows.

Problem 1.3.1 (Sorting). Given a sequence of positive integers, sort them
into nondecreasing order.

Following is a simple algorithm to do sorting job.

Insertion Sort
input: An array A with a sequence of positive integers.
output: An array A with a sequence of positive integers in

nondecreasing order.
for j ← 2 to length[A]

do key ← A[j]
i← j − 1
while i > 0 and A[i] > key

do A[i+ 1]← A[i]
i← i− 1

A[i+ 1]← key.

An example for using Insertion Sort is as shown in Fig.1.3.

Figure 1.3: An example for Insertion Sort. σ is the key lying outside of
array A.
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Although Insertion Sort is simple, it runs a little slow. Since sorting
appears very often in algorithm design for combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, we have to spend some space in Chapter 1 to introduce faster algo-
rithms.

1.4 Running Time

The most important measure of quality for algorithms is the running
time. However, for the same algorithm, it may take different times when we
run it in different computers. To give a uniform standard, we have to get an
agreement that run algorithms in a theoretical computer model. This model
is the multi-tape Turing machine which has been accepted by a very large of
population. Based on Turing machine, theory of computational complexity
has been built up. We will touch this part of theory in Chapter 8.

But, we will use RAM model to evaluate the running time for algorithms
throughout this book except Chapter 8. In RAM model, assume that each
line of pseudocode requires a constant time. For example, the running time
of Insertion Sort is calculated in Fig.1.4.

Figure 1.4: Running time calculation.

Actually, RAM model and Turing machine model are closely related.
The running time estimated based on these two models is considered to
be close enough. However, they are sometimes different in estimation of
running time. For example, following is a piece of pseudocode.
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for i = 1 to n
do assign First(i)← i

end-for

According to RAM model, the running time of this piece is O(n). However,
based on Turing machine, the running time of this piece is O(n log n) because
the assigned value has to be represented by a string with O(log n) symbols.

Theoretically, a constant factor is often ignored. For example, we usually
say that the running time of Insertion Sort is O(n2) instead of giving the
specific quadratic function with respect to n. Here f(n) = O(g(n)) means
that there exist constants c > 0 and n0 > 0 such that

f(n) ≤ c · g(n) for n ≥ n0

There are two more notations which appear very often in representation of
running time. f(n) = Ω(g(n)) means that there exist constant c > 0 and
n0 > 0 such that

0 ≤ c · g(n) ≤ f(n) for n ≥ n0.

f(n) = Θ(g(n)) means that there exist constants c1 > 0, c2 > 0 and n0 > 0
such that

c1 · g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ c2 · g(n) for n ≥ n0.

1.5 Data Structure

A data structure is a data storage format which is organized and man-
aged to have efficient access and modification. Each data structure has sev-
eral standard operations. They are building bricks to construct algorithms.
The data structure plays an important role in improving efficiency of algo-
rithms. For example, we may introduce a simple data structure “Disjoint
Sets” to improve Kruskal algorithm.

Consider a collection of disjoint sets. For each set S, let First(S) denote
the first node in set S. Foe each element x in set S, denote First(x)=First(S).
Define three operations as follows.

Make-Set(x) creates a new set containing only x.

Union(x, y) unions sets Sx and Sy containing x and y, respectively, into
Sx ∪ Sy, Moreover, set

First(Sx ∪ Sy) =

{
First(Sx) if |Sx| ≥ |Sy|,
First(Sy) otherwise.
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Find-Set(x) returns First(Sx) where Sx is the set containing element x.

With this data structure, Kruskal algorithm can be modified as follows.

Kruskal Algorithm
input: A connected graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight c : E → R+.
output: A minimum spanning tree T .

Sort all edges e1, e2, ..., em in nondecreasing order of weight,
i.e., c(e1) ≤ c(e2) ≤ · · · ≤ c(em);
T ← ∅;
for each node v ∈ V do

Make-Set(v);
for i← 1 to m do

if Find-Set(x) 6= Find-Set(y) where ei = (x, y)
then T ← T ∪ ei

and Union(x, y);
return T .

An example for running this algorithm is as shown in Fig.1.5.

Figure 1.5: An example for Kruskal algorithm.

Denote m = |E| and n = |V |. Let us estimate the running time of
Kruskal algorithm.

• Sorting on all edges takes O(m log n) time.

• Assigning First(v) for all v ∈ V takes O(n) time.
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• For each node v, the value of First(v) can be changed at most O(log n)
time. This is because the value of First(v) is changed only if v is
involved in Union operation and after the operation, the set containing
v has size doubled.

• Thus, the second ”for loop takes O(n log n) time.

• Put total together, The running time is O(m log n) = O(m log n +
n log n).

Exercises

1. In a city there are N houses, each of which is in need of a water supply.
It costs Wi dollars to build a well at house i, and it costs Cij to build
a pipe in between houses i and j. A house can receive water if either
there is a well built there or there is some path of pipes to a house
with a well. Give an algorithm to find the minimum amount of money
needed to supply every house with water.

2. Consider a connected graph G with all distinct edge weights. Show
that the minimum spanning tree of G is unique.

3. Consider a connected graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight
c : E → R+. Suppose e∗1, e

∗
2, ..., e

∗
k are edges generated by Kruskal

algorithm, and e1, e2, ..., ek are edges of a spanning tree in ordering
c(e1) ≤ c(e2) ≤ · · · ≤ c(ek). Show that c(e∗i ) ≤ c(ei) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

4. Let V be a fixed set of n vertices. Consider a sequence of m undirected
edges e1, e2, ..., em. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let Gi denote the graph with
vertex set V and edge set Ei = {e1, ..., ei}. Let ci denote the number
of connected components of Gi. Design an algorithm to compute ci
for all i. Your algorithm should be asymptotically as fast as possible.
What is the running time of your algorithm?

5. There are n points lying in the Euclidean plane. Show that there exists
a minimum spanning tree on these n points such that every node has
degree at most five.

6. Can you modify Kruskal algorithm to compute a maximum weight
spanning tree?
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7. Consider a connected graph G = (V,E) with edge weight c : E → R,
i.e., the weight is possibly negative. Does Kruskal algorithm work for
computing a minimum weight spanning tree.

8. Consider a connected graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight
c : E → R+. Suppose edge e is unique longest edge in a cycle. Show
that e cannot be include in any minimum spanning tree.

9. Consider a connected graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight
c : E → R+. While a cycle exists, delete a longest edge from the cycle.
Show that this computation ends at a minimum spanning tree.

Historical Notes

There are many books, which have been written for combinatorial op-
timization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 15, 6, 7]. There are also many books published in
design and analysis of computer algorithms [9, 10], which cover a large por-
tion on combinatorial optimization problems. However, those books mainly
on computing exact optimal solutions and possibly a small part on approxi-
mation solutions. For approximation solutions, a large part of materials are
usually covered in separated books [11, 12, 16].

In recent developments of technology, combinatorial optimization gets a
lot of new applications [8, 13, 14]. This book tries to meet requests from
various areas for teaching, research, and reference, to put together three
components, the classic part of combinatorial optimization, approximation
theory developed in recent year, and newly appeared nonlinear combinatorial
optimization.
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Chapter 2

Sorting and
Divide-and-Conquer

“Defeat Them in Detail: The Divide and Conquer Strategy.
Look at the parts and determine how to control the individu-
al parts, create dissension and leverage it.”
- Robert Greene

Sorting is not a combinatorial optimization problem. However, it appears
in algorithms very often as a procedure, especially in algorithms for solving
combinatorial optimization problems. Therefore, we would like to start with
sorting for introducing an important technique for design of algorithms,
divide-and-conquer.

2.1 Algorithms with Self-Reducibility

There exist a large number of algorithms in which the problem is reduced
to several subproblems each of which is the same problem on a smaller-size
input. Such a problem is said to have the self-reducibility and the algorithm
is said to be with self-reducibility.

For example, consider sorting problem again. Suppose input contains n
numbers. We may divide these n numbers into two subproblems. One sub-
problem is the sorting problem on bn/2c numbers and the other subproblem
is the sorting problem on dn/2e numbers. After complete sorting in each
subproblem, combine two sorted sequences into one. This idea will result in
a sorting algorithm, called Merge Sort. The pseudocode of this algorithm is
shown in Algorithms 1.

13



14 Divide-and-Conquer

Algorithm 1 Merge Sort.

Input: n numbers a1, a2, ..., an in array A[1...n].
Output: n numbers ai1 ≤ ai2 ≤ · · · ≤ ain in array A.

1: Sort(A, 1, n)
2: return A[1...n]

Procedure Sort(A, p, r).
% Sort r − p+ 1 numbers ap, ap+1, ..., ar in array A[p...r]. %

1: if p < r then
2: q ← b(p+ r)/2c
3: Sort(A, p, q)
4: Sort(A, q + 1, r)
5: Merge(A, p, q, r)
6: end if
7: return A[p...r]

Procedure Merge(A, p, q, r).
% Merge sorted two arrays A[p...q] and A[p+ 1...r] into one. %

1: for i← 1 to q − p+ 1 do
2: B[i]← A[p+ i− 1]
3: end for
4: i← 1
5: j ← p+ 1
6: B[q − p+ 2]← +∞
7: A[r + 1]← +∞
8: for k ← p to r do
9: if B[i] ≤ A[j] then

10: A[k]← B[i]
11: i← i+ 1
12: else
13: A[k]← A[j]
14: j ← j + 1
15: end if
16: end for
17: return A[p...r]
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The main body calls a procedure. This procedure contains two self
calls, which means that the merge sort is a recursive algorithm, that is, the
divide will continue until each subproblem has input of single number. Then
this procedure employs another procedure (Merge) to combine solutions of
subproblems with smaller inputs into subproblems with larger inputs. This
computation process on input {5, 2, 7, 4, 6, 8, 1, 3} is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Computation process of Merge Sort.

It is easy to estimate that the running time of procedure Merge at each
level is O(n). Let t(n) be the running time of merge sort on input of size n.
By the recursive structure, we can obtain that t(1) = 0 and

t(n) = t(bn/2c) + t(dn/2e) +O(n).

Suppose
t(n) ≤ t(bn/2c) + t(dn/2e) + c · n

for some positive constant c. Define T (1) = 0 and

T (n) = 2 · T (dn/2e) + c · n.

By induction, it is easy to prove that

t(n) ≤ T (n) for all n ≥ 1.

Now, let us discuss how to solve recursive equation about T (n). Usually, we
use two stages. In the first stage, we consider special numbers n = 2k and
employ the recursive tree to find T (2k) (Fig. 2.2), that is,
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Figure 2.2: Recursive tree.

T (2k) = 2 · T (2k−1) + c · 2k

= 2 · (2 · T (2k−2) + c · 2k−1) + c · 2k

= ...

= 2kT (1) + kc · 2k

= c · k2k.

In general, we may guess that T (n) ≤ c′ ·n log n for some constant c′ > 0.
Let us show it by mathematical induction.

First, we choose c′ to satisfy T (n) ≤ c′ for n ≤ n0 where n0 will be
determined later. This choice will make T (n) ≤ c′n log n for n ≤ n0, which
meets the requirement for basis step of mathematical induction.

For induction step, consider n ≥ n0 + 1. Then we have

T (n) = 2 · T (dn/2e) + c · n
≤ 2 · c′dn/2e logdn/2e) + c · n
≤ 2 · c′((n+ 1)/2)(log(n+ 1)− 1)) + c · n
= c′ · (n+ 1) log(n+ 1)− c′(n+ 1) + c · n
≤ c′(n+ 1)(log n+ 1/n)− (c′ − c)n− c′

= c′n log n+ c′ log n− (c′ − c)n+ c′/n.

Now, we choose n0 sufficiently large such that n/2 > log n + 1/n and c′ >
max(2c, T (1), ..., T (n0)). Then above mathematical induction proof will be
passed. Therefore, we obtained following.
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Theorem 2.1.1. Merge Sort runs in O(n log n) time.

By the mathematical induction, we can also prove following result.

Theorem 2.1.2. Let T (n) = aT (n/b) + f(n) where constants a > 1, b > 1,
and n/b means dn/be or bn/bc. Then we have following.

1. If f(n) = O(nlogb a−ε) for some positive constant ε, then T (n) =
Θ(nlogb a).

2. If f(n) = Θ(nlogb a), then T (n) = Θ(nlogb a log n).

3. If f(n) = Ω(nlogb a+ε) for some positive constant ε and moreover,
af(n/b) ≤ cf(n) for sufficiently large n and some constant c < 1,
then T (n) = Θ(f(n)).

In Fig. 2.1, we see a tree structure between problem and subproblems. In
general, for any algorithm with delf-reducibility, its computational process
will produce a set of subproblems on which we can also construct a graph
to describe relationship between them by adding an edge from subproblem
A to subproblem B if at an iteration, subproblem A is reduced to several
problems, including subproblem B. This graph is called the self-reducibility
structure of the algorithm.

All algorithms with tree self-reducibility structure form a class, called
divide-and-conquer, that is, an algorithm is in class of divide-and-
conquer if and only if its self-reducibility structure is a tree. Thus,
the merge sort is a divide-and-conquer algorithm.

In a divide-and-conquer algorithm, it is not necessary to divide a problem
evenly or almost evenly. For example, we consider another sorting algorithm,
called Quick Sort. The idea is as follows.

In Merge Sort, the procedure Merge takes O(n) time, which is the main
consumption of time. However, if A[i] ≤ A[q] for p ≤ i < q and A[q] ≤ A[j]
for q < j ≤ r, then this procedure can be skipped and after sort A[p...q− 1]
and A[q + 1...r], we can simply put them together to obtain sorted A[p...r].

In order to have above property satisfied, Quick Sort uses A[r] to select
all elements A[p...r − 1] into two subsequences such that one contains ele-
ments less than A[r] and the other one contains elements at least A[r]. A
pseudocode of Quick Sort is as shown in Algorithm 2.

The division is not balanced in Quick Sort. In the worst case, one part
contains nothing and the other contains r − p elements. This will result
in running time O(n2). However, Quick Sort has expected running time
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Algorithm 2 Quick Sort.

Input: n numbers a1, a2, ..., an in array A[1...n].
Output: sorted numbers ai1 ≤ ai2 ≤ · · · ≤ ain in array A.

1: Quicksort(A, 1, n)
2: return A[1...n]

Procedure Quicksort(A, p, r).
% Sort r − p+ 1 numbers ap, ap+1, ..., ar in array A[p...r]. %

1: if p < r then
2: q ← Partition(A, p, r)
3: Quicksort(A, p, q − 1)
4: Quicksort(A, q + 1, r)
5: end if
6: return A[p...r]

Procedure Partition(A, p, r).
% Find q such that there are q − p + 1 elements less that A[r] and others
bigger than or equal to A[r] %

1: x← A[r]
2: i← p− 1
3: for j ← p− 1 to r − 1 do
4: if A[j] < x then
5: i← i+ 1 and exchange A[i]↔ A[j]
6: end if
7: exchange A[i+ 1]↔ A[r]
8: end for
9: return i+ 1
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O(n log n). To see it, let T (n) denote the running time for n numbers. Note
that the procedure Partition runs in linear time. Then, we have

E[T (n)] ≤ 1

n
( E[T (n− 1)] + c1n)

+
1

n
(E[T (1)] + E[T (n− 2)] + c1n)

+ · · ·

+
1

n
(E[T (n− 1)] + c1n)

= c1n+
2

n

n−1∑
i=1

E[T (i)].

Now, we prove by induction on n that

E[T (n)] ≤ cn log n

for some constant c. For n = 1, it is trivial. Next, consider n ≥ 2. By
induction hypothesis,

E[T (n)] ≤ c1n+
2c

n

n−1∑
i=1

i log i

= c1n+ c(n− 1 log
(
Πn−1
i=1 i

i
)2/(n(n−1))

≤ c1n+ c(n− 1) log
12 + 22 + · · ·+ (n− 1)2

n(n− 1)/2

= c1n+ c(n− 1) log
2n− 1

3

≤ c1n+ cn log
2n

3

= cn log n+ (c1 − c log
3

2
)n.

Choose c ≥ c1/ log 3
2 . We obtain E[T (n)] ≤ cn log n.

Theorem 2.1.3. Expected running time of Quick Sort is O(n log n).

2.2 Heap

Heap is a quite useful data structure. Let us introduce it here and by
the way, give another sorting algorithm, Heap Sort.
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Figure 2.3: A heap.

A heap is a nearly complete binary tree, stored in an array (Fig.2.3).
What is nearly complete binary tree? It is a binary tree satisfying following
conditions.

• Every level other than bottom is complete.

• On the bottom, nodes are placed as left as possible.

For example, binary trees in Fig.2.4 are not nearly complete. An advantage

Figure 2.4: They are not nearly complete.

of nearly complete binary tree is easy to operate on it. For example, for
node i (i.e., a node with address i), its parent, left-child, and right-child can
be easily figured out as follows:

Parent(i)
return bi/2c.

Left(i)
return 2i.
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Right(i)
return 2i+ 1.

Thee are two types of heaps with special properties, respectively.

Max-heap: For every node i other than root, A[Parent(i)] ≥ A[i].

Min-heap: For every node i other than root, A[Parent(i)] ≤ A[i].

Max-heap has two special operations: Max-Heapify and Build-Max-Heap.
We describe them as follows.

When operation Max-Heapify(A, i) is called, two subtree rooted at Left(i)
and Right(i) are max-heaps, but A[i] may not satisfy the max-heap proper-
ty. Max-Heapify(A, i) makes the subtree rooted at A[i] becomes a max-heap
by moving A[i] downside. An example is as shown in Fig.2.5.

Figure 2.5: An example for Max-Heapify(A, i).

Following is algorithmic description for this operation.

Max-Heapify(A, i)
if Left(i) ≥Right(i) and Left(i) > A[i]

then Exchange A[i] and Left(i)
Max-Heapify(A,Left(i))

if Left(i) <Right(i) and Right(i) > A[i]
then Exchange A[i] and Right(i)

Max-Heapify(A,Right(i));

Operation Build-Max-Heap applies to a heap and make it become a
max-heap, which can be described as follows. (Note that Parent(size[A]) =
bsize[A]/2c.)
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Build-Max-Heap(A)
for i← bsize[A]/2c down to 1

do Max-Heapify(A, i);

An example is as shown in Fig.2.6.

Figure 2.6: An example for Build-Max-Heap(A).

It is interesting to estimate the running time of this operation. Let h be
the height of heap A. Then h = blog2 nc. At level i, A has 2i nodes, at each
of which Max-Heapify spends at most h− i steps to float down. Therefore,
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the running time of Build-Max-Heap(A) is

O(

h∑
i=0

2i(h− i)) = O(2h
h∑
i=0

h− i
2h−i

)

= O(2h
h∑
i=0

i

2i
)

= O(n).

Algorithm 3 Heap Sort.

Input: n numbers a1, a2, ..., an in array A[1...n].
Output: n numbers ai1 ≤ ai2 ≤ · · · ≤ ain in array A.

1: Build-Max-Heap(A)
2: for i← n down to 2 do
3: exchange A[1]↔ A[i]
4: heap− size[A]← i− 1
5: Max-Heapify(A, 1)
6: end for
7: return A[1...n]

Nowas shown in Algorithm 3, a sorting algorithm can be designed with
max-heap. Initially, build a max-heap A. In each subsequential steps, the
algorithm first exchange A[1] and A[heap−size(A)], and then reduce heap−
size(A) by 1, meanwhile with Max-Heapify(A, 1) to recover the max-heap.
An example is as shown in Fig.2.7.

Since the number of steps is O(n) and Max-Heapify(A, 1) takes O(log n)
time, the running time of Heap Sort is O(n log n).

Theorem 2.2.1. Heap Sort runs in O(n log n) time.

We already have two sorting algorithms with O(n log n) running time and
one sorting algorithm with expected O(n log n) running time. But, there is
no sorting algorithm with running time faster than O(n log n). Is O(n log n)
a barrier of running time for sorting algorithm? In some sense, the answer
is yes. All sorting algorithms presented previously belong to a class, called
comparison sort.

In comparison sort, order information about input sequence can be ob-
tained only by comparison between elements in the input sequence. Suppose
input sequence contains n positive integers. Then there are n! possible per-
mutations. The aim of sorting algorithm is to determine a permutation
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Continue 

Figure 2.7: An example for Heap Sort.
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which gives nondecreasing order. Each comparison divides the set of possi-
ble permutations into two subsets. The comparison result tells which subset
contains a nondecreasing order. Therefore, every comparison sort algorithm
can be represented by a binary decision tree (Fig.2.8). The (worst case)
running time of the algorithm is the height (or depth) of the decision tree.

Figure 2.8: Decision tree.

Since the binary decision has n! leaves, its height T (n) satisfies

1 + 2 + · · ·+ 2T (n) ≥ n!

that is,

2T (n)+1 − 1 ≥
√

2πn
(n
e

)n
.

Thus,

T (n) = Ω(n log n).

Therefore, no comparison sort can do better than O(n log n).

Theorem 2.2.2. The running time of any comparison sort is Ω(n log n).

2.3 Counting Sort

To break the barrier of running time O(n log n), one has to design a
sorting algorithm without using comparison. Counting sort is such an algo-
rithm.
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Algorithm 4 Counting Sort.

Input: n numbers a1, a2, ..., an in array A[1...n].
Output: n numbers ai1 ≤ ai2 ≤ · · · ≤ ain in array B.

1: for i← 1 to k do
2: C[i]← 0
3: end for
4: for j ← 1 to n do
5: C[A[j]]← C[A[j]] + 1
6: end for
7: for i← 2 to k do
8: C[i]← C[i] + C[i− 1]
9: end for

10: for j ← n down to 1 do
11: B[C[A[j]]]← A[j]
12: C[A[j]]← C[A[j]]− 1
13: end for
14: return B[1...n]

Let us use an example to illustrate Counting Sort as shown in Algorithm
4. This algorithm involves three arrays A, B, and C. Array A contains
input sequence of positive integers. Suppose A = {4, 6, 5, 1, 4, 5, 2, 5}. Let
k be the largest integer in input sequence. Initially, the algorithm makes
preprocessing on array C in three stages.

1. Clean up array C.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, assign C[i] with the number of i’s appearing in array
A. (In the example, C = {1, 1, 0, 2, 3, 1} at this stage.)

3. Update C[i] such that C[i] is equal to the number of integers with
value at most i appearing in A. (In the example, C = {1, 2, 2, 4, 7, 8}
at this stage.)

With help of array C, the algorithm move element A[j] to array B for
j = n down to 1, by

B[C[A[j]]]← A[j]

and then update array C by

C[A[j]]← C[A[j]]− 1.
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This part of computation about the example is as follows.

C 1 2 2 4 7 8

A 4 6 5 1 4 5 2 5̂
B 5

C 1 2 2 4 6 8

A 4 6 5 1 4 5 2̂ 5
B 2 5

C 1 1 2 4 6 8

A 4 6 5 1 4 5̂ 2 5
B 2 5 5

C 1 1 2 4 5 8

A 4 6 5 1 4̂ 5 2 5
B 2 4 5 5

C 1 1 2 3 5 8

A 4 6 5 1̂ 4 5 2 5
B 1 2 4 5 5

C 0 1 2 3 5 8

A 4 6 5̂ 1 4 5 2 5
B 1 2 4 5 5 5

C 0 1 2 3 4 8

A 4 6̂ 5 1 4 5 2 5
B 1 2 4 5 5 5 6

C 0 1 2 3 4 7

A 4̂ 6 5 1 4 5 2 5
B 1 2 4 4 5 5 5 6

Now, let us estimate the running time of Counting Sort.

Theorem 2.3.1. Counting Sort runs in O(n+ k) time.

Proof. The loop at line 1 takes O(k) time. The loop at line 4 takes O(n)
time. The loop at line 7 takes O(k) time. The loop at line 10 takes O(n)
time. Putting all together, the running tine is O(n+ k).
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A student found a simple way to improve Counting Sort. Let consider
the same example. At the 2nd stage, C = {1, 1, 0, 2, 3, 1} where C[i] is equal
to the number of i’s appearing in array A. The student found that with this
array C, array B can be put in integers immediately without array A.

C 1 1 0 2 3 1

B 1
B 1 2
B 1 2 4 4
B 1 2 4 4 5 5 5
B 1 2 4 4 5 5 5 6

Is this method acceptable? The answer is no. Why not? Let us explain.
First, we should note that those numbers in input sequence may come

from labels of objects. The same numbers may come from different objects.
For example, consider a sequence of objects {329, 457, 657, 839, 436, 720, 355}.
If we use their the first digits from left as labels, then we will obtain a se-
quence {9, 7, 7, 9, 6, 0, 5}. When apply Counting Sort on this sequence, we
will obtain a sequence {720, 355, 436, 457, 657, 329, 839}. This is because
label gets moved together with its object in Counting Sort.

Moreover, consider two objects 329 and 839 with the same label 9. In
input sequence, 329 lies on the left-side of 839. After Counting Sort, 329
lies still on the left-side of 839.

A sorting algorithm is stable if for different objects with the same label,
after labels are sorted, the ordering of objects in output sequence is the same
as their ordering in input sequence. Following can be proved easily.

Lemma 2.3.2. Counting Sort is stable.

The student’s method cannot keep stable property.
With stable property, we can use Counting Sort in following way. Re-

member, after sort the leftmost digit, we obtain sequence

{720, 355, 436, 457, 657, 329, 839}.

Now, we continue to sort this sequence based on the second leftmost digit.
Then we will obtain sequence

{720, 329, 436, 839, 355, 457, 657}.

Continue to sort based on the rightmost digit, we will obtain sequence

{329, 355, 436, 457, 657, 720, 839}.

Now, let us use this technique to solve a problem.
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Example 2.3.3. There are n integers between 0 and n2 − 1. Design a
algorithm to sort them. The algorithm is required to run in O(n) time.

Each integer between 0 and n2 − 1 can be represented as

an+ b for 0 ≤ a ≤ n− 1, 0 ≤ b ≤ n− 1.

Apply Counting Sort first to b and then to a. Each application takes O(n) =
O(n+ k) time since k = n. Therefore, total time is still O(n).

In general, suppose there are n integers, each of which can be represented
in form

adk
d + ad−11kd−1 + · · ·+ a0

where 0 ≤ ai ≤ k − 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. Then we can sort these n integers by
using Counting Sort first on a0, second on a1, ..., finally on ad. This method
is called Radix Sort.

Theorem 2.3.4. Radix Sort takes O(d(n+ k)) time.

2.4 Examples

Let us study some examples with divide-and-conquer technique and sort-
ing algorithms.

Example 2.4.1 (Maximum Consecutive Subsequence Sum). Given a se-
quence of n integers, find a consecutive subsequence with maximum sum.

Divide input sequence S into two subsequence S1 and S2 such that
|S1| = bn/2c and |S2| = dn/2e. Let Max − Sub(S) denote the consecu-
tive subsequence of S with maximum sum. Then there are two cases.

Case 1. Max − Sub(S) is contained in either S1 or S2. In this case,
Max− Sub(s) = Max− Sub(S1) or Max− Sub(s) = Max− Sub(S2).

Case 2. Max−Sub(S)∩S1 6= ∅ and Max−Sub(S)∩S2 6= ∅. In this case,
Max − Sub(S) ∩ S1 is the tail subsequence with maximum sum. That is,
suppose S1 = {a1, a2, ..., ap}. Then among subsequences {ap}, {ap−1, ap}, ...,
{a1, ..., ap}, Max− Sub(S) ∩ S1 is the one with maximum sum. Therefore,
it can be find in O(n) time. Similarly, Max − Sub(S) ∩ S2 is the head
subsequence with maximum sum, which can be computed in O(n) time.

Suppose Max − Sub(S) can be computed in T (n) time. Summarized
from above two cases, we obtain

T (n) = 2T (dn/2e) +O(n).

Therefore, T (n) = O(n log n).
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Example 2.4.2 (Closest Pair of Points). Given n points in the Euclidean
plane, find a pair of points to minimize the distance between them.

Initially, we may assume that all n points have distinct x-coordinates
since, if not, we may rotate the coordinate system a little.

Now, divide all points into two half parts based on x-coordinates. Find
the closest pair of points in each part. Suppose δ1 and δ2 are distances of
closest pairs in two parts, respectively, Let δ = min(δ1, δ2). We next study
if there is a pair of points lying in both parts, respectively and with distance
less than δ.

Figure 2.9: Closest pair of points.

For each point u = (xu, yu) in the left part (Fig.2.10), consider the
rectangle Ru = {(x, y) | xu ≤ x ≤ xu + δ, yu − δ ≤ y ≤ yu + δ}. It has
following properties.

• Every point in the right part and within distance δ from u lies in this
rectangle.

• This rectangle contains at most six points in the right part because
every two points have distance at least δ.

For each u in the left part, check every point v lying in Ru, if distance
d(u, v) < δ. If yes, then we keep the record and choose the closest pair of
points from them, which should be the solution. If not, then the solution
should either the closest pair of points in the left part or the closest pair of
points in the right part.

Let T (n) be the time for finding the closest pair of points from n points.
Above method give a recursive relation

T (n) = 2T (dn/2e) +O(n).
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Therefore, T (n) = O(n log n).

Example 2.4.3 (The ith Smallest Number). Given a sequence of n distinct
numbers and a positive integer i, find ith smallest number in O(n) time.

This algorithm consists of five steps. Let us name this algorithm as
A(n, i) for convenience of recursive call.

Step 1. Divide n numbers into dn/5e groups of 5 elements, possibly
except the last one of less than 5 elements (Fig.2.10).

Figure 2.10: x is selected through first three steps.

Step 2. Find the median of each group by Merge Sort. Possibly, for last
group, there are two median; in such a case, take the smaller one (Fig.2.10).

Step 3. Make a recursive call A(dn/5e, ddn/5e/2e). This call will find
the median x of dn/5e group median, and moreover, will select the smaller
one in case that two candidates of x exist (Fig 2.10).

Step 4. Exchange x with the last element in input array and partition
all numbers into two parts by using Partition procedure in Quick Sort. One
part (on the left) contains numbers less than x and the other part (on the
right) contains numbers larger than x (Fig.2.11).

Step 5. Let k be the number of elements in the left part (Fig.2.11). If
k = i− 1, then x is the ith smallest number. If k ≥ i, then the ith smallest
number lies on the left of x and hence make a recursive call A(k, i). If
k ≤ i−2, then the ith smallest number lies in the right of x and hence make
a recursive call A(n− k − 1, i− k − 1).
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Figure 2.11: x is selected through first three steps.

Now, let us analyze this algorithm. Let T (n) be the running time of
A(n, i).

• Steps 1 and 2 take O(n) time.

• Step 3 takes T (dn/5e) time.

• Step 4 takes O(n) time.

• Step 5 takes T (max(k, n− k − 1)) time.

Therefore,

T (n) = T (dn/5e) + T (max(k, n− k − 1)) +O(n).

We claim that

max(k, n− k − 1) ≤ n− (3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
− 2).

In fact, as shown in Fig.2.12,

k + 1 = 3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
and

n− k ≥ 3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
− 2.
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Figure 2.12: Estimation of k + 1 and n− k.

Therefore,

n− k − 1 ≤ n− 3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
and

k ≤ n− (3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
− 2).

Note that

n− (3

⌈
1

2

⌈n
5

⌉⌉
− 2) ≤ n− (

3n

10
− 2) ≤ 7n

10
+ 2.

By the claim,

T (n) ≤ T (dn/5e) + T (
7n

10
+ 2) + c′n

for some constant c′ > 0. Next, we show that

T (n) ≤ cn (2.1)

for some constant c > 0. Choose

c = max(20c′, T (1), T (2)/2, ..., T (59)/59).

Therefore, (2.1) holds for n ≤ 59. Next, consider n ≥ 60. By induction
hypothesis, we have

T (n) ≤ c(n/5 + 1) + c(7n/10 + 2) + c′n

≤ cn− (cn/10− 3c− c′n)

≤ cn
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since

c(n/10− 3) ≥ n/20 ≥ c′n.

The fist inequality is due to n ≥ 60 and the second one is due to c ≥ 20c′.
This ends the proof of T (n) = O(n).

Exercises

1. Use a recursion tree to estimate a good upper bound on the recurrence
T (n) = 3T (bn/2c) +n and T (1) = 0. Use the mathematical induction
to prove correctness of your estimation.

2. Draw the recursion tree for T (n) = 3T (bn/2c)+cn, where c is a positive
constant, and guest an asymptotic upper bound on its solution. Prove
your bound by mathematical induction.

3. Show that for input sequence in decreasing order, the running time of
Quick Sort is Θ(n2).

4. Show that Counting Sort is stable.

5. Find an algorithm to sort n integers in the range 0 to n3 − 1 in O(n)
time.

6. Let A[1 : n] be an array of n distinct integers sorted in increasing order.
(Assume, for simplicity, that n is a power of 2.) Give an O(log n)-time
algorithm to decide if there is an integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that
A[i] = i.

7. Given an array A of integers, please return an array B such that
B[i] = |{A[k] | k > i and A[k] < A[i]}|.

8. Given a string S and an integer k > 0, find a longest substring of s
such that each symbol appears at least k times if it appears in the
substring.

9. Given an integer array A, please compute the number of pairs {i, j}
with A[i] > 2 ·A[j].

10. Given a sorted sequence of distinct nonnegative integers, find the s-
mallest missing number.
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11. Let S be a set of n points, pi = (xi, yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in the plane.
A point pj ∈ S is a maximal point of S if there is no other point
pk ∈ S such that xk ≥ xj and yk ≥ yj . The figure below illustrates the
maximal points of a point-set S. Note that the maximal points form
a “staircase” which descends rightwards.

----o

|

* ----o

|

* | o = maximal point

--o * = non-maximal point

* |

* ---o

|

Give an efficient divide–and–conquer algorithm to determine the max-
imal points of S.

12. Given two sorted sequences with m, n elements, respectively, design
and analyze an efficient divide-and-conquer algorithm to find the kth
element in the merge of the two sequences. The best algorithm runs
in time O(log(max(m,n))).

13. Design a divide-and-conquer algorithm for the following longest as-
cending subsequence problem: Given an array A[1..n] of natural num-
bers, find the length of the longest ascending subsequence. (A subse-
quence is a list A[i1], A[i2], ..., A[im] where m is the length.)

14. Show that in a max-heap of length n, the number of nodes rooted at
which the subtree has height h is at most d n

2h+1 e.

15. Let A be an n × n matrix of integers such that each row is strictly
increasing from left to right and each column is strictly increasing from
top to bottom. Given an O(n)-time algorithm for finding whether a
given number x is an element of A, i.e., whether x = A(i, j) for some
i, j.

16. The maximum subsequence sum problem is defined as follows: Given
an array A[1..n] of integer numbers, find values of i and j with 1 ≤ i ≤
j ≤ n such that

∑j
k=iA[i] is maximized. Design a divide-and-conquer

algorithm for solving the maximum subsequence sum problem in time
O(n log n).
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17. Design a divide-and-conquer algorithm for multiplying n complex num-
bers using only 3(n− 1) real multiplications.

Historical Notes

Divide-and-conquer is a popular technique for algorithm design. It has a
special case, decrease-and-conquer. In decrease and conquer, the problem is
reduced to single subproblem. Both divide-and-conquer and decrease-and-
conquer have a long history. Their stamps can be found in many earlier
works, such as Gauss’s work Fourier transform in 1850 [17], John von Neu-
mann’s work on Merge Sort in 1945 [18], and John Mauchly’s work in 1946
[18]. Quick Sort was developed by Tony Hoare in 1959[19] (publishedin1962
[20]). Counting Sort and its applications to Radix Sort were found by Harold
H. Seward in 1954 [9, 18, 21].



Chapter 3

Dynamic Programming and
Shortest Path

“The art of programming is the art of organizing complexity.”
- Edsger Dijkstra

A divide-and-conquer algorithm consists of many itrations. Usually, each
iteration contains three steps. In the first step (called the divide step), divide
the problem into smaller subproblems. In the second step (called conquer
step), solve those subproblems. In the third step (called the combination
step), combine solutions for subproblems into a solution for the original prob-
lem. Is it true that every algorithm with each iteration consisting
of above three steps belongs to the class of divide-and-conquer?
The answer is No. In this chapter, we would like to introduce a class of algo-
rithms, called dynamic programming. Every algorithm in this class consists
of discrete iterations each of which contains the divide step, the conquer
step and the combination step. However, they may not be the divide-and-
conquer algorithms. Actually, their self-reducibility structure may not be a
tree.

3.1 Dynamic Programming

Let us first study several examples and start from simpler one.

Example 3.1.1 (Fibonacci Number). Fibonacci number Fi for i = 0, 1, ...
is defined by

F0 = 0, F1 = 1, and Fi = Fi−1 + Fi−2.

37
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The computational process can be considered as a dynamic programming
with self-reducibility structure as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Fibonacci numbers.

Example 3.1.2 (Labeled Tree). Let a1, a2, ..., an be a sequence of positive
integers. A labeled tree for this sequence is a binary tree T of n leaves
named v1, v2, ..., vn from left to right. We label vi by ai for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let Di be the length of the path from vi to the root of T . The cost of T is
defined by

cost(T ) =
n∑
i=1

aiDi.

The problem is to construct a labeled tree T to minimize the cost cost(T ) for
given sequence of positive integers a1, a2, ..., an.

Let T (i, j) be the optimal labeled tree for subsequence {ai, ai+1, ..., aj}
and sum(i, j) = ai + ai+1 + · · ·+ aj . Then

cost(T (i, j)) = min i ≤ k < j{cost(T (i, k)) + cost(T (k + 1, j))}+ sum(i, j)

where

sum(i, j) =

{
ai if i = j
ai + sum(i+ 1, j) if i < j.

As shown in Fig.3.2, there are 1 + 2 + · · ·+ n = n(n+1)
2 subproblems T (i, j)

in the table. From recursive formula, it can be seen that solution of each
subproblem T (i, j) can be computed in O(n) time. Therefore, this dynamic
programming runs totally in O(n3) time.

Actually, the running time of a dynamic programming is often estimated
by following formula:

running time = (number of subproblems)× (computing time of recursion).
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Figure 3.2: The table of subproblems T (i, j).

There are two remarks on this formula: (1) There are some exceptional
cases. We will see one in next section. (2) The divide-and conquer can
be considered as a special case of the dynamic programming. Therefore, its
running time can also be estimated with this formula. However, the outcome
is usually too rough.

It is similar to the divide-and-conquer that there are two ways to write
software codes for the dynamic programming. The first way is to employ
recursive call as shown in Algorithm 5. The second way is as shown in
Algorithm 6 which saves the recursive calls and hence in practice, it runs
faster with smaller space requirement.

Before study next example, let us first introduce a concept, guillotine
cut. Consider a rectangle P , a cut on P is called a guillotine cut if it cuts
P into two parts. A guillotine partition is a sequence of guillotine cuts.

Example 3.1.3 (Minimum Length Guillotine Partition). Given a rectangle
with point-holes inside (Fig. 3.3), partition it into smaller rectangles without
hole inside by a sequence of guillotine cuts to minimize the total length of
cuts.

Example 3.1.3 is a geometric optimization problem. It has infinitely
many feasible solutions. Therefore, strictly speaking, it is not a combinato-
rial optimization problem. However, it can be reduced to a combinatorial
optimization problem.

Lemma 3.1.4 (Canonical Partition). There exists a minimum length guil-
lotine partition such that every guillotine cut passes through a point-hole.

Proof. Suppose there exists a guillotine cut AB not passing through any
point-hole. Without loss of generality, assume that AB is a vertical cut.
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm for Labeled Tree.

Input: A sequence of positive integers a1, a2, ..., an.
Output: Minimum cost of a labeled tree.

1: return cost(T (1, n)).

function cost(T (i, j)) (i ≤ j)
1: if i = j then
2: tempt← ai
3: else
4: temp← +∞
5: for k = i to j − 1 do
6: temp← min(temp, cost(T (i, k)) + cost(T (k + 1, j)) + sum(i, j))
7: end for
8: end if
9: return cost(T (i, j))← temp;

function sum(i, j) (i ≤ j)
1: if i = j then
2: return sum(i, j)← ai
3: else
4: return sum(i, j)← ai + sum(i+ 1, j)
5: end if

Algorithm 6 Algorithm for Labeled Tree.

Input: A sequence of positive integers a1, a2, ..., an.
Output: Minimum cost of a labeled tree.

1: for i = 1 to n do
2: cost(T (i, i))← ai; sum(i, i)← ai
3: end for
4: for l = 2 to n do
5: for i = 1 to n− l + 1 do
6: j ← i+ l − 1
7: cost(T (i, j))← +∞; sum(i, j)← sum(i, j − 1) + aj
8: for k = i to j − 1 do
9: q ← cost(T (i, k)) + cost(T (k + 1, j)) + sum(i, j)

10: cost(T (i, j))← min(cost(T (i, j)), q)
11: end for
12: end for
13: end for
14: return cost(T (1, n))
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Figure 3.3: A rectangle with point-holes inside.

Let n1 be the number of guillotine cuts touching AB on the left and n2

the number of guillotine cuts touching AB on the right. Without loss of
generality, assume n1 ≥ n2. Then we can move AB to the right without
increasing the total length of rectangular guillotine partition, until meet a
point-hole. If this moving cannot meet a point-hole, then AB can be moved
to meet another vertical cut or vertical boundary and in either case, AB
can be deleted, contradicting the optimality of the partition.

By Lemma 3.1.4, we may consider only canonical guillotine partitions.
During the canonical guillotine partition, each subproblem can be deter-
mined by a rectangle in which each boundary edge is obtained by a guil-
lotine cut or a boundary edge of given rectangle and hence there are O(n)
possibility. This implies that the number of subproblems is O(n4).

To find an optimal one, let us study a guillotine cut on a rectangle P .
Let n be the number of point-holes. Since the guillotine cut passes a point-
hole, there are at most 2n possible positions. Suppose P1 and P2 are two
rectangles obtained from P by the guillotine cut. Let opt(P ) denote the
minimum total length of guillotine partition on P . Then we have

opt(P ) = min
candidate cuts

[opt(P1) + opt(P2) + (cut length)],

The computation time for this recurrence is O(n). Therefore, the optimal
rectangular guillotine partition can be computed by a dynamic programming
in O(n5) time.

One of important technique for design of dynamic programming for a
given problem is to replace the original problem by a proper one which can
be easily found to have a self-reducibility. Following is such an example.
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Example 3.1.5. Consider a horizontal strip. There are n target points
lying inside and m unit disks with centers lying outside of the strip where
each unit disk di has radius one and a positive weight w(di). Each target
point is covered by at least one unit disk. The problem is to find a subset of
unit disks, with minimum total weight, to cover all target points.

First, without loss of generality, assume all target points have distinct
x-coordinates; otherwise, we may rotate the strip together with coordinate
system a little to reach such a property. Line up all target points p1, p2, ..., on
in the increasing ordering of x-coordinate. Let Da be the set of all unit disks
with centers lying above the strip and Db the set of all unit disks with centers
lying below the strip. Let `1, `2, ..., `n be vertical lines passing through p1,
p2, ..., pn, respectively. For any two disks d, d′ ∈ Da, define d ≺i d′ if the
lowest intersection between the boundary of disk d and `i is not lower than
the lowest intersection between the boundary of disk d′ and `i. Similarly, for
ny two sensors d, d′ ∈ Db, define d ≺i d′ if the highest intersection between
the boundary of disk d and `i is not higher than the highest intersection
between the boundary of disk d′ and `i.

For any two disks da ∈ Da and db ∈ Db with pi covered by da or db, let
Di(da, db) be an optimal solution of following problem.

min w(D) =
∑
d∈D

w(d) (3.1)

subject to da, db ∈ D,
∀d ∈ D ∩ Da : d ≺i da,
∀d ∈ D ∩ Db : d ≺i db,
D covers targets points p1, p2, ..., pi.

Then, we have following recursive formula.

Lemma 3.1.6.

w(Di(da, db)) = min{w(Si−1(d′a, d
′
b)) + [da 6= d′a]w(da) + [db 6= d′b]w(db)

| d′a ≺i da, d′b ≺i db, and pi−1 is covered by d′a or d′b}

where

[d 6= d′] =

{
1 if d 6= d′,
0 otherwise .

Proof. . Let d′a be the disk in Di(da, db)∩Da whose boundary has the lowest
intersection with `i−1 and d′b the disk in Di(da, db)∩Db whose boundary has
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the highest intersection with `i−1. We claim that

w(Di(da, db)) = w(Di−1(d′a, d
′
b)) + [da 6= d′a]w(da) + [db 6= d′b]w(db). (3.2)

To prove it, we first show that if da 6= d′a, then da 6∈ Di−1(d′a, d
′
b) for w(da) >

0. In fact, for otherwise, there exists i′ < i − 1 such that pi′ is covered by
da, but not covered by d′a. This is impossible (Fig. 3.4). To see this, let A

Figure 3.4: Proof of Lemma 3.1.6.

be the lowest intersection between the boundary of disk d′a and `i′ and B
the lowest intersection between the boundary of disk d′a and `i. Then A and
B lie inside the disk da. Let C and D be intersection points between line
AB and the boundary of disk da. Let E be the lowest intersection between
the boundary of disk da and `i−1 and F the lowest intersection between the
boundary of disk d′a and `i−1. Note that da and d′a lies above the strip. We
have ∠CED > ∠AFB > π/2 and hence sin∠CED < sin∠AFB. Moreover,
we have |AB| < |CD|. Thus,

radius (da) =
|CD|

2 sin∠CED
>

|AB|
2 sin∠AFB

= radius(d′a),

contradicting the homogeneous assumption of disks. Therefore, our claim is
true. Similarly, if db 6= d′b, then db 6∈ Si−1(d′a, d

′
b) for w(sb) > 0. Therefore,

(3.2) holds. This means that for equation in Lemma 3.1.6, the left-side ≥
the right-side.

To see the left-side ≤ the right-side for the equation in Lemma 3.1.6, we
note that in the right-side, Si−1(d′a, d

′
b)∪{da, db} is always a feasible solution

of the problem (3.1).
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Let us employ the recursive formula in Lemma 3.1.6 to compute all
Si(da, db). There are totally O(m2n) problems. With the recursive formula,
each Si(da, db, k) can be computed in time O(m2). Therefor, all Si(da, db, k)
can be computed by dynamic programming in time O(m4n). The solution
of Example 3.1.5 can be computed by

S = argminSn(da,db)w(Sn(da, db))

where da ∈ Da, db ∈ Db, and pn is covered by da or db. This requires addi-
tional computation within time O(m2). Therefore, putting all computations
together, the time is O(m4n).

3.2 Shortest Path

Often, the running time of a dynamic programming algorithm can be
estimated by the product of the table size (the number of subproblems) and
the computation time of the recursive formula (i.e., the time for recursively
computing the solution of each subproblem). Does this estimation hold
for every dynamic programming algorithm? The answer is No. In
this section, we would like to provide a counterexample, the shortest path
problem. For this problem, we must consider something else in order to
estimate the running time of a dynamic programming algorithm.

Problem 3.2.1 (Shortest Path). Given a directed graph G = (V,E) with
arc cost c : E → Z, and a source node s and a sink node t in V , where Z is
the set of integers, find a path from s to t with minimum total arc cost.

In study of shortest path, arcs coming to s and arc going out from t are
useless. Therefore, we assume that those arcs do not exist in G, which may
simplify some statements later.

For any node u ∈ V , let d∗(s, u) denote the total cost of the shortest
path from node s to node u and N−(u), the in-neighbor set of u, i.e., the
set of nodes each with an arc coming to u. Then it is easy to obtain the
following recursive formula (Fig. 3.5).

d∗(s) = 0,

d∗(u) = min
v∈N−(v)

{d∗(v) + c(v, u)}.

Based on this recursive formula, we may write down an algorithm as follows:
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Figure 3.5: Recursive relation of d∗(u).

DP1 for the Shortest Path
S ← {s};
T ← V − S;
while T 6= ∅ do begin

find u ∈ T such that N−(u) ⊆ S;
compute d∗(u) = minv∈N−(u){d∗(v) + c(v, u)};
S ← S ∪ {u};
T ← T − {u};

end-while
output d∗(t).

This is a dynamic programming algorithm which works correctly for all
acyclic digraphs due to following.

Theorem 3.2.2. Consider an acyclic network G = (V,E) with a source
node s and a sink node t. Assume that for any v ∈ V − {s}, N−(v) 6= ∅.
Let (S, T ) be a partition of V such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . Then there exists
u ∈ T such that N−(u) ⊆ S.

Proof. Note that for any u ∈ T , N−(u) 6= ∅. If N−(u) 6⊆ S, then
there exists v ∈ N−(u) such that v ∈ T . If N−(v) 6⊆ S, then there exists
w ∈ N−(v) such that w ∈ T . This process cannot go forever. Finally, we
would find z ∈ T such that N−(z) ⊆ S. �

In this theorem, the acyclic condition cannot be dropped. In Fig. 3.6,
a counterexample is shown that a simple cycle may make no node u in T
satisfy N−(u) ⊆ S.

To estimate the running time of algorithm DP1, we note that d∗(u) needs
to be computed for u over all nodes, that is, the size of table for holding
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Figure 3.6: When S = {s}, there is no node u such that N−(u) ⊆ S.

all subproblems is O(n) where n is the number of nodes. In the recursive
formula for computing each d∗(u), the ”min” operation is over all nodes
in N−(u) which may contains O(n) nodes. Thus, the product of the table
size and the computation time of recursive formula is O(n2). However, this
estimation for the running time of algorithm DP1 is not correct. In fact, we
need also to consider the time for finding u ∈ T such that N−(u) ⊆ S. This
requires to check if a set is a subset of another set. What is the running
time of this computation? Roughly speaking, this may takes O(n log n) time
and hence, totally the running time of algorithm DP1 is O(n(n+n log n)) =
O(n2 log n).

Can we improve this running time by a smarter implementation? The
answer is yes. Let us do this in two steps.

First, we introduce a new number d(u) = minv∈N−(u)∩S(d∗(v) + c(v, u))
and rewrite the algorithm DP1 as follows.

DP2 for the Shortest Path
S ← ∅;
T ← V ;
while T 6= ∅ do begin

find u ∈ T such that N−(u) ⊆ S;
S ← S ∪ {u};
T ← T − {u};
d∗(u) = d(u);
for every w ∈ N+(u) update d(w)← min(d(w), d∗(u) + c(u,w));

end-while
output d∗(t).

In this algorithm, updating value of d(u) would be performed on all edges
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and for each edge, update once. Therefore, the total time is O(m) where m
is the number of edges, i.e., m = |E|.

Secondly, we introduce the topological sort. The topological sort of nodes
in a digraph G = (V,E) is a ordering such that for any arc (u, v) ∈ E, node u
has position before node v. There is an algorithm with running time O(m)
for topological sort as shown in Algorithm 7. Actually, in Algorithm 7,

Algorithm 7 Topological Sort.

Input: A directed graph G = (V,E).
Output: A topologically sorted sequence of nodes.

1: L← ∅
2: S ← {s}
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4: remove a node u from S
5: put u at tail of L
6: for each node v ∈ N+(u) do
7: remove arc (u, v) from graph G
8: if v has no other incoming arc then
9: insert v into S

10: end if
11: end for
12: end while
13: if graph G has an arc then
14: return error (G contains at least one cycle)
15: else
16: return L
17: end if

line 3 takes O(n) time and line 7 takes O(m) time. Hence, it runs totally in
O(m+n) time. However, for the shortest path problem, input directed graph
is connected if ignore the arc direction and hence n = O(m). Therefore,
O(m+ n) = O(m).

An example for topological sort is shown in Fig. 3.7. In each iteration,
yellow node is the one selected from S to initiate the iteration. During the
iteration, the yellow node will be moved from S to end of L and all arcs
from the yellow node will be deleted, meanwhile new nodes will be added to
S.

Now, we can first do topological sort and them carry out dynamic pro-
gramming, which will result in a dynamic programming (Algorithm 8 for
the shortest path problem, running in O(m) time.
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Figure 3.7: An example of topological sort.
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Algorithm 8 Dynamic Programming for Shortest Path.

Input: A directed graph G = (V,E) with arc weight c : E → Z, and two
nodes s and t in V .
Output: The length of shortest path from s to t.

1: S ← ∅
2: T ← V
3: do topological sort on T
4: d(s)← 0
5: for every u ∈ V \ {s} do
6: d(u)←∞
7: end for
8: while T 6= ∅ do
9: remove the first node u from T

10: S ← S ∪ {u}
11: d∗(u)← d(u)
12: for every (u, v) ∈ E do
13: d(v)← min(d(v), d∗(u) + c(u, v))
14: end for
15: end while
16: return d∗(t)
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Figure 3.8: An example of dynamic programming for shortest path.
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An example is shown in Fig. 3.8. At beginning, the topological sort
is done in previous example as shown in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.8, the yellow
node represents the one removed from the front of T to initiate an iteration.
During the iteration, all red arcs from the yellow node are used for updating
the value of d(·) and meanwhile the yellow node is added to S whose d∗(·)’s
value equals to d(·)’s value.

It may worth mentioning that Algorithm 8 works for acyclic directed
graph without restriction on arc weight, i.e., arc weight can be negative. This
implies that the longest path problem can be solved in O(m) time if input
graph is acyclic. For definition of the longest path problem, please find it in
Chapter 8. The longest path problem is NP-hard and hence unlikely to have
a polynomial-time solution. This means that for the shortest path problem,
if input directed graph is not acyclic and arc weights can be negative, then
solution may not polynomial-time computable. What is about the case that
input directed graph is not acyclic and all arc weights are nonnegative? In
next section, we present a polynomial-time solution.

3.3 Dijkstra Algorithm

Dijkstra algorithm is able to find the shortest path in any directed graph
with nonnegative arc weights. Its design is based on following important
discovery.

Theorem 3.3.1. Consider a directed network G = (V,E) with a source
node s and a sink node t, and every arc (u, v) has a nonnegative weight
c(u, v). Suppose (S, T ) is a partition of V such that s ∈ S and t ∈ T . If
d(u) = minv∈T d(v), then d∗(u) = d(u).

Proof. For contradiction, suppose d(u) = minv∈T d(v) > d∗(u). Then there
exists a path p (Fig. 3.9)from s to u such that

length(p) = d∗(u) < d(u).

Let w be the first node in T on path p. Then d(w) = length(p(s, w))
where p(s, w) is the piece of path p from s to w. Since all arc weights are
nonnegative, we have

length(p) ≥ length(p(s, w)) = d(w) ≥ d(u) > d∗(u) = length(p)

a contradiction.
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Figure 3.9: In proof of Theorem 3.3.1.

By Theorem 3.3.1, in dynamic programming for shortest path, we may
replace N−(u) ⊆ S by d(u) = minv∈T d(v) when all arc weights are nonneg-
ative. This replacement results in Dijkstra algorithm.

Dijkstra Algorithm
S ← ∅;
T ← V ;
while T 6= ∅ do begin

find u← argminv∈Td(v);
S ← S ∪ {u};
T ← T − {u};
d∗(u) = d(u);
for every w ∈ N+(u), update d(w)← min(d(w), d∗(u) + c(u,w));

end-while
output d∗(t).

With different data structures, Dijkstra algorithm can be implemented
with different running times.

With min-priority queue, Dijkstra algorithm can be implemented in time
O((m+ n) log n).

With Fibonacci heap, Dijkstra algorithm can be implemented in time
O(m+ n log n).

With Radix heap, Dijkstra algorithm can be implemented in time O(m+
n log c) where c is the maximum arc weight.

We will pick up one of them to introduce in next section. Before doing
it, let us first implement Dijkstra algorithm with simple buckets (also known
as Dial algorithm). This simple implementation can achieve running time
O(m+nc). When c is small, e.g., c = 1, it could be a good choice. (This case
occurs in study of Admonds-Karp algorithm for maximum flow in Chapter
5.)
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In this implementation, (n − 1)c + 2 buckets are prepared with labels
0, 1, ..., (n−1)c,∞. They are used for store nodes in T such that every node
u is stored in bucket d(u). Therefore, initially, s is in bucket 0 and other
nodes are in bucket ∞. As d(u)’s value is updated, node u will be moved
from a bucket to another bucket with smaller label. Note that if d(u) <∞,
then there must exist a simple path from s to u such that d(u) is equal to
the total weight of this path. Therefore, d(u) ≤ c(n−1), i.e., buckets set up
as above are enough for our purpose. In Fig.3.10, an example is computed
by Dihkstra algorithm with simple buckets.

Figure 3.10: An example for Dijstra algorithm with simple buckets.

Now let estimate the running time of Dijstra algorithm with simple buck-
ets.

• Time to create buckets is O(nc).

• Time for finding u to satisfy d(u) = minv∈T d(v) is O(nc). In fact,
u can be chosen arbitrarily from the nonempty bucket with smallest
label. Such a bucket in Fig.3.10 is pointed by a red arrow, which is
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traveling from left to right without going backward. This is because,
after update d(w) for w ∈ T , we always have d∗(u) ≤ d(w) for w ∈ T .

• Time to update d(w) for w ∈ T and update buckets is O(m).

• Therefore, total time is O(m+ nc).

3.4 Priority Queue

Although Dijkstra algorithm with simple buckets runs faster for small c,
it cannot be counted as a polynomial-time solution. In fact, the input size
of c is log c. Therefore, we would like to select a data structure with which,
implement Dijkstra algorithm in polynomial-time. This data structure is
priority queue.

A priority queue is a data structure for maintaining a set S f elements,
each with an associated value, called a key. All keys are stored in an array
A such that an element belongs to set S if and only if its key is in array
A. There are two types of priority queues, the min-priority queue and the
max-priority queue. Since they are similar, we introduce one of them, the
min-priority queue.

A min-priority queue supports following operations: Minimum(S), Extract-
Min(S), Increase-Key(S, x, k), Insert(S, x).

The min-heap can be employed in implementation of those operations.
Minimum(S) returns the element of S with the smallest key, which can

be implemented as follows.

Heap-Minimum(A)
return A[1].

Extract-Min(S) removes and returns the element of S with the smallest
key, which can be implemented by using min-heap as follows.

Heap-Extract-Min(A)
min← A[1];
A[1]← A[heap-size[A]];
heap-size[A] ← heap-size[A]-1;
Min-Heapify(A, 1);
return min.

Decrease-Key(S, x, k) decreases the value of element x’s key to the new
value k, which is assumed to be no more than x’s current key value. Suppose
that A[i] contains x’s key. Then, Decrease-Key(S, x, k) can be implemented
as an operation of min-heap as follows.
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Heap-Decrease-Key(A, i, key)
if key > A[i]

then error ”new key is larger than current key”;
A[i]← key;
while i > 1 and A[Parent(i)] > A[i]

do exchange A[i]↔ A[Parent(i)]
and i← Parent(i).

Insert(S, x.key) inserts the element x into S, which is implemented in
following.

Insert(A, key)
array-size[A]← array-size[A] + 1;
A[array-size[A]]← +∞;
Decrease-Key(A, array-size[A], key).

Now, we analyze these four operations. Minimum(S) runs clearly in
O(1) time. Each of other three operations runs in O(log n) time. Actually,
since Min-Heapify(A, 1) runs in O(log n) time, so does Extract-Min(S). For
Decrease-Key(S, x, k), as shown in Fig.3.11, computation is along a path
from a node approaching to the root of the heap and hence runs in O(log n)
time. This also implies that Insert(S, x.key) can be implemented in O(log n)
time.

Figure 3.11: Heap-Decrease-Key(A, 9, 1).
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In Algorithm 9, Dijkstra algorithm is implemented with priority queue
as follows.

• Use min-priority queue to keep set T and for every node u ∈ T , use
d(u) for the key of u.

• Use operation Extract-Min(T ) to obtain u satisfying d(u) = minv∈T d(v).
This operation at line 9 will be used for O(n) times.

• Use operation Decrease-Key(T, v, key) on each edge (u, v) to update
d(v) and the min-heap. This operation on line 14 will be used for
O(m) times.

• Therefore, the total running time is O((m+ n) log n).

Algorithm 9 Dijkstra Algorithm with Priority Queue.

Input: A directed graph G = (V,E) with arc weight c : E → Z, and source
node s and sink node t in V .
Output: The length of shortest path from s to t.

1: S ← ∅
2: T ← V
3: d(s)← 0
4: for every u ∈ V \ {s} do
5: d(u)←∞
6: end for
7: build a min-priority queue on T with key d(u) for each node u ∈ T , i.e.,

use keys to build a min-heap.
8: while T 6= ∅ do
9: u← Extract-Min(T )

10: S ← S ∪ {u}
11: d∗(u)← d(u)
12: for every (u, v) ∈ E do
13: if d(v) > d∗(u) + c(u, v)) then
14: Decrease-Key(T, v, d∗(u) + c(u, v))
15: end if
16: end for
17: end while
18: return d∗(t)

An example is as shown in Fig.3.12.
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Figure 3.12: An example for Dijkstra algorithm with priority queue.
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3.5 Bellman-Ford Algorithm

Bellman-Ford algorithm allows negative arc cost, only restriction is no
negative weight cycle. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that the running
time is a little slow. The idea behind this algorithm is very simple.

Initially, assign d(s) = 0 and d(u) = ∞ for every u ∈ V \ {s}. Then,
algorithm updates d(u) such that in iteration i, d(u) is equal to the shortest
distance from s to u passing through at most i arcs. If there is no negative
weight cycle, then the shortest path contains at most n− 1 arcs. Therefore,
after n − 1 iterations, d(t) is the minimum weight of the path from s to t.
If in the nth iteration, d(u) is still updated for some u, then it means that
a negative weight cycle exists.

Bellman-Ford Algorithm
input:A directed graph G = (V,E) with weight c : E → R+,

a source node s and a sink node t.
output: The minimum weight of path from s to t,

or a message ”G contains a negative weight cycle”.
d(s)← 0;
for u ∈ V \ {s} do

d(u)←∞;
for i← 1 t n− 1 do

for each arc (u, v) ∈ E do
if d(u) + c(u, v) < d(v)

d(v)← d(u) + c(u, v);
for each arc (u, v) ∈ E do

if d(u) + c(u, v) < d(v)
then return ”G contains a negative weight cycle”.
else return d(t).

Its running time is easily estimated.

Theorem 3.5.1. Bellman-Ford algorithm computes a shortest path from s
to t within O(mn) time where n is the number of nodes and m is the number
of arcs in input directed graph.

3.6 All Pairs Shortest Paths

In this section, we study following problem.

Problem 3.6.1 (All-Pairs-Shortest-Paths). Given a directed graph G =
(V,E), find the shortest path from s to t for all pairs {s, t} of nodes.
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If apply Bellman-Ford algorithm for single pair of nodes for each of
O(n2) pairs, then the total time for computing a solution of the all-pairs-
shortest-paths problem is O(n3m). In the following, we will present two
faster algorithms, with running time O(n3 log n) and O(n3), respectively
with only restriction that no negative weight cycle exists. Before doing so,
let us consider an example on which, we introduce an approach which can
be used for the all-pairs-shortest-paths problem.

Example 3.6.2 (Path Counting). Given a directed graph G = (V,E) and
a positive integer k, count the number of paths with exactly k arcs from s to
t for all pairs {s, t} of nodes

Let a
(k)
st denote the number of paths with exactly k arcs from s to t.

Then, we have

a
(1)
st =

{
1 if (s, t) ∈ E,
0 otherwise.

This means that (a
(1)
st ) is the adjacency matrix of graph G. Denote

A(G) = (a
(1)
st ).

We claim that

A(G)k = (a
(k)
st ).

Let us prove this claim by induction on k. Suppose it is true for k. Consider
a path from s to t with exactly k + 1 arcs. Decompose the path at a node
h such that the subpath from s to h contains exactly k arcs and (h, t) is

an arc. Then the subpath from s to h has a
(k)
sh choices and (h, t) has a

(1)
ht

choices. Therefore,

a
(k+1)
st =

∑
h∈V

a
(k)
sh a

(1)
ht .

It follows that

(a
(k+1)
st ) = (a

(k)
ht )(a

(1)
ht ) = A(G)k ·A(G) = A(G)k+1.

Now, we come back to the all-pairs shortest paths problem. First, we
assume that G has no loop. In fact, a loop with nonnegative weight does
not play any role in a shortest path and a loop with negative weight means
that the problem is meaning less.
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Let `
(k)
st denote the weight of the shortest path with at most k arcs from

s to t. For k = 1, we have

`
(1)
st =


c(s, t) if (s, t) ∈ E,
∞ if (s, t) 6∈ E and s 6= t,
0 if s = t.

Denote

L(G) = (`
(1)
st ).

This is called the weighted adjacency matrix. For example, the graph in
Fig.3.13 has weighted adjacency matrix 0 4 ∞

∞ 0 6
5 ∞ 0

 .

Figure 3.13: A weighted directed graph.

We next establish a recursive formula for `
(k)
st .

Lemma 3.6.3.

`
k+1)
st = min

h∈V
(`

(k)
sh + `

(1)
st ).

Proof. Since the shortest path from s to h with at most k arcs and the
shortest path from h to t with at most one arc form a path from s to t with
at most k + 1 arcs, we have

`
k+1)
st ≤ min

h∈V
(`

(k)
sh + `

(1)
ht ).

Next, we show

`
k+1)
st ≥ min

h∈V
(`

(k)
sh + `

(1)
ht ).
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To do so, consider two cases.

Case 1. There is a path with weight `
(k+1)
st from s to t containing at

most k arcs. In this case, we have

`
(k+1)
st = `

(k)
st

= `
(k)
st + `

(1)
ht

≥ min
h∈V

(`
(k)
sh + `

(1)
ht ).

Case 2. Every path with weight `
(k+1)
st from s to t contains exactly k+ 1

arcs. In this case, we can find a node h′ on the path such that the piece
from s to h′ contains exactly k arcs and (h′, t) ∈ E. Their weights should

be `
(k)
sh′ and `

(1)
h′t, respectively. Therefore,

`
(k+1)
st = `

(k)
sh′ + `

(1)
h′t

≥ min
h∈V

(`
(k)
sh + `

(1)
ht ).

If G does not contain negative weight cycle, then each shortest path does
not need to contain a cycle. Therefore, we have

Theorem 3.6.4. If G does not have a negative weight cycle, then `
(n−1)
st is

the weight of shortest path from s to t where n = |V |.

This suggests a dynamic programming to solve the all-pairs-shortest-

paths problem by using recursive formula in Lemma 3.6.3. Since each `
(k)
st is

computed in O(n) time, this algorithm will run in O(n4) time to compute

`
(n−1)
st for all pairs {s, t}.

Next, we give a method to speed up this algorithm. To do so, let us
define a new operation for matrixes. Consider two n × n square matrixes
A = (aij) and B = (bij). Define

A ◦B = ( min
1≤h≤n

(aih + bhj)).

An example is as shown in Fig.3.14.
This operation satisfies associative law.

Lemma 3.6.5.
(A ◦B) ◦ C = A ◦ (B ◦ C).
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Figure 3.14: A new matrix multiplication.

We leave proof of this lemma as an exercise.
By this lemma, following is well-defined.

A(k) = A ◦ · · · ◦A︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

.

Note that if G has no negative weight cycle, then for m ≥ n − 1,
L(G)(m) = L(G)(n−1). This observation suggests following algorithm to
compute L(G)(n−1).

n← |V |;
m← 1;

L(1) ← L(G);
while m < n− 1

do L2m ← L(m) ◦ L(m) and
m← 2m;

return L(m).

With this improvement, the dynamic programming with recursive formu-
la in Lemma 3.6.3 is called the faster-all-pairs-shortest-paths al algorithm,
which runs in O(n3 log n) time.

Above result is derived under assumption thatG does not have a negative
weight cycle. Suppose G is unknown to have a negative weight cycle or
not. Can we modify the faster-all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm to find a
negative weight cycle if G has one? The answer is yes. However, we need to
compute L(G)(m) for m ≥ n.
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Theorem 3.6.6. G contains a negative weight cycle if and only if L(G)(n)

contains a negative diagonal entry. Moreover, if L(G)(n) contains a negative
diagonal entry then such an entry keeps negative sign in every L(G)(m) for
m ≥ n.

Proof. It follows immediately from fact that a simple cycle contains at most
n arcs.

.
Next, let us study another algorithm for the all-pairs-shortest-paths

problem. First, we show a lemma.

Lemma 3.6.7. Assume V = {1, 2, ..., n}. Let d
(k)
ij denote the weight of

shortest path from i to j with internal nodes in {1, 2, ..., k}. Then for i 6= j,

d
(k)
ij =

{
c(i, j) if k = 0,

min(d
(k−1)
ij , d

(k−1)
ik + d

(k−1)
kj if 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

and d
(k)
ij = 0 for i = j and k ≥ 0.

Proof. We need only to consider i 6= j. Let p be the shortest path from i
to j with internal nodes in {1, 2, ..., k}. For k = 0, p does not contain any
internal node. Hence, its weight is c(i, j). For k ≥ 1, there are two cases
(Fig.3.15).

Figure 3.15: Proof of Lemma 3.6.7.

Case 1. p does not contain internal node k. In this case,

d
(k)
ij = d

(k−1)
ij .
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Case 2. p contains an internal node k. Since p does not contain a cycle,
node k appears exactly once. Suppose that node k decomposes path p into
two pieces p1 and p2, from i to k and from k to j, respectively. Then

the weight of p1 should be d
(k−1)
ik and the weight of p2 should be d

(k−1)
ij .

Therefore, in this case, we have

d
(k)
ij = d

(k−1)
ik + d

(k−1)
kj .

Denote D(k) = (d
(k)
ij . Based on recursive formula in Lemma 3.6.7, we

obtain a dynamic programming as shown in Algorithm 10, which is called
Floyd-Warshall algorithm.

Algorithm 10 Floyd-Warshall Algorithm.

Input: A directed graph G = (V,E) with arc weight c : E → Z.
Output: The weight of shortest path from s to t for all pairs of nodes s
and t.

1: n← |V |
2: D(0) ← L(G)
3: for k ← 1 to n do
4: for i← 1 to n do
5: for j ← 1 to n do

6: d
(k)
ij ← min(d

(k−1)
ij , d

(k−1)
ik + d

(k−1)
kj

7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

10: return D(n)

From algorithm description, it is easy to see following.

Theorem 3.6.8. If G does not contain a negative weight cycle, then Floyd-
Warshall algorithm computes all-pairs shortest paths in O(n3) time.

If G contains a negative weight cycle, could Floyd-Warshall algorithm
tells us this fact? The answer is yes. Actually, we also have

Theorem 3.6.9. G contains a negative weight cycle if and only if D(n)

contains negative diagonal element.
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Exercises

1. Please construct a directed graph G = (V,E) with arc weight and
source vertex s such that for every arc (u, v) ∈ E, there is a shortest-
paths tree rooted at s that contains (u, v) and there is another shortest-
paths tree rooted at s that does not contain (u, v).

2. Show that the graph G contains a negative weight cycle if and only if
A(G)(n−1) 6= A(G)(2n−1).

3. Please give a simple example of a directed graph with negative-weight
arces to show that Dijkstra’s algorithm produces incorrect answers in
this case. Please also explain why the proof of correct of Dijkstra’s
algorithm cannot go through when negative-weight edges are allowed?

4. Please design an O(n2)-time algorithm to compute the longest mono-
tonically increasing subsequence for a given sequence of n numbers.

5. How can we use the output of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to detect
the presence of a negative-weight cycle?

6. A stair is a rectilinear polygon as shown in the following figure:

----o

| |

| ----o

| |

| |

| --o

| |

| ---o

|____________|

Show that the minimum length rectangular partition for given stair
can be computed by a dynamic programming in time O(n2 log n).

7. Given a rectilinear polygon containing some rectilinear holes inside,
guillotine-partition it into small rectangles without hole inside with
minimum total length of guillotine cuts. Design a dynamic program-
ming to solve this problem in polynomial-time with respect to n where
n is the number of concave boundary points in input rectangle (a
boundary point is concave if it faces inside with an angle of more than
180o.)
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8. Consider a horizontal line. There are n points lying below the line
and m unit disks with centers above the line. Everyone of the n points
is covered by some unit disk. Each unit disk has a weight. Design
a dynamic programming to find a subset of unit disks covering all n
points, with the minimum total weight. The dynamic programming
should runs in polynomial time with respect to m and n.

9. Given a convex polygon in the Euclidean plane, partition it into trian-
gles with minimum total length of cuts. Design a dynamic program-
ming to solve this problem in time O(n3) where n is the number of
vertices of input polygon.

10. Does Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path work for input with neg-
ative weight and without negative weight cycle? If yes, please give a
proof. If not, please give a counterexample and a way to modify the
algorithm to work for input with negative weight and without negative
weight cycle.

11. Given a directed graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, count the
number of paths with at most k arcs from s to t for all pairs of nodes
s and t.

12. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, count the number
of paths with at most k edges from s to t for all pairs of nodes s and
t.

13. Given a directed graph G = (V,E) without loop, and a positive integer
k, count the number of paths with at most k arcs from s to t for all
pairs of nodes s and t.

14. Show that A ◦ (B ◦ C) = (A ◦B) ◦ C.

15. Does Faster-All-Pair-Shortest-Path algorithm work for input
with negative weight and without negative weight cycle? If yes, please
give a proof. If not, please give a counterexample.

16. Does Floyd-Warshall algorithm work for input with negative weight
and without negative weight cycle? If yes, please give a proof. If not,
please give a counterexample.

17. Given a sequence x1, x2, ..., xn of (not necessary positive) integers, find
a subsequence xi, xi+1, ..., xi+j of consecutive elements to maximize the
sum xi + xi+1 + · · ·+ xi+j . Can your algorithm run in linear time?
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18. Assume that you have an unlimited supply of coins in each of the
integer denominations d1, d2, . . . , dn, where each di > 0. Given an
integer amount m ≥ 0, we wish to make change for m using the mini-
mum number of coins drawn from the above denominations. Design a
dynamic programming algorithm for this problem.

19. Recall that C(n, k)—the binomial coefficient—is the number of ways
of choosing an unordered subset of k objects from a set of n objects.
(Here n ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ n.) Give a dynamic programming algorithm
to compute the value of C(n, k) in O(nk) time and O(k) space.

20. Given a directed graph G = (V,E), with nonnegative weight on its
edges, and in addition, each edge is colored red or blue. A path from
u to v in G is characterized by its total length, and the number of
times it switches colors. Let δ(u, k) be the length of a shortest path
from a source node s to u that is allowed to change color at most k
times. Design a dynamic program to compute δ(u, k) for all u ∈ V .
Explain why your algorithm is correct and analyze its running time.

21. Given a rectilinear polygon without hole, partition this polygon into
rectangles with minimum total length of cut-lines. Design a dynamic
programming to solve this problem.

Historical Notes

Dynamic programming was proposed by Richard Bellman in 1953 [22]
and later became a popular method in optimization and control theory.
The basic idea is stemmed from self-reducibility. In design of computer al-
gorithms, it is a powerful and elegant technique to find an efficient solution
for many optimization problems, which attracts a lot of researchers’ efforts
in the literature, especially in the direction of speed-up dynamic program-
ming. For example, Yao [23] and Borchers and Gupta [24] speed up dynamic
programming with the quadrangle inequality, including a construction for
the rectilinear Steiner arborescence [25] from O(n3) time to O(n2) time.

The shortest path problem became a classical graph problem as early as
in 1873 [30]. A. Schrijver [29] provides a quite detail historical note with a
large list of references. There are many algorithms in the literature. Those
closely related to dynamic programming algorithms algorithms can be found
in Bellman [26], Dijkstra [27], Dial [31], and Fredman and Tarjan [28].
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All-pair-shortest-paths problem was first studied by Alfonso Shimbel in
1953 [32], who gave a O(n4)-time solution. Floyd [33] and Marshall [34]
found a O(n3)-time solution independently in the same year.



Chapter 4

Greedy Algorithm and
Spanning Tree

“Greed, in the end, fails even the greedy.”
- Cathryn Louis

Self-reducibility is the backbone of each greedy algorithm in which self-
reducibility structure is a tree of special kind, i.e., its internal nodes lie on
a path. In this chapter, we study algorithms with such a self-reducibility
structure and related combinatorial theory supporting greedy algorithms.

4.1 Greedy Algorithms

A problem that the greedy algorithm works for computing optimal solu-
tions often has the self-reducibility and a simple exchange property. Let us
use two examples to explain this point.

Example 4.1.1 (Activity Selection). Consider n activities with starting
times s1, s2, ..., sn and ending times f1, f2, ..., fn, respectively. They may be
represented by intervals [s1, f1), [s2, f2], ..., [sn, fn). The problem is to find a
maximum subset of nonoverlapping activities, i.e., nonoverlapping intervals.

This problem has following exchange property.

Lemma 4.1.2 (Exchange Property). Suppose f1 ≤ f2 ≤ · · · ≤ fn. In a
maximum solution without interval [s1, f1), we can always exchange [s1, f1)
with the first activity in the maximum solution preserving the maximality.

69
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Proof. Let [si, fi) be the first activity in the maximum solution mentioned
in the lemma. Since f1 ≤ fi, replacing [si, fi) by [s1, f1) will not cost any
overlapping.

Following lemma states a self-reducibility.

Lemma 4.1.3 (self-reducibility). Suppose {I∗1 , I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is an optimal so-
lution. Then{I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is an optimal solution for the activity problem on
input {Ii | Ii ∩ I∗1} where Ii = [si, fi).

Proof. For contradiction, Suppose that {I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is not an optimal solution
for the activity problem on input {Ii | Ii ∩ I∗1}. Then, {Ii | Ii ∩ I∗1} contains
k nonoverlapping acitivities, whicl all are not overlapping with I∗1 . Putting
I∗1 in these k activities, we will obtain a feasible solution containing k + 1
activities, contradicting the assumption that {I∗1 , I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is an optimal
solution.

Based on Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, we can design a greedy algorithm in
Algorithm 11 and obtain following result.

Algorithm 11 Greedy Algorithm for Activity Selection.

Input: A sequence of n activities [s1, f1), [s2, f2), ..., [sn, fn).
Output: A maximum subset of nonoverlapping activities.

1: sort all activities into ordering f1 ≤ f2 ≤ ... ≤ fn
2: S ← ∅
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: if [si, fi) does not overlap any activity in S then
5: S ← S ∪ {[si, fi)}
6: end if
7: end for
8: return S

Theorem 4.1.4. Algorithm 11 produces an optimal solution for the activity
selection problem.

Proof. Let us prove it by induction on n. For n = 1, it is trivial.

Consider n ≥ 2. Suppose {I∗1 , I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is an optimal solution. By Lem-
ma 4.1.2, we may assume that I∗1 = [s1, f1). By Lemma 4.1.3, {I∗2 , ..., I∗k} is
an optimal solution for the activity selection problem on input {Ii | Ii∩I∗1 =
∅}.
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Note that after select [s1, f1), if we ignore all iterations i with [si, fi) ∩
[s1, f1) 6= ∅, then remaining part is the same as greedy algorithm running on
input {Ii | Ii∩I∗1 = ∅}. By induction hypothesis, it will produces an optimal
solution for the activity selection problem on input {Ii | Ii ∩ I∗1 = ∅}, which
must contain k − 1 activities. Together with [s1, f1), they form a subset of
k nonoverlappng activities, which should be optimal.

Next, we study another example.

Example 4.1.5 (Huffman Tree). Given n characters a1a2, ..., an with weight-
s f1, f2, ..., fn, respectively, find a binary tree with n leaves labeled by a1, a2, ..., an,
respectively, to minimize

d(a1) · f1 + d(a2) · f2 + · · ·+ d(an) · fn

where d(ai) is the depth of leaf ai, i.e., the number of edges on the path from
the root to ai.

First, we show a property of optimal solutions.

Lemma 4.1.6. In any optimal solution, every internal node has two chil-
dren.

Proof. If an internal node has only one child, then this internal node can be
removed to reduce the objective function value.

We can also show an exchange property and a self-reducibility.

Lemma 4.1.7 (Exchange Property). If fi > fj and d(ai) > d(aj), then
exchanging ai and aj would make the objective function value decrease.

Proof. Let d′(ai) and d(aj) be the depths of ai and aj , respectively after
exchange ai and aj . Then d′(ai) = d(aj) and d′(aj) = d(ai). Therefore, the
difference of objective function values before and after exchange is

(d(ai) · fi + d(aj) · fj)− (d′(ai) · fi + d′(aj) · fj)
= (d(ai) · fi + d(aj) · fj)− (d(aj) · fi + d(ai) · fj)
= (d(ai)− d(aj))(fi − fj)
> 0
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Figure 4.1: A self-reducibility.

Lemma 4.1.8 (Self-Reducibility). In any optimal tree T ∗, if we assign the
weight of an internal node u with the total weight wu of its descendant leaves,
then removal the subtree Tu at the internal node results in an optimal tree
T ′u for weights at remainder’s leaves (Fig.4.1).

Proof. Let c(T ) denote the objective function value of tree T , i.e.,

c(T ) =
∑

aover leaves of T

d(a) · f(a)

where d(a) is the depth of leaf a and f(a) is the weight of leaf a. Then we
have

c(T ∗) = c(Tu) + c(T ′u).

If T ′u is not optimal for weights at leaves of T ′u, then we have a binary tree
T ′′u for those weights with c(T ′′u ) < c(T ′u). Therefore c(Tu ∪ T ′′u ) < c(T ∗),
contradicting optimality of T ∗.

By Lemmas 4.1.7 and 4.1.8, we can construct an optimal Huffman tree
in following.

• Sort f1 ≤ f2 ≤ · · · ≤ fn.

• By exchange property, there must exist an optimal tree in which a1

and a2 and sibling at bottom level.

• By self-reducibility, the problem can be reduced to construct optimal
tree for leaves weights {f1 + f2, f3, ..., fn}.

• Go back to initial sorting step. This process continue until only two
weights exist.
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In Fig.4.2, an example is presented to explain this construction. This
construction can be implemented with min-priority queue (Algorithm 12

Figure 4.2: An example for construction of Huffman Tree.

Algorithm 12 Greedy Algorithm for Huffman Tree.

Input: A sequence of leaf weights {f1, f2, ..., fn}.
Output: A binary tree.

1: Put f1, f2, ..., fn into a min-priority queue Q
2: for i← 1 to n− 1 do
3: allocate a new node z
4: left[z]← x← Extract-Min(Q)
5: right[z]← y ← Extract-Min(Q)
6: f [z]← f [x] + f [y]
7: Insert(Q, z)
8: end for
9: return Extract-Min(Q)

The Huffman tree problem is raised from study of Huffman codes as
follows.

Problem 4.1.9 (Huffman Codes). Given n characters a1a2, ..., an with fre-
quencies f1, f2, ..., fn, respectively, find prefix binary codes c1, c2, ..., cn to
minimize

|c1| · f1 + |c2| · f2 + · · ·+ |cn| · fn,

where |ci| is the length of code ci, i.e., the number of symbols in ci.

Actually, c1, c2, ..., cn are called prefix binary codes if no one is a prefix
of another one. Therefore, they have a binary tree representation.
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• Each edge is labeled with 0 or 1.

• Each code is represented by a path from the root to a leaf.

• Each leaf is labeled with a character.

• The length of a code is the length of corresponding path.

An example is as shown in Fig4.3. With this representation, the Huffman
cods problem can be transformed exactly the Huffman tree problem.

Figure 4.3: Huffman codes.

In Chapter 1, we see that Kruskal greedy algorithm can compute the
minimum spanning tree. Thus, we may have a question: Does the minimum
spanning tree problem have an exchange property and self-reducibility? The
answer is yeas and they are given in the following.

Lemma 4.1.10 (Exchange Property). For an edge e with the smallest
weight in a graph G and a minimum spanning tree T without e, there must
exist an edge e′ in T such that (T \ e′)∪ e is still a minimum spanning tree.

Proof. Suppose u and v are two endpoints of edge e. Then T contains a
path p connecting u and v. On path p, every edge e′ must have weight
c(e′) = c(e). Otherwise, (T \ e′)∪ e will be a spanning tree with total weight
smaller that c(T ), contradicting minimality of c(T ).

Now, select any edge e′ in path p. Then (T \e′)∪e is a minimum spanning
tree.

Lemma 4.1.11 (Self-Reducibility). Suppose T is a minimum spanning tree
of a graph G and edge e in T has the smallest weight. Let G′ and T ′ be
obtained from G and T , respectively by shrinking e into a node (Fig.4.4).
Then T ′ is a minimum spanning tree of G′.
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Figure 4.4: Lemma 4.1.11.

Proof. It is easy to see that T is a minimum spanning tree of G if and only
if T ′ is a minimum spanning tree of G′.

With above two lemma, we are able to give an alternative proof for
correctness of Kruskal algorithm. We leave it as an exercise for reader.

4.2 Matroid

There is a combinatorial structure has a close relationship with greedy
algorithms. This is the matroid. To introduce matroid, let us first study
independent systems.

Consider a finite set S and a collection C of subsets of S. (S, C) is called
an independent system if

A ⊂ B,B ∈ C ⇒ A ∈ C,

i.e., it is hereditary. In the independent system (S, C), each subset in C is
called an independent set.

Consider a maximization as follows.

Problem 4.2.1 (Independent Set Maximization). Let c be a nonnegative
cost function on S. Denote c(A) =

∑
x∈A c(x) for any A ⊆ S. The problem

is to maximize c(A) subject to A ∈ C.

Also, consider the greedy algorithm in Algorithm 13.

For any F ⊆ E, a subset I of F is called a maximal independent subset
if no independent subset of E contains F as a proper subset. Define

u(F ) = max{|I| | I is an independent subset of F}
v(F ) = min{|I| | I is a maximal independent subset of F}
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Algorithm 13 Greedy Algorithm for Independent Set Maximization.

Input: An independent system (S, C) with a nonnegative cost function c on
S.
Output: An independent set.

1: Sort all elements in S into ordering c(x1) ≥ c(x2) ≥ · · · ≥ c(xn)
2: A← ∅
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: if A ∪ {xi} ∈ C then
5: A← A ∪ {xi}
6: end if
7: end for
8: return A

where |I| is the number of elements in I. Then we have following theorem
to estimate the performance of Algorithm 13.

Theorem 4.2.2. Let AG be a solution obtained by Algorithm 13. Let A∗ be
an optimal solution for the independent set maximization. Then

1 ≤ c(A∗)

c(AG)
≤ max

F⊆S

u(F )

v(F )
.

Proof. Note that S = {x1, x2, ..., xn} and c(x1) ≥ c(x2) ≥ · · · ≥ c(xn).
Denote Si = {x1, . . . , xi}. Then

c(AG) = c(x1)|S1 ∩AG|+
n∑
i=2

c(xi)(|Si ∩AG| − |Ai−1 ∩AG|)

=
n−1∑
i=1

|Si ∩AG|(c(xi)− c(xi+1)) + |An ∩AG|c(xn).

Similarly,

c(A∗) =
n−1∑
i=1

|Si ∩A∗|(c(xi)− c(xi+1)) + |Sn ∩AI∗|c(xn).

Thus,
c(A∗)

c(AG)
≤ max

1≤i≤n

|A∗ ∩ Si|
|AG ∩ Si|

.

We claim that Ai ∩ AG is a maximal independent subset of Si. In fact, for
contradiction, suppose that Si ∩AG is not a maximal independent subset of
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Si. Then there exists an element xj ∈ Si \ AG such that (Si ∩ AG) ∪ {xj}
is independent. Thus, in the computation of Algorithm 2.1, I ∪ {ej} as a
subset of (Si ∩AG){xj} should be independent. This implies that xj should
be in AG, a contradiction.

Now, from our claim, we see that

|Si ∩AG| ≥ v(Si).

Moreover, since Si ∩A∗ is independent, we have

|Si ∩A∗| ≤ u(Si).

Therefore,
c(A∗)

c(AG)
≤ max

F⊆S

u(F )

v(F )
.

The matroid is an independent system satisfying an additional property,
called Augmentation Property:

A,B ∈ C and |A| > |B|
⇒ ∃x ∈ A \B : B ∪ {x} ∈ C.

This property is equivalent to some others.

Theorem 4.2.3. An independent system (S, C) is a matroid if and only if
for any F ⊆ S, u(F ) = v(F ).

Proof. For forward direction, consider two maximal independent sets A and
B. If |A| > |B|, then there exists x ∈ A \ B such that B ∪ {x} ∈ C,
contradicting maximality of B.

For backward direction, consider two independent sets with |A| > |B|.
Set F = A ∪B. Then every maximal independent set of F has size at least
|A| (> |B|). Hence, B cannot be a maximal independent set of F . Thus,
there exists an element x ∈ F \B = A \B such that B ∪ {x} ∈ C.

Theorem 4.2.4. An independent system (S, C) is a matroid if and only if
for any cost function c(·), Algorithm 13 gives a maximum solution.

Proof. . For necessity, we note that when (S, C) is matroid, we have u(F ) =
v(F ) for any F ⊆ S. Therefore, Algorithm 13 gives an optimal solution.
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For sufficiency, we give a contradiction argument. To this end, suppose
independent system (S, C) is not a matroid. Then, there exists F ⊆ S such
that F has two maximal independent sets I and J with |I| < |J |. Define

c(e) =


1 + ε if e ∈ I
1 if e ∈ J \ I
0 otherwise

where ε is a sufficient small positive number to satisfy c(I) < c(J). The
greedy algorithm will produce I, which is not optimal.

This theorem gives tight relationship between matroids and greedy al-
gorithms, which is built up on all nonnegative objective function. It may
be worth mentioning that the greedy algorithm reaches optimal for certain
class of objective functions may not provide any additional information to
the independent system. Following is a counterexample.

Example 4.2.5. Consider a complete bipartite graph G = (V1, V2, E) with
|V1| = |V2|. Let I be the family of all matchings. Clearly, (E, I) is an
independent system. However, it is not a matroid. An interesting fact is
that maximal matchings may have different cardinalities for some subgraph
of G although all maximal matchings for G have the same cardinality.

Furthermore, consider the problem max{c(·) | I ∈ I}, called the maxi-
mum assignment problem.

If c(·) is a nonnegative function such that for any u, u′ ∈ V1 and v, v′ ∈ V2,

c(u, v) ≥ max(c(u, v′), c(u′, v)) =⇒ c(u, v) + c(u′, v′) ≥ c(u, v′) + c(u′, v),

This means that replacing edges (u1, v
′) and (u′, v1) in M∗ by (u1, v1) and

(u′, v′) will not decrease the total cost of the matching. Similarly, we can put
all (ui, vi) into an optimal solution, that is, they form an optimal solution.
This gives an exchange property. Actually, we can design a greedy algorithm
to solve the maximum assignment problem. (We leave this as an exercise.)

Next, let us present some examples of the matroid.

Example 4.2.6 (Linear Vector Space). Let S be a finite set of vectors and
I the family of linearly independent subsets of S. Then (S, I) is a matroid.

Example 4.2.7 (Graph Matroid). Given a graph G = (V,E) where V and
E are its vertex set and edge set, respectively. Let I be the family of edge
sets of acyclic subgraphs of G. Then (E, I) is a matroid.
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Proof. . Clearly, (E, I) is an independent system. Consider a subset F of
E. Suppose that the subgraph (V, F ) has m connected components. Note
that in each connected components, every maximal acyclic subgraph must
be a spanning tree which has the number of edges one less than the number
of vertices. Thus, every maximal acyclic subgraph of (V,E) has exactly
|V | −m edges. By Theorem 4.2.3, (E, I) is a matroid.

In a matroid, all maximal independent subsets have the same cardinality.
They are also called bases. In a graph matroid obtained from a connected
graph, every base is a spanning tree.

Let B be the family of all bases of a matroid (S, C). Consider the following
problem:

Problem 4.2.8 (Base Cost Minimization). Consider a matroid (S, C) with
base family B and a nonnegative cost function on S. Te problem is to min-
imize c(B) subject to B ∈ B.

Algorithm 14 Greedy Algorithm for Base Cost Minimization.

Input: A matroid (S, C) with a nonnegative cost function c on S.
Output: A base.

1: Sort all elements in S into ordering c(x1) ≤ c(x2) ≤ · · · ≤ c(xn)
2: A← ∅
3: for i← 1 to n do
4: if A ∪ {xi} ∈ C then
5: A← A ∪ {xi}
6: end if
7: end for
8: return A

Theorem 4.2.9. An optimal solution of the base cost minimization can be
computed by Algorithm 14, a variation of Algorithm 13.

Proof. Suppose that every base has the cardinality m. Let M be a positive
number such that for any e ∈ S, c(e) < M . Define c′(e) = M − c(e) for
all e ∈ E. Then c′(·) is a positive function on S and the non-decreasing
ordering with respect to c(·) is the non-increasing ordering with respect to
c′(·). Note that c′(B) = mM − c(B) for any B ∈ B. Since Algorithm 13
produces a base with maximum value of c′, Algorithm 14 produces a base
with minimum value of function c.
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The correctness of greedy algorithm for the minimum spanning tree can
also be obtained from this theorem.

Next, consider following problem.

Problem 4.2.10 (Unit-Time Task Scheduling). Consider a set of n unit-
time tasks, S = {1, 2, ..., n}. Each task i can be processed during a unit-time
and has to be completed before an integer deadline di and if not completed,
will receive a penalty wi. The problem is to find a schedule for S on a
machine within time n to minimize total penalty.

A set of tasks is independent if there exists a schedule for these tasks
without penalty. Then we have following.

Lemma 4.2.11. A set A of tasks is independent if and only if for any
t = 1, 2, ..., n, Nt(A) ≤ t where Nt(A) = |{i ∈ A | di ≤ t}|.

Proof. It is trivial for ”only if” part. For ”if” part, note that if the condition
holds, then tasks in A can be scheduled in order of nondecreasing deadlines
without penalty.

Example 4.2.12. Let S be a set of unit-time tasks with deadlines and penal-
ties and C the collection of all independent subsets of S. Then, (S, C) is a
matroid. Therefore, an optimal solution for the unit-time task scheduling
problem can be computed by a greedy algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 13).

Proof. (Hereditary) Trivial.

(Augmentation) Consider two independent sets A and B with |A| < |B|.
Let k the largest k such that Nt(A) ≥ Nt(B). (A few examples are presented
in Fig.4.5 to explain the definition of k.) Then k < n and Nt(A) < Nt(B)
for k + 1 ≤ t ≤ n. Choose x ∈ {i ∈ B \A | di = k + 1}. Then

Nt(A ∪ {x}) = Nt(A) ≤ t for 1 ≤ t ≤ k

and

Nt(A ∪ {x}) ≤ Nt(A) + 1 ≤ Nt(B) ≤ t for k + 1 ≤ t ≤ n.

Example 4.2.13. Consider an independent system (S, C). For any fixed
A ⊆ S, define

CA = {B ⊆ S | A 6⊆ B}.

Then, (S, CA) is a matroid.
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Figure 4.5: In proof of Example 4.2.12.

Proof. Consider any F ⊆ S. If A 6⊆ F , then F has unique maximal inde-
pendent set, which is F . Hence, u(F ) = v(F ).

If A ⊆ F , then every maximal independent subset of F is in form F \{x}
for some x ∈ A. Hence, u(F ) = v(F ) = |F | − 1.

4.3 Minimum Spanning Tree

Let us revisit the minimum spanning tree problem.

Consider a graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight c : E → R+,
and a spanning tree T . Let (u, v) be an edge in T . Removal (u, v) would
break T into two connected components. Let U andW be vertex sets of these
two components, respectively. The edges between U and V constitute a cut,
denoted by (U,W ). The cut (U,W ) is said to be induced by deleting (u, v).
For example, in Fig.4.6, deleting (3, 4) induces a cut ({1, 2, 3}, {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}).

Theorem 4.3.1 (Cut Optimality). A spanning tree T ∗ is a minimum span-
ning tree if and only if it satisfies the cut optimality condition as follows.

Cut Optimality Condition For every edge (u, v) in T ∗, c(u, v) ≤ c(x, y)
for every edge (x, y) contained in the cut induced by deleting (u, v).

Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that c(u, v) > c(x, y) for some edge (x, y)
in the cut induced by deleting (u, v) from T ∗. Then T ′ = (T ∗\(u, v))∪(x, y)
is a spanning tree with cost less than c(T ∗), contradicting the minimality of
T ∗.
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Figure 4.6: A cut induced by deleting an edge from a spanning tree.

Conversely, suppose that T ∗ satisfies the cut optimality condition. Let
T ′ be a minimum spanning tree such that among all minimum spanning
tree, T ′ is the one with the most edges in common with T ∗. Suppose, for
contradiction, that T ′ 6= T ∗. Consider an edge (u, v) in T ∗ \ T ′. Let p
be the path from u to v in T ′. Then p has at least one edge (x, y) in the
cut induced by deleting (u, v) from T ∗. Thus, c(u, v) ≤ c(x, y) by the cut
optimality condition. Hence, T ′′ = (T ′ \ (x, y)) ∪ (u, v) is also a minimum
spanning tree, contradicting the assumption on T ′.

The following algorithm is designed based on cut optimality condition.

Prim Algorithm
input: A graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge weight c :→ R+.
output: A spanning tree T .

U ← {s} for some s ∈ V ;
T ← ∅;
while U 6= V do

find the minimum weight edge (u, v) from cut (U, V \ U)
and T ← T ∪ (u, v);

return T .

An example for using Prim algorithm is shown in Fig.4.7. The construc-
tion starts at node 1 and guarantees that the cut optimality conditions are
satisfied at the end.

The min-priority queue can be used for implementing Prim algorithm to
obtain following result.

Theorem 4.3.2. Prim algorithm can construct a minimum spanning tree
in O(m logm) time where m is the number of edges in input graph.
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Figure 4.7: An example with Prim algorithm.
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Proof. Prim algorithm can be implemented by using min-priority queue in
following way.

• Keep to store all edges in a cut (U,W ) in the min-priority queue S.

• At each iteration, choose the minimum weight edge (u, v) in the cut
(U,W ) by using operation Extract-Min(S) where u ∈ U and v ∈W .

• For every edge (x, v) with x ∈ U , delete (c, v) from S. This needs a
new operation on min-priority queue, which runs O(m) time.

• Add v to U .

• For every edge (v, y) with y ∈ V \ U , insert (v, y) into priority queue.
This also requires O(logm) time.

In this implementation, Prim algorithm runs in O(m logm) time.

Prim algorithm can be considered as a special type of greedy algorithm.
Actually, its correctness can also be established by an exchange property
and a self-reducibility as follows.

Lemma 4.3.3 (Exchange Property). Consider a cut (U,W ) in a graph
G = (V,E). Suppose edge e has the smallest weight in cut (U,W ). If a
minimum spanning tree T does not contain e, then there must exist an edge
e′ in T such that (T \ e′) ∪ e is still a minimum spanning tree.

Lemma 4.3.4 (Self-Reducibility). Suppose T is a minimum spanning tree
of a graph G and edge e in T has the smallest weight in the cut induced by
deleting e from T . Let G′ and T ′ be obtained from G and T , respectively by
shrinking e into a node. Then T ′ is a minimum spanning tree of G′.

We leave proofs of them as exercises.

4.4 Local Ratio Method

The local ratio method is also a type of algorithm with self-reducibility.
Its basic idea is as follows.

Lemma 4.4.1. Let c(x) = c1(x) + c2(x). Suppose x∗ is an optimal solution
of minx∈Omega c1(x) and minx∈Omega c2(x). Then x∗ is an optimal solu-
tion of minx∈Omega c(x). The similar statememt holds for the maximization
problem.
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Proof. For any x ∈ Ω, c1(x) ≥ c1(x∗), c2(x) ≥ c2(x∗), and hence c(x) ≥
c(x∗).

Usually, the objective function c(x) is decomposed into c1(x) and c2(x)
such that optimal solutions of minx∈Omega c1(x) constitute a big pool so that
the problem is reduced to find an optimal solution of minx∈Omega c2(x) in
the pool. In this section, we present two examples to explain this idea.

First, we study following problem

Problem 4.4.2 (Weighted Activity Selection). Given n activities each with
a time period [si, fi) and a positive weight wi, find a nonoverlapping subset
of activities to maximize the total weight.

Suppose, without loss of generality, f1 ≤ f2 ≤ · · · ≤ fn. First, we
consider a special case that for every activity [si, fi), if si < f1, i.e., activity
[si, fi) overlaps with activity [s1, f1), then wi = w1 > 0, and if si ≥ f1,
then wi = 0. In this case, every feasible solution containing an activity
overlapping with [s1, f1) is an optimal solution. Motivated from this special
case, we may decompose the problem into two subproblems. The first one
is in the special case and the second one has weight as follows

w′i =

{
wi − w1 if si < f1,
wi otherwise.

In the second subproblem obtained from the decomposition, some activ-
ity may have non-positive weight. Such an activity can be removed from our
consideration because putting it in any feasible solution would not increase
the total weight. This operation would simplify the problem by removing
at least one activity. Repeat the decomposition and simplification until no
activity is left.

To explain how to obtain an optimal solution, let A′ be the set of re-
maining activities after the first decomposition and simplification and Opt′

is an optimal solution for the weighted activity selection problem on A′.
Since simplification does not effect the objective function value of optimal
solution, Opt′ is an optimal solution of the second subproblem in the decom-
position. If Opt′ contains an activity overlapping with activity [s1, f1), then
Opt′ is also an optimal solution of the first subproblem and hence by Lemma
4.4.1, Opt′ is an optimal solution for the weighted activity selection problem
on original input A. If Opt′ does not contain an activity overlapping with
[s1, f1), then Opt′ ∪{[s1, f1)} is an optimal solution for the first subproblem
problem and the second subproblem and hence also an optimal solution for
the original problem.
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Based on the above analysis, we may construct the following algorithm.

input A = {[s1, f1), [s2, f2), ..., [sn, fn)} with f1 ≤ f2 ≤ · · · ≤ fn.
B ← ∅;
while A 6= ∅ do begin

[sj , fj)← argmin[si,fi)∈Afi;

B ← B ∪ {[sj , fj)};
for every [si, fi) ∈ A do

if si < fj then wi ← wi − wj ;
for every [si, fi) ∈ A do

if wi ≤ 0 then A← A− {[si, fi)};
end-while;
[sk, fk)← argmax[si,fi)∈Bfi;

Opt← {[sk, fk)};
B ← B − {[sk, fk)};
while B 6= ∅ do

[sh, fh)← argmax[si,fi)∈Bfi;

if sk ≥ fh,
then Opt← Opt ∪ {[sh, fh)}

and [sk, fk)← [sh, fh);
B ← B − {[sh, fh)};

end-while;
output Opt.

Now, we run this algorithm on an example as shown in Fig. 4.8.
Next, we study the second example.
Consider a directed graph G = (V,E). A subgraph T is called an ar-

borescence rooted at a vertex r if T satisfies the following two conditions:
(a) If ignore direction on every arc, then T is a tree.
(b) For any vertex v ∈ V , T contains a directed path from r to v.
Let T be an arborescence with root r. Then for any vertex v ∈ V −{r},

there is exactly one arc coming to v. This property is quite important.

Lemma 4.4.3. Suppose T is obtained by choosing one incoming arc at each
vertex v ∈ V − {r}. Then T is an arborescence if and only if T does not
contain a directed cycle.

Proof. Note that the number of arcs in T is equal to |V | − 1. Thus, condi-
tion (b) implies the connectivity of T when ignore direction, which implies
condition (a). Therefore, if T is not an arborescence, then condition (b)
does not hold, i.e., there exists v ∈ V − {r} such that there does not exist
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Figure 4.8: An example for weighted activity selection.

a directed path from r to v. Now, T contains an arc (v1, v) coming to v
with v1 6= r, an arc (v2, v1) coming to v1 with v2 6= v, and so on. Since the
directed graph G is finite. The sequence (v, v1, v2, ...) must contains a cycle.

Conversely, if T contains a cycle, then T is not an arborescence by the
definition. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now, we consider the minimum arborescence problem.

Problem 4.4.4 (Minimum Arborescence). Given a directed graph G =
(V,E) with positive arc weight w : E → R+, and a vertex r ∈ V , com-
pute an arborescence with root r to minimize total arc weight.

The following special case gives a basic idea for a local ratio method.

Lemma 4.4.5. Suppose for each vertex v ∈ V − {r}, all arcs coming to v
have the same weight. Then every arborescence with root r is optimal for
the Min Arborescence problem.

Proof. It follows immediately from the fact that each arborescence contains
exactly one arc coming to v for each vertex v ∈ V − {r}.

Since arcs coming to r are useless in construction of an arborescence
with root r, we remove them at beginning. For each v ∈ V − {r}, let wv
denote the minimum weight of an arc coming to v. By Lemma 4.4.5, we
may decompose the minimum arborescence problem into two subproblems.
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In the first one, every arc coming to a vertex v has weight wv. In the
second one, every arc e coming to a vertex v has weight w(e)− wv, so that
every vertex v ∈ V − {r} has a coming arc with weight 0. If all 0-weight
arcs contain an arborescence T , then T must be an optimal solution for
the second subproblem and hence also an optimal solution for the original
problem. If not, then by Lemma 4.4.3, there exists a directed cycle with
weight 0. Contract this cycle into one vertex. Repeat the decomposition
and the contraction until an arborescence with weight 0 is found. Then in
backward direction, we may find a minimum arborescence for the original
weight. An example is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: An example for computing a minimum arborescence.

According to above analysis, we may construct the following algorithm.

Local Ratio Algorithm for Minimum Arborescence
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input a directed graph G = (V,E) with arc weight w : E → R+, and a root r ∈ V .
outpu An arborescence T with root r.
C ← ∅;
repeat

for every v ∈ V \ {r} do
let ev be the one with minimum weight among arcs coming to v and
T ← T ∪ {ev};
for every edge e = (u, v) coming to v do

w(e)← w(e)− wv;
if T contains a cycle C

thenC ← C ∪ {C} and
contract cycle C into one vertex in G and T ;

until T does not contain a cycle;
for every C ∈ C do

add C into T and properly delete an arc of C.
return T .

Exercises

1. Suppose that for every cut of the graph, there is a unique light edge
crossing the cut. Show that the graph has a unique minimum spanning
tree. Does the converse hold? If not, please give a counterexample.

2. Consider a finite set S. Let Ik be the collection of all subsets of S
with size at most k. Show that (S, Ik) is a matroid.

3. Solve following instance of the unit-time task scheduling problem.

ai 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

di 4 2 4 3 1 4 6
wi 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

Please solve the problem again when each penalty wi is replaced by
80− wi.

4. Suppose that the characters in an alphabet is ordered so that their
frequencies are monotonically decreasing. Prove that there exists an
optimal prefix code whose codeword length are monotonically increas-
ing.

5. Show that if (S, I) is a matroid, then (S, I ′) is a matroid, where

I ′ = {A′ | S −A′ contains some maximal A ∈ I}.
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That is, the maximal independent sets of (S, I ′) are just complements
of the maximal independent sets of (S, I).

6. Suppose that a set of activities are required to schedule in a large
number of lecture halls. We wish to schedule all the activities using
as few lecture halls as possible. Give an efficient greedy algorithm to
determine which activity should use which lecture hall.

7. Consider a set of n files, f1, f2, . . . , fn, of distinct sizes m1,m2, . . . ,mn,
respectively. They are required to be recorded sequentially on a single
tape, in some order, and retrieve each file exactly once, in the reverse
order. The retrieval of a file involves rewinding the tape to the begin-
ning and then scanning the files sequentially until the desired file is
reached. The cost of retrieving a file is the sum of the sizes of the files
scanned plus the size of the file retrieved. (Ignore the cost of rewinding
the tape.) The total cost of retrieving all the files is the sum of the
individual costs.

(a) Suppose that the files are stored in some order fi1 , fi2 , . . . , fin .
Derive a formula for the total cost of retrieving the files, as a
function of n and the mik ’s.

(b) Describe a greedy strategy to order the files on the tape so that
the total cost is minimized, and prove that this strategy is indeed
optimal.

8. We describe here one simple way to merge two sorted lists: Compare
the smallest numbers of the two lists, remove the smaller one of the
two from the list it is in, and place it somewhere else as the first
number of merged list. We now compare the smallest numbers of the
two lists of remaining numbers and place the smaller one of the two as
the second number of the merged list. This step can be repeated until
the merged list is completely built up. Clearly, in the worst case it
takes n1 +n2− 1 comparisons to merge two sorted lists which have n1

and n2 numbers, respectively. Given m sorted lists, we can select two
of them and merge these two lists into one. We can then select two
lists from the m− 1 sorted lists and merge them into one. Repeating
this step, we shall eventually end up with one merged list. Describe a
general algorithm for determining an order in which m sorted lists A1,
A2, ..., Am are to be merged so that the total number of comparisons
is minimum. Prove that your algorithm is correct.
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9. Let G = (V,E) be a connected undirected graph. The distance be-
tween two vertices x and y, denoted by d(x, y), is the number of edges
on the shortest path between x and y. The diameter of G is the maxi-
mum of d(x, y) over all pairs (x, y) in V × V . In the remainder of this
problem, assume that G has at least two vertices.

Consider the following algorithm on G: Initially, choose arbitrarily
x0 ∈ V . Repeatedly, choose xi+1 such that d(xi+1, xi) = maxv∈V d(v, xi)
until d(xi+1, xi) = d(xi, xi−1).

Can this algorithm always terminates? When it terminates, is d(xi+1, xi)
guaranteed to equal the diameter of G? (Prove or disprove your an-
swer.)

10. Consider a graph G = (V,E) with positive edge weight c : E → R+.
Show that for any spanning tree T and the minimum spanning tree
T ∗, there exists a one-to-one onto mapping ρ : E(T ) → E(T ∗) such
that c(ρ(e)) ≤ c(e) for every e ∈ E(T ) where E(T ) denotes the edge
set of T .

11. Given a strongly connected directed graph G = (V,E) with nonnega-
tive edge weight w : E → R+ and a node r ∈ V , design a polynomial-
time algorithm to compute the minimum weight arborescence rooted
at r. (An arborescence rooted at r is a directed tree that, for every
x ∈ V , contains a directed path from r to x.)

12. Consider a point set P in the Euclidean plane. Let R be a fixed positive
number. A steinerized spanning tree on P is a tree obtained from a
spanning tree on P by putting some Steiner points on its edges to break
them into pieces each of length at most R. Show that the steinerized
spanning with minimum number of Steiner points is obtained from the
minimum spanning tree.

13. Consider a graph G = (V,E) with edge weight w : E → R+. Show
that the spanning tree T which minimizes

∑
e∈E(T ) ‖e‖α for any fixed

1 < α is the minimum spanning tree, i.e., the one which minimizes∑
e∈E(T ) ‖e‖.

14. Let B be the family of all maximal independent subsets of an inde-
pendent system (E, I). Then (E, I) is a matroid if and only if for any
nonnegative function c(·), Algorithm 14 produces an optimal solution
for the problem min{c(I) | I ∈ B}.
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15. Consider a complete bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) with |U | = |V |.
Let c(·) be a nonnegative function on E such that for any u, u′ ∈ V1

and v, v′ ∈ V2,

c(u, v) ≥ max(c(u, v′), c(u′, v)) =⇒ c(u, v)+c(u′, v′) ≥ c(u, v′)+c(u′, v).

(a) Design a greedy algorithm for problem max{c(·) | I ∈ I}.
(b) Design a greedy algorithm for problem min{c(·) | I ∈ I}.

16. Given n intervals [si, fi) each with weight wi ≥ 0, design an algorithm
to compute the maximum-weight subset of disjoint intervals.

17. Give a counterexample to show that an independent system with all
maximal independent sets of the same size may not be a matroid.

18. Consider the following scheduling problem. There are n jobs, i =
1, 2, ..., n, and there is one super-computer and n identical PCs. Each
jobs needs to be pre-processed first on the supercomputer and then
finished by one of the PCs. The time required by job i on the super-
computer is pi; i = 1, 2, ..., n; the time required on a PC for job i is fi;
i = 1, 2, ..., n. Finishing several jobs can be done in parallel since we
have as many PCs as there are jobs. But the supercomputer process-
es only one job at a time. The input to the problem are the vectors
p = [p1, p2, ..., pn] and f = [f1, f2, ..., fn]. The objective of the prob-
lem is to minimize the completion time of last job (i.e., minimize the
maximum completion time of any job). Describe a greedy algorithm
that solves the problem in O(n log n) time. Prove that your algorithm
is correct.

19. Design a local ratio algorithm to compute a minimum spanning tree.

Historical Notes

The greedy algorithm is an important class of computer algorithms with
self-reducibility, for solving combinatorial optimization problems. It uses
the greedy strategy in construction of an optimal solution. There are several
variations of greedy algorithms, e.g., Prime algorithm for minimum spanning
tree in which greedy principal applies not globally, but a subset of edges.

Could Prim algorithm be considered as a local search method? The
answer is no. Actually, in local search method, a solution is improved by
finding a better one within a local area. Therefore, the greedy strategy
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applies to search for the best moving from a solution to another better
solution. This can also be called as incremental method, which will be
introduced in next chapter.

The minimum spanning tree has been studied since 1926 [38]. Its history
can be found a remarkable article [35]. The best known theoretical algorithm
is due to Bernard Chazelle [36, 37]. The algorithm runs almost in O(m) time.
However, it is too complicated to implement and hence may not be practical.
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Chapter 5

Incremental Method and
Network Flow

“Change is incremental. Change is small.”
- Theodore Melfi

In this chapter, we study the incremental method which is very different
from those methods in previous chapters. This method does not use the
self-reducibility. It starts from a feasible solution and in each iteration,
computation moves from a feasible solution to another feasible solution by
improving the objective function value. The incremental method has been
used in study of many problems, especially in study of network flow.

5.1 Maximum Flow

Consider a flow network G = (V,E), i.e., a directed graph with a non-
negative capacity c(u, v) on each arc (u, v), and two given nodes, source s
and sink t. An example of the flow network is shown in Fig. 5.1. For sim-
plicity of description for flow, we may extend capacity c(u, v) to every pair
of nodes u and v by defining c(u, v) = 0 if (u, v) 6∈ E.

A flow in flow network G is a real function f on V ×V satisfying following
three conditions:

1. (Capacity Constraint) f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) for every u, v ∈ V .

2. (Skew Symmetry) f(u, v) = −f(v, u) for all u, v ∈ V .

3. (Flow Conservation)
∑

v∈V \{u} f(u, v) = 0 for every u ∈ V \ {s, t}.

95
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Figure 5.1: A flow network.

The flow has following properties.

Lemma 5.1.1. Let f be a flow of network G = (V,E). Then following
holds.

(a) If (u, v) 6∈ E and (v, u) 6∈ E, then f(u, v) = 0.
(b) For any x ∈ V \ {s, t},

∑
f(u,x)>0 f(u, x) =

∑
f(x,v)>0 f(x, v).

(c)
∑

f(s,v)>0 f(s, v)−
∑

f(u,s)>0 f(u, s) =
∑

f(u,t)>0 f(u, t)−
∑

f(t,v)>0 f(t, v).

Proof. (a) By capacity constraint, f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) = 0 and f(v, u) ≤
c(v, u) = 0. By skew symmetric, f(u, v) = −f(v, u) ≥ 0. Hence, f(u, v) = 0.

(b) By flow conservation, for any x ∈ V \ {s, t},∑
f(x,u)<0

f(x, u) +
∑

f(x,v)>0

f(x, v) =
∑
v∈V

f(x, v) = 0.

By skew symmetry,∑
f(u,x)>0

f(u, x) = −
∑

f(x,u)<0

f(x, u) =
∑

f(x,v)>0

f(x, v).

(c) By (b), we have∑
x∈V \{s,t}

∑
f(u,x)>0

f(u, x) =
∑

x∈V \{s,t}

∑
f(x,v)>0

f(x, v).

For (y, z) ∈ E with y, z ∈ V \ {s, t}, if f(y, z) > 0, then f(y, z) appears in
both the left-hand and the right-hand sides and hence it will be cancelled.
After cancellation, we obtain∑

f(s,v)>0

f(s, v) +
∑

f(t,v)>0

=
∑

f(u,s)>0

f(u, s) +
∑

f(u,t)>0

f(u, t).
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Now, the flow value of f is defined to be

|f | =
∑

f(s,v)>0

f(s, v)−
∑

f(u,s)>0

f(u, s) =
∑

f(u,t)>0

f(u, t)−
∑

f(t,v)>0

f(t, v).

In case that the source s does not have arc coming in, we have

|f | =
∑

f(s,v)>0

f(s, v).

In general, we can also represent |f | as

|f | =
∑

v∈V \{s}

f(s, v) =
∑

u∈V \{t}

f(u, t).

In Fig. 5.2, arc labels with underline give a flow. This flow has value 11.

Figure 5.2: A flow in network.

The maximum flow problem is as follows.

Problem 5.1.2 (Maximum Flow). Given a flow network G = (V,E) with
arc capacity c : V × V → R+, a source s and a sink t, find a flow f with
maximum flow value. Usually, assume that s does not have in-coming arc
and t does not have out-going arc.

An important tool for study of the maximum flow problem is the resid-
ual network. The residual network for a flow f in a network G = (V,E)
with capacity c is the flow network with Gf (V,E′) with capacity c′(u, v) =
c(u, v)− f(u, v) for any u, v ∈ V where E′ = {(u.v) ∈ V × V | c′(u, v) > 0}.
For example, the flow in Fig.5.2 has its residual network as shown in Fig.5.3.
Two important properties of the residual network are included in following
lemmas.
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Figure 5.3: The residual network Gf of the flow f in Fig. 5.2.

Lemma 5.1.3. Suppose f ′ is a flow in the residual network Gf . Then f+f ′

is a flow in network G and |f + f ′| = |f |+ |f ′|.

Proof. For any u, v ∈ V , since f ′(u, v) ≤ c′(u, v) = c(u, v) − f(u, v),
we have f(u, v) + f ′(u, v) ≤ c(u, v), that is, f + f ′ satisfies the capacity
constraint. Moreover, f(u, v) + f ′(u, v) = −f(v, u)− f ′(v, u) = −(f(v, u) +
f ′(v, u)) and for every u ∈ V \ {s, t},∑

v∈V \{u}

(f + f ′)(u, v) =
∑

v∈V \{u}

f(u, v) +
∑

v∈V \{u}

f ′(u, v) = 0.

This means that f+f ′ satisfies the skew symmetry and the flow conservation
conditions. Therefore, f + f ′ is a flow. Finally,

|f +f ′| =
∑

v∈V \{s}

(f +f ′)(s, v) =
∑

v∈V \{s}

f(s, v)+
∑

v∈V \{s}

f ′(s, v) = |f |+ |f ′|.

�

Lemma 5.1.4. Suppose f ′ is a flow in the residual network Gf . Then
(Gf )f ′ = Gf+f ′, i.e., the residual network of f ′ in network Gf is the residual
network of f + f ′ in network G.

Proof. The arc capacity of (Gf )f ′ is

c′(u, v)− f ′(u, v) = c(u, v)− f(u, v)− f ′(u, v) = c(u, v)− (f + f ′)(u, v)

which is the same as that in Gf+f ′ .
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In order to get a flow with larger value, Lemmas 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 suggest
us to find a flow f ′ in Gf with |f ′| > 0. A simple way is to find a path P
from s to t and define f ′ by

f ′(u, v) =

{
min(x,y)∈P c

′(x, y) if (u, v) ∈ P,
0 otherwise.

The following algorithm is motivated from this idea.

Algorithm 15 Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm for Maximum Flow

Input: A flow network G = (V,E) with capacity function c, a source s and
a sink t.
Output: A flow f .

1: G← G;
2: f ← 0; (i.e., ∀u, v ∈ V, f(u, v) = 0)
3: while there exists a path P from s to t in G do
4: δ ← min{c(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ P} and
5: send a flow f ′ with value δ from s to t along path P ;
6: G← Gf ′ ;
7: f ← f + f ′;
8: end while
9: return f .

Using this algorithm, an example is shown in Fig.5.4. The s-t path of
the residual network is called an augmenting path and hence Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm is an augmenting path algorithm.

Now, we may have two questions: Can Ford-Fulkerson algorithm stop
within finitely many steps? When Ford-Fulkerson algorithm stops, does
output reach the maximum?

The answer for the first question is negative, that is, Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm may run infinitely many steps. A counterexample can be obtained
from the one as shown in Fig.5.5 by setting m =∞. However, with certain
condition, Ford-Fulkerson algorithm will run within finitely many steps.

Theorem 5.1.5. If every arc capacity is a finite integer, then Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm runs within finitely many steps.

Proof. The flow value has upper bound
∑

(s,v)∈E c(s, v). Since every arc
capacity is integer, in each step, the flow value will be increased by at least
one. Therefore, the algorithm will run within at most

∑
(s,v)∈E c(s, v) steps.
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(1) 
(2) 

(3) (4) 

(5) (6) 

Figure 5.4: An example for using Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm.

The answer for the second question is positive. Actually, we have fol-
lowing.

Theorem 5.1.6. A flow f is maximum if and only if its residual network
Gf does not contain a path from source s to sink t.

To prove this theorem, let us first show a lemma.
A partition (S, T ) of V is called an s-t cut if s ∈ S and t ∈ T . The

capacity of an s-t cut is defined by

CAP(S, T ) =
∑

u∈S,v∈T
c(u, v).

Lemma 5.1.7. Let (S, T ) be a s-t cut. Then for any flow f ,

|f | =
∑

f(u,v)>0,u∈S,v∈T

f(u, v)−
∑

f(v,u)>0,u∈S,v∈T

f(v, u) ≤ CAP(S, T ).

Proof. By Lemma 5.1.1(b),∑
x∈S\{s}

∑
f(u,x)>0

f(u, x) =
∑

x∈S\{s}

∑
f(x,v)>0

f(x, v).
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Simplifying this equation, we will obtain∑
f(s,x)>0,x∈S\{s}

f(s, x) +
∑

u∈T,x∈S\{s},f(u,x)>0

f(u, x)

=
∑

f(x,s)>0,x∈S\{s}

f(x, s) +
∑

v∈T,x∈S\{s},f(x,v)>0

f(x, v).

Thus, ∑
f(s,x)>0

f(s, x) +
∑

u∈T,x∈S,f(u,x)>0

f(u, x)

=
∑

f(x,s)>0

f(x, s) +
∑

v∈T,x∈S,f(x,v)>0

f(x, v),

that is,

|f | =
∑

f(s,x)>0

f(s, x)−
∑

f(x,s)>0

f(x, s)

=
∑

v∈T,x∈S,f(x,v)>0

f(x, v)−
∑

u∈T,x∈S,f(u,x)>0

f(u, x)

≤
∑

v∈T,x∈S,f(x,v)>0

f(x, v)

≤
∑

x∈S,v∈T
c(x, v).

Now, we prove Theorem 5.1.6.
Proof of Theorem 5.1.6. If residual network Gf contains a path from source
s to sink t, then a positive flow can be added to f and hence f is not
maximum. Next, we assume that Gf does not contain a path from s to t.

Let S be the set of all nodes each of which can be reached by a path
from s. Set T = V \ S. Then (S, T ) is a partition of V such that s ∈ S
and t ∈ T . Moreover, Gf has no arc from S to T . This fact implies two
important facts:

(a) For any arc (u, v) with u ∈ S and v ∈ T , f(u, v) = c(u, v).
(b) For any arc (v, u) with u ∈ S and v ∈ T , f(v, u) = 0.
Based on these two facts, by Lemma 5.1.7, we obtain that

|f | =
∑

u∈S,v∈T
c(u, v).

Hence, f is a maximum flow. �
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Corollary 5.1.8. The maximum flow is equal to minimum s-t cut capacity.

Finally, we remark that Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is not polynomial-
time. An couterexample is given in Fig. 5.5. On this counterexample, the
algorithm runs in 2m steps. However, the input size is O(logm). Clearly,
2m is not a polynomial with respect to O(logm).

Figure 5.5: Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm runs not in polynomial time.

5.2 Edmonds-Karp Algorithm

To improve the running time of Ford-Fulkerson algorithm, a simple mod-
ification is found which works very well, that is, at each iteration, find
a shortest augmenting path instead of an arbitrary augmenting. By the
shortest, we mean the path contains the minimum number of arcs. This
algorithm is called Admonds-Karp algorithm (Algorithm 16).

An example for using Admonds-Karp algorithm is shown in Fig.5.6.
Compared with Fig.5.4, we may find that input flow network is same, but
obtained maximum flows are different. Thus, for this input flow network,
there are two different maximum flow. Actually, in this case, there are
infinitely many maximum flows. The reader may prove it as an exercise.

To estimate the running time, let us study some properties of Admonds-
Karp algorithm.

Let δf (x) denote the shortest path distance from source s to node x in
the residual network Gf of flow f where each arc is considered to have unit
distance.

Lemma 5.2.1. When Edmonds-Karp algorithm runs, δf (x) increases mono-
tonically with each flow augmentation.
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Algorithm 16 Admonds-Karp Algorithm for Maximum Flow

Input: A flow network G = (V,E) with capacity function c, a source s and
a sink t.
Output: A flow f .

1: G← G;
2: f ← 0; (i.e., ∀u, v ∈ V, f(u, v) = 0)
3: while there exists a path from s to t in G do
4: find a shortest path P from s to t;
5: set δ ← min{c(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ P} and
6: send a flow f ′ with value δ from s to t along path P ;
7: G← Gf ′ ;
8: f ← f + f ′;
9: end while

10: return f .

Figure 5.6: An example for using Admonds-Karp Algorithm.
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Proof. For contradiction, suppose flow f ′ is obtained from flow f through
an augmentation with path P and δf ′(v) < δf (v) for some node v. Without
loss of generality, assume δf ′(v) reaches the smallest value among such v,
i.e.,

δf ′(u) < δf ′(v)⇒ δf ′(u) ≥ δf (u).

Suppose arc (u, v) is on the shortest path from s to v in Gf ′ . Then δf ′(u) =
δf ′(v)− 1 and hence δf ′(u) ≥ δf (u). Next, let us consider two cases.

Case 1. (u, v) ∈ Gf . In this case, we have

δf (v) ≤ δf (u) + 1 ≤ δf ′(u) + 1 = δf ′(v),

a contradiction.
Case 2. (u, v) 6∈ Gf . Then arc (v, u) must lie on the augmenting path P

in Gf (Fig.5.7). Therefore,

δf (v) = δf (u)− 1 ≤ δf ′(u)− 1 = δf ′(v)− 2 < δf ′(v),

a contradiction.

Figure 5.7: Proof of Lemma 5.2.1.

An arc (u, v) is critical in residual network Gf if (u, v) has the smallest
capacity in the shortest augmenting path in Gf .

Lemma 5.2.2. Each arc (u, v) can be critical at most (|V |+ 1)/2 times.

Proof. Suppose arc (u, v) is critical in Gf . Then (u, v) will disappear in
next residual network. Before (u, v) appears again, v, u) has to appear in
augmenting path of a residual network Gf ′ . Thus, we have

δf ′(u) = δf ′(v) + 1.
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Since δf (v) ≤ δf ′(v), we have

δf ′(u) = δf ′(v) + 1 ≥ δf (v) + 1 = δf (u) + 2.

By Lemma 5.2.1, the shortest path distance from s to u will increase by
2(k − 1) when arc (u, v) can be critical k times. Since this distance is at
most |V | − 1, we have 2(k − 1) ≤ |V | − 1 and hence k ≤ (|V |+ 1)/2.

Now, we establish a theorem on running time.

Theorem 5.2.3. Edmonds-Karp algorithm runs in time O(|V | · |E|2).

Proof. In each augmentation, there exists a critical arc. Since each arc can
be critical (|V |+ 1)/2 times, there are at most O(|V | · |E|) augmentations.
In each augmentation, finding the shortest path takes O(|E|) time and oper-
ations on the augmenting path take also O(|E|) time. Putting all together,
Edmonds-Karp algorithm runs in time O(|V | · |E|2).

Note that above theorem does not require that all arc capacities are
integer. Therefore, the modification of Admonds and Karp has two folds:
(1) Make the algorithm halt within finitely many iterations and (2) the
number of iterations is bounded by a polynomial.

5.3 Bipartite Matching

The maximum flow has many applications. One of them is to deal with
the maximum bipartite matching.

Consider a graph G = (V,E). A subset of edges is called a matching if
edges in the subset are not adjacent each other. In other words, a matching
is an independent edge subset. A bipartite matching is a matching in a
bipartite graph.

Problem 5.3.1 (Maximum Bipartite Matching). Given a bipartite graph
(U, V,E), find a matching with maximum cardinality.

This problem can be transformed into a maximum flow problem as fol-
lows. Add a source node s and a sink node t. Connect s to every node u in
U by adding an arc (s, u). Connect every node v in V to t by adding an arc
(v, t). Add to every edge in E the direction from U to V . Finally, assign
every arc with unit capacity. An example is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Motivated from observation on the example in Fig. 5.8, we may have
questions:
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Figure 5.8: Maximum bipartite matching is transformed to maximum flow.

(1) Can we do augmentation directly in bipartite graph without putting
it in a flow network?

(2) Can we perform the first three augmentations in the same time?
For both questions, the answer is yes. Let us explain the answer one

by one. To give yes-answer for the first question, we need to define the
augmenting path as follows.

Consider a matching M in a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E). Let us call
every edge in M as matched edge and every edge not in M as unmatched
edge. A node v is called a free node if v is not an ending point of a matched
edge. The augmenting path is now defined to be a path satisfying following
two conditions:

(a) It is an alternating path, that is, edges on the path is alternatively
unmatched and matched.

(b) The path is between two free nodes.
Clearly, on an augmenting path, turn all matched edges to unmatched

and turn all unmatched edges to matched. Then considered matching will
become a matching with one more edges. Therefore, if a matching M has
an augmenting path, then M cannot be maximum. The following theorem
indicates that the inverse holds.

Theorem 5.3.2. A matching M is maximum if and only if M does not
have an augmenting path.

Proof. Let M be a matching without augmenting path. For contradiction,
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suppose M is not maximum. Let M∗ be a maximum matching. Then
|M | < |M∗|. Consider M ⊕M∗ = (M \M∗)∪ (M∗ \M)in which every node
has degree at most two (Fig. 5.9).

Figure 5.9: M ⊕M∗.

Hence, it is disjoint union of paths and cycles. Since each node with
degree two must be incident to two edges belonging in M and M ′, respec-
tively. Those paths and cycles must be alternative. They can be classified
into four types as shown in Fig. 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Connected components of M ⊕M∗.

Note that in each of the first three types of connected components, the
number of edges in M is not less than the number of edges in M∗. Since
|M | < |M∗|, we have |M \ M∗| < |M∗ \ M |. Therefore, the connected
component of the fourth type must exist, that is, M has an augmenting
path, a contradiction.

We now return to the question on augmentation of several paths at the
same time. The following algorithm is the result of positive answer.
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Algorithm 17 Hopcroft-Karp Algorithm for Maximum Bipartite Matching

Input: A bipartite graph G = (U, V,E).
Output: A maximum matching M .

1: M ←any edge;
2: while there exists an augmenting path do
3: find a maximal set of disjoint augmenting paths {P1, P2, ..., Pk};
4: M ←M ⊕ (P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · ·Pk);
5: end while
6: return M .

We next analyze Hopcroft-Karp algorithm.

Lemma 5.3.3. In each iteration, the length of the shortest augmenting path
is increased by at least two.

Proof. Suppose matching M ′ is obtained from matching M through aug-
mentation on a maximal set of shortest augmenting paths, {P1, P2, ..., Pk},
for M . Let P be a shortest augmenting path for M ′. If P is disjoint from
{P1, P2, ..., Pk}, then P is also an augmenting path for M . Hence, the length
of P is longer than the length of P1. Note that the augmenting path must
have odd length. Therefore, the length of P at-least-two longer than the
length of P1.

Next, assume that P has an edge lying in Pi for some i. Note that every
augmenting path has two endpoints in U and V , respectively. Let u and v
be two endpoints of P , and ui and vi two endpoints of Pi where u, uiinU
and v, vi ∈ V . Without loss of generality, assume that (x, y) is the edge
lying on P and also on some Pi such that no such edge exists from y to v.
Clearly,

distP (y, v) ≥ distPi(y, vi), (5.1)

where distP (y, v) denotes the distance between y and v on path P . In fact,
if distP (y, v) < distPi(y, vi), then replacing the piece of Pi between y and vi
by the piece of P between y and v, we obtain an augmenting path for M ,
shorter than Pi, contradicting to shortest property of Pi. Now, we claim
that following holds.

distPi(ui, y) + 1 = distPi(ui, x) ≤ distP (u, x) = distP (u, y)− 1. (5.2)

To prove this claim, we may put the bipartite graph into a flow network as
shown in Fig. 5.8. Then every augmenting path receive a direction from U
to V and the claim can be proved as follows.
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First, note that on path P , we assumed that the piece from y to v is
disjoint from all P1, P2, ..., Pk. This assumption implies that edge (x, y) is
in direction from x to y on P , so that distP (u, x) = distP (u, y)− 1.

Secondly, note that edge (x, y) also appears on Pi and after augmen-
tation, every edge in Pi must change its direction. Thus, edge (x, y) is in
direction from y to x on Pi. Hence, distPi(ui, y) + 1 = distPi(ui, x).

Thirdly, by Lemma 5.2.1, we have distPi(ui, x) ≤ distP (u, x).
Finally, putting (5.1) and (5.2) together, we obtain

distPi(ui, vi) + 2 ≤ distP (u, v).

Theorem 5.3.4. Hopcroft-Karp algorithm computes a maximum bipartite
matching in time O(|E|

√
|V |).

Proof. In each iteration, it takes O(|E|) time to find a maximal set of short-
est augmenting paths and to perform augmentation on these paths. (We will
give more explanation after the proof of this theorem.) Let M be the match-
ing obtained through

√
|V | iterations. Let M∗ be the maximum matching.

Then M ⊕M∗ contains |M∗| \ |M | augmenting path, each of length at least
1 + 2

√
|V | by Lemma 5.3.3. Therefore, each takes at least 2 + 2

√
|V | nodes.

This implies that the number of augmenting paths in M ⊕ M∗ is upper
bounded by

|V |/(2 + 2
√
|V |) <

√
|V |/2.

Thus, M∗ can be obtained from M through at most
√
|V |/2 iterations.

Therefore, M∗ can be obtained within at most 3
2 ·
√
|V | iterations. This

completes the proof.

There are two steps in finding a maximal set of disjoint augmenting paths
for a matching M in bipartite graph G = (U, V,E).

In the first step, employ the breadth-first-search to put nodes into differ-
ent levels as follows. Initially, select all free nodes in U and put them in the
first level. Next, put in the second level all nodes each with a unmatched
edge connecting to a node in the first level. Then, put in the third level all
nodes each with a matched edge connecting to a node in the second level.
Continue in this alternating ways, until a free node in V is discovered, say
in the kth level (Fig. 5.11). Let F be all free nodes in the kth level and
H the obtained subgraph. If the breadth-first-search comes to the end and
still cannot find a free node in V , then this means that there is no augment-
ing path and a maximum matching has already obtained by Hopcroft-Karp
algorithm.
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Figure 5.11: The breadth-first search.

In the second step, employ the depth-first-search to find path from each
node in F to a node in the first level. Such paths will be search one by one
in H and once a path is obtained, all nodes on this depth-first-search path
will be deleted from H, until no more such path can be found.

Since both steps can work in O(|E|) time, the total time for finishing
this task is O(|E|).

5.4 Dinitz Algorithm for Maximum Flow

The idea in Hopcroft-Karp algorithm can be extended from matching to
flow. This extension gives a variation of Edmonds-Karp algorithm, called
Dinitz algorithm.

Consider a flow network G = (V,E). The algorithm starts with a zero
flow f(u, v) = 0 for every arc (u, v). In each substantial iteration, consider
residual network Gf for flow f . Start from source node s to do the breadth-
first-search until node t is reached. If t cannot be researched, then algorithm
stops and the maximum flow is already obtained. If t is reached with distance
` from node s, then the breadth-first-search tree contains ` level and its nodes
are divided into ` classes V0, V1, ..., V` where Vi is the set of all nodes each
with distance i from s and ` ≤ |V |. Collect all arcs from Vi to Vi+1 for
i = 0, 1, ..., ` − 1. Let L(s) be the obtained a levelable subnetwork. Above
computation can be done in O(|E|) time.

Next, the algorithm finds augmenting paths to do augmentations in fol-
lowing way.
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Step 1. Iteratively, for v 6= t and u 6= s, remove, from L(s), every arc (u, v)
with no coming arc at u or no out-going arc at v. Denote by L̂(s) the
obtained levelable network.

Step 2. If L̂(s) is empty, then this iteration is completed and go to next
iteration. If L̂(s) is not empty, then it contains a path of length `, from
s to t. Find such a path P by using the depth-first-search. Do aug-
mentation along the path P . Update L(s) by using L̂(s) and deleting
all critical arcs on P . Go to Step 1.

This algorithm has following property.

Lemma 5.4.1. Let δf (s, t) denote the distance from s to t in residual graph
Gf of flow f . Suppose flow f ′ is obtained from flow f through an iteration
of Dinitz’ algorithm. Then δf ′(s, t) ≥ δf (s, t) + 2.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2.1.

The correctness of Dinitz’ algorithm is stated in following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.2. Dinitz’ algorithm produces a maximum flow in O(|V |2|E|)
time.

Proof. By Lemma 5.4.1, Dinitz’ algorithm runs within O(|V |) iterations.
Let us estimate the running time in each iteration.

• The construction of L(s) spends O(|E|) time.

• It needs O(|V |) time to find each augmenting path and to do aug-
mentation. Since each augmentation will remove at least one critical
arc, there are at most O(|E|) augmentations. Thus, the total time for
augmentations is O(|V | · |E|).

• Amortizing all time for removing arcs, it is at most O(|E|).

Therefore, each iteration runs in O(|V | · |E|) time. Hence, Dinitz algorithm
runs in O(|V |2|E|) time. At end of algorithm, Gf does not contain a path
from s to t. Thus, f is a maximum flow.

5.5 Minimum Cost Maximum Flow

The following problem is closely related to maximum flow.
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Problem 5.5.1 (Minimum Cost Maximum Flow). Given a flow network
G = (V,E) with capacity c(u, v) and cost a(u, v), a source s and a sink t, find
a maximum flow f with the minimum total cost cost(f) =

∑
(u,v)∈E a(u, v) ·

f(u, v).

There is a solution (Algorithm 18) similar to Edmonds-Karp algorithm.

Algorithm 18 Algorithm for Minimum Cost Maximum Flow

Input: A flow network G = (V,E) with nonnegative capacity c(u, v) and
nonnegative cost a(u, v) for each arc (u, v), a source s and a sink t.
Output: A flow f .

1: Gf ← G;
2: f ← 0; (i.e., ∀u, v ∈ V, f(u, v) = 0)
3: while there exists a path from s to t in Gf do
4: find a minimum cost path P from s to t;
5: set δ ← min{c(u, v) | (u, v) ∈ P} and
6: send a flow f ′ with value δ from s to t along path P ;
7: Gf ← (Gf )f ′ ;
8: f ← f + f ′;
9: end while

10: return f .

In this algorithm, arc cost in Gf needs some explanation. For arc (v, u)
added from a flow on arc (u, v), its cost a(v, u) = −a(u, v). In particular,
when G contains two arc (u, v) and (v, u), Gf may contains multi-arcs (v, u)
and (v, u)f . (v, u) has given capacity c(v, u) and cost a(u, v). However,
(v, u)f has capacity f(u, v) and cost −a(u, v).

Clearly, Algorithm 18 produces a maximum flow. However, for correct-
ness, we have to show this maximum flow has the minimum cost. To do so,
let us first establish an optimality condition.

A directed cycle is called a negative cost cycle in residual graph Gf if the
total arc cost of the cycle is negative.

Lemma 5.5.2. A maximum flow f has the minimum cost if and only if its
residual graph Gf does not contain a negative cost cycle.

Proof. If Gf contains a negative cost cycle, then the cost can be reduced by
adding a flow along this cycle. Next, assume that Gf for a maximum flow
f does not contain a negative cost cycle. We show that f has the minimum
cost. For contradiction, assume that f does not reach the minimum cost,
so that its cost is larger than the cost of a maximum flow f ′. Note that
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every flow can be decomposed into disjoint union of several path-flows. This
fact implies that f contains a path-flow P has cost larger that the cost of
a path-flow P ′ in f ′. Let P̂ be obtained from P by reversing its direction.
Then P̂ ∪ P ′ forms a negative cost cycle, which may be decomposed into
several simple cycles and one of them must also have negative cost. This
simple cycle must be contained in Gf , a contradiction.

Lemma 5.5.3. Suppose that the residual graph Gf of maximum flow f does
not contain a negative cost cycle. Let the maximum flow f ′ be obtained from
f through one augmentation in Algorithm 18. Then Gf ′ does not contain a
negative cost cycle.

Proof. For contradiction, suppose Gf ′ contains a negative cost cycle Q. S-
ince Gf does not contain a negative cost cycle, Q must contain some arcs
which are reverse of some arcs on the augmenting path P in Gf . In P , re-
placing those arcs by remaining arcs in Q, we will obtain a path with path in
Gf , with cost smaller than the cost of P , contradicting the rule for choosing
augmenting path in Algorithm 18.

Now, we show the correctness of Algorithm 18.

Theorem 5.5.4. Suppose that the input flow network G = (V,E) has non-
negative capacity and nonnegative cost on each arc. Then Algorithm 18 ends
at a minimum cost maximum flow.

Proof. It follow immediately from Lemmas 5.5.3 and 5.5.2.

There is an interesting observation that Algorithm 18 is not in class of
incremental methods. In fact, its feasible domain is the set of maximum
flows. The incremental method should move from moving from a maximum
flow to another maximum flow with cost reducing. Such an example is the
cycle canceling algorithm as shown in Algorithm 19.

Both Algorithms 18 and 19 run in pseudo-polynomial time when all
capacities are integers. In such a case, the flow in the algorithms are al-
ways integers and hence in each iteration, the flow value is increased by
at least one. Since the maximum flow value is bounded O(|V |C) where
Cisthemaximumarccapacity. Therefore, the number of iterations is at most
O(|V |C). In case that arc capacities are not integers, we even do not know
whether these two algorithms will halt. In the literature, there are strong
polynomial-time algorithms for the minimum cost maximum flow problem.
The reader may refer the historical notes for references.

The minimum cost maximum flow has many applications. Here, let us
mention an example.
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Algorithm 19 Cycle Canceling for Minimum Cost Maximum Flow

Input: A flow network G = (V,E) with nonnegative capacity c(u, v) and
nonnegative cost a(u, v) for each arc (u, v), a source s and a sink t.
Output: A maximum flow f .

1: Compute a maximum flow f with Admonds-Karp algorithm;
2: while Gf contains a negative cost cycle Q do
3: f ← f ∪Q;
4: end while
5: return f .

Problem 5.5.5 (Minimum Cost Perfect Matching in Bipartite Graph). Giv-
en a complete bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) (|U | = |V |) with cost a(u, v) for
each edge (u, v) ∈ E, find a perfect matching with the minimum total edge
cost.

This problem can be transformed into an instance of minimum cost max-
imum flow in following way:

• Add a source node s and a sink node t and add arcs from s to every
node in U and arcs from every node in V to t. Every of those added
arcs has capacity one and cost zero.

• For every edge in E, assign a direction from U to V .

This problem can also be reduced to the maximum weight bipartite
matching problem as follows: Let amax = maxe∈Ea(e). Define a new edge
cost a′(e) = amax − a(e) for e ∈ E. Since the perfect matching always
contains |U | edges, a perfect matching reaches the minimum edge cost with
a(e) if and only if it reaches the maximum edge cost with a′(e). Thus, the
minimum cost perfect matching problem is transformed to the maximum
weight bipartite matching problem.

5.6 Chinese Postman and Graph Matching

The technique at end of last section can also be employed to solve fol-
lowing problem.

Problem 5.6.1 (Chinese Postman Problem). Given a graph G = (V,E)
with edge cost a, find a postman tour to minimize total edge cost where a
postman tour is a cycle passing through every edge at least once.
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A cycle is called as a Euler tour if it passes through every edge exactly
once. In graph theory, it has been proved that a connected graph has an
Euler tour if and only if every node has even degree. A node is called as
an odd node if its degree is odd. Note that the number of odd degree for
any graph is even. Therefore, we may solve the Chinese postman problem
in following way.

• Construct a complete graph H on all old nodes and assign the distance
between any two nodes u and v with the shortest distance between u
and v in G.

• Find the minimum cost perfect matching M in H.

• Add M to input graph G and the Euler tour in G ∪M is the optimal
solution.

In this method, the minimum cost perfect matching in graph H can be
transformed to the maximum weight matching problem in H by changing
the edge cost by employing the same technique at last section.

Note that currently, we do not know how to reduce the maximum weight
matching problem into a network flow problem. Therefore, we may like to
employ alternating path and cycle again.

This time, an alternating path is an augmenting path if it is maximal
and the total weight of its matched edges is less than the total weight of
its unmatched edges; an alternating cycle is an augmenting cycle if it is
maximal and the total weight of its matched edges is less than the total
weight of its unmatched edges.

Actually, maximum matching in general graph is in similar situation.
Let us explore more alternating path method for this problem.

Problem 5.6.2 (Maximum Graph Matching). Given a graph G = (V,E),
find a matching with maximum cardinality.

Recall that an augmenting path is defined to be a path satisfying following
two conditions:

(a) It is an alternating path, that is, edges on the path is alternatively
unmatched and matched.

(b) The path is between two free nodes.

Now, proof of Theorem 5.3.2 can be applied to the graph matching with-
out any change. Therefore, we obtained following algorithm for the maxi-
mum graph matching problem.
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Algorithm 20 Algorithm for Maximum Graph Matching

Input: A graph G = (V,E).
Output: A maximum matching M .

1: M ←any edge;
2: while there exists an augmenting path P do
3: M ←M ⊕ P ;
4: end while
5: return M .

How to find an augmenting path for matching in a general graph G =
(V,E)? Let us introduce the Blossom algorithm. A blossom is an almost
alternating odd cycle as shown in Fig.5.12. The Blossom algorithm is similar

Figure 5.12: A Blossom shrinks into a node.

to the first step of augmenting-path finding in Hopcroft-Karp algorithm, i.e.,
employ the breadth-first-search by using unmatched edge and matched edge
alternatively. However, start from one free node x at a time. In the search,
algorithm may stop at another free node y, i.e., an augmenting path is found,
or determine that no augmenting path exists with x as an end. In the search
process, a Blossom may be found. In such a case, shrink the Blossom into
a node. Why a Blossom can be shrink into a point? It is because the
alternating path can be extended passing through a Blossom out-reach to
its any connection (Fig. 5.13). Clearly, this algorithm runs in O(|V | · |E|)
time. Thus, we have following.

Theorem 5.6.3. The maximum cardinality matching in graph G = (V,E)
can be found in O(|V |2 · |E|) time.
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Figure 5.13: A alternating path passes a Blossom.

Exercises

1. A conference organizer wants to set up a review plan. There are m
submitted papers and n reviewers. Each reviewer has made p papers as
”prefer to review”. Each paper should have at least q review reports.
Find a method to determine whether such a review plan exists or not.

2. A conference organizer wants to set up a review plan. There are m
submitted papers and n reviewers. Each reviewer is allowed to made
at least p1 papers as ”prefer to review” and at least p2 papers as ”likely
to review”. Each paper should have at least q1 review reports and at
most q2 review reports. Please give a procedure to make the review
plan.

3. Suppose there exist two distinct maximum flows f1 and f2. Show that
there exist infinitely many maximum flows.

4. Consider a directed graph G with a source s, a sink t and nonneg-
ative arc capacities. Find a polynomial-time algorithm to determine
whether G contains a unique s-t cut.

5. Consider a flow network G = (V,E) with a source s, a sink t and
nonnegative capacities. Suppose a maximum flow f is given. If an
arc is broken, find a fast algorithm to compute a new maximum flow
based on f . A favorite algorithm will run in O(|E| log |V |) time.

6. Consider a flow network G = (V,E) with a source s, a sink t and
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nonnegative integer capacities. Suppose a maximum flow f is given.
If the capacity of an arc is increased by one, find a fast algorithm to
update the maximum flow. A favorite algorithm runs in O(|E|+ |V |)
time.

7. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E) with a source s and a sink t.
Instead of arc capacity, assume that there is the nonnegative integer
node capacity c(v) on each node v ∈ V , that is, the total flow passing
node v cannot exceed c(v). Show that the maximum flow can be
computed in polynomial-time.

8. Show that the maximum flow of a flow network G = (V,E) can be
decomposed into at most |E| path-flows.

9. Suppose a flow network G = (V,E) is symmetric, i.e., (u, v) ∈ E if
and only if (v, u) ∈ E and c(u, v) = c(v, u). Show that Edmonds-Karp
algorithm terminates within at most |V | · |E|/4 iterations.

10. Consider a directed graph G. A node-disjoint set of cycles is called a
cycle-cover if it covers all nodes. Find a polynomial-time algorithm to
determine whether a given graph G has a cycle-cover or not.

11. Consider a graph G. Given two nodes s and t, and a positive integer
k, find a polynomial time algorithm to determine whether there exist
or not k edge-disjoint paths between s and t.

12. Consider a graph G. Given two nodes s and t, and a positive integer
k, find a polynomial time algorithm to determine whether there exist
or not k node-disjoint paths between s and t.

13. Consider a graph G. Given three nodes x, y, z, find a polynomial
algorithm to determine whether there exists a simple path from x to
z passing through y.

14. Prove or disprove (by counterexample) following statement.

(a) If a flow network has unique maximum flow, then it has unique
minimum s-t cut.

(b) If a flow network has unique minimum s-t cut, then it has unique
maximum flow.

(c) A maximum flow must associate with a minimum s-t cut such
that the flow passes through the minimum s-t cut.
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(d) A minimum s-t cut must associate with a maximum flow such
that he flow passes through the minimum s-t cut.

15. Let M be a maximal matching of a graph G. Show that for any
matching M ′ of G, |M ′| ≤ 2 · |M |.

16. We say that a bipartite graph G = (L,R,E) is d-regular if every vertex
v ∈ L ∪ R has degree exactly d. Prove that every d-regular bipartite
graph has a matching of size |L|.

17. There are n students who studied at a late-night study for final exam.
The time has come to order pizzas. Each student has his own list of
required toppings (e.g. mushroom, pepperoni, onions, garlic, sausage,
etc). Everyone wants to eat at least half a pizza, and the topping
of that pizza must be in his reqired list. A pizza may have only one
topping. How to compute the minimum number of pizzas to order to
make everyone happy?

18. Consider bipartite graph G = (U, V,E). Let H be the collection of all
subgraphs H that for every u ∈ U , H has at most one edge incident
to u. Let E(H) denote the edge set of H and I = {E(H) | H ∈ H}.
Show that (a) (E, I) is a matroid and (b) all matchings in G form an
intersection of two matroids.

19. Consider a graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative integer function c :
V → N . Find an augmenting path method to compute a subgraph
H = (V, F ) (F ⊆ E) with maximum number of edges such that for
every v ∈ V , deg(v) ≤ c(v).

20. A conference with a program committee of 30 members received 100
papers. The PC chair wants to make an assignment. He first asked all
PC members each to choose 15 prefered papers. Based on what PC
members choose, the PC chair wants to find an assignment such that
each PC member reviews 10 papers among 15 chosen ones and each
paper gets 3 PC members to review. How do we figure out whether
such an assignment exists? Please design a maximum flow formulation
to answer this question.

21. Let U = {u1, u2, ..., un} and V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}. A bipartite graph
G = (U, V,E) is convex if (ui, vk), (uj , vk) ∈ E with i < j imply
(uh, vk) ∈ E for all h = i, i + 1, ..., j. Find a greedy algorithm to
compute the maximum matching in a convex bipartite graph.
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22. Consider a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) and two node subsets A ⊆ U
and B ⊆ V . Show that if there exist a matching MA covering A and a
matching MB covering B, then there exists a matching MA∪B covering
A ∪B.

23. An edge-cover C of a graph G = (V,E) is a subset of edges such that
every vertex is incident to an edge in C. Design a polynomial-time
algorithm to find the minimum edge-cover, i.e., an edge-cover with
minimum cardinality.

24. (König Theorem) Show that the minimum size of vertex cover is equal
to the maximum size of matching in bipartite graph.

25. Show that the vertex-cover problem in bipartite graphs can be solved
in polynomial-time.

26. A matrix with all entries being 0 or 1 is called a 0-1 matrix. Consider
a positive integer d and a 0-1 matrix M that each row contains exactly
two 1s. Show a polynomail-time algorithm to find a minimum number
of rows to form a submatrix such that for every d+ 1 columns C0, C1,
..., Cd, there exists a row at which C0 has entry 1, but all C1, ..., Cd
have entry 0 (such a matrix is called a d-disjunct matrix).

27. Design a cycle canceling algorithm for the Chinese postman problem.

28. Design a cycle canceling algorithm for the minimum spanning tree
problem.

29. Consider a graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge distance d(e)
for e ∈ E. There are m source nodes s1, s1, ..., sm and n sink nodes
t1, t2, ..., tn. Suppose these source are required to provide those sink
nodes with certain type of product. Suppose that si is required to
provide ai products and tj requires bj products. Assume

∑m
i=1 ai =∑n

j=1 bj . The target is to find a transportation plan to minimize the
total cost where on each edge, the cost is the multiplication of the
distance and the amount of products passing through the edge. Show
that a transportation plan is minimum if and only if there is no cycle
such that the total distance of unloaded edges is less than the total
distance of loaded edges.

30. Consider m sources s1, s1, ..., sm and n sinks t1, t2, ..., tn. These source
are required to provide those sink nodes with certain type of produc-
t. si is required to provide ai products and tj requires bj product-
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s. Assume
∑m

i=1 ai =
∑n

j=1 bj . Given a distance table (dij between
sources si and sinks tj , the target is to find a transportation plan to
minimize the total cost where on each edge, the cost is the multipli-
cation of the distance and the amount of products passing through
the edge. Show that a transportation plan is minimum if and on-
ly if there is no circuit [(i1, j1), (i2, j1), (i2, j2), ..., (i1, jk)] such that
(i1, j1), (i2, j2), ..., (ik, jk) are loaded, (i2, j1), (i3, j2), ..., (i1, jk) are un-
loaded, and

∑k
h=1 d(ih, jh) >

∑k
h=1 d(ih, jh−1) (j0 = jk). Here, (i, j)

is said to be loaded if there is at least one product transported from
si to tj .

Historical Notes

Maximum flow problem was proposed by T. E. Harris and F. S. Ross
in 1955 [39, 40] and was first solved by L.R. Ford and D.R. Fulkerson in
1956 [41]. However, Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is a pseudo polynomial-time
algorithm when all arc capacities are integers. If arc capacities may not be
integers, the termination of the algorithm may meet a trouble. The first
strong polynomial-time was designed by Edmonds and Karp [42]. Later,
various designs appeared in the literature, including Dinitz’ algorithm [43,
44], Goldberg-Tarjan push-relabel algorithm [45], Goldberg-Rao algorithm
[46], Sherman algorithm [47], algorithm of Kelner, Lee, Orecchia and Sidford
[48]. Currently, the best running time is O(|V ||E|). This record is kept by
Orlin algorithm [49].

Minimum cost maximum flow is studied following up with maximum
flow problem. Similarly, earlier algorithms run in pseudo polynomial-time
such as out-of-kilter algorithm [56], cheapest path augmentation [60], cycle
canceling [57], and successive shortest path [58]. Polynomial-time algorithms
were found later such as minimum mean cycle canceling [55] and speed-
up successive shortest path. Currently, the fastest strong polynomial-time
algorithm has running time is O(|E|2 log2 |V |). This record is also kept by
an algorithm of Orlin [59].

Matching is a classical subject in graph theory. Both maximum (cardi-
nality) matching and minimum cost perfect matching problems in bipartite
graphs can be easily transformed to maximum flow problems. However,
they can also solved with alternating path methods. So far, Hopcroft-Karp
algorithm [53] is the fastest algorithm for the maximum bipartite matching.
In general graph, they have to be solved with alternating path method since
currently, no reduction have beeb found to transform matching problem to
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flow problem. Those algorithms were designed by Edmonds [52]. An ex-
tension of Hopcroft-Karp algorithm was made by Micali and Vazirani [54],
which runs in O(

√
|E||V |) time.

For maximum weight matching, nobody has found any method to trans-
form it to a flow problem. Therefore, we have to employ the alternating
path and cycle method [52], too.

Chinese postman problem was proposed by Kwan [50] and the first
polynomial-time solution was given by Edmonds and Johnson[51] with min-
imum cost perfect matching in complete graph with even number of nodes.



Chapter 8

NP-hard Problems and
Approximation Algorithms

“The biggest difference between time and space is that you can’t
reuse time.”
- Merrick Furst

8.1 What is the class NP?

The class P consists of all polynomial-time solvable decision problems.
What is the class NP? There are two popular misunderstandings:

(1) NP is the class of problems which are not polynomial-time solvable.

(2) A decision problem belongs to the class NP if its answer can be
checked in polynomial-time.

The misunderstanding (1) comes from misexplanation of NP as the brief
name for ”Not Polynomial-time solvable”. Actually, it is polynomial-time
solvable, but in a wide sense of computation, nondeterministic computation,
that is, NP is the class of all nondeterministic polynomial-time solv-
able decision problems. Thus, NP is the brief name of ”Nondeterministic
Polynomial-time”.

What is the nondeterministic computation? Let us explain it starting
from computation model, Turing machine (TM). A TM consists of three
parts, a tape, a head, and a finite control (Fig. 8.1).

The tape has the left end and infinite long in the right direction, which
is divided into infinitely many cells. Each cell can hold a symbol. All
symbols possibly on the tape form an alphabet Γ, called the alphabet of tape
symbols. In Γ, there is a special symbol B, called the blank symbol, which
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Figure 8.1: One-tape Turing machine.

means the cell is actually empty. Initially, an input string is written on the
tape. All symbols possibly in the input string form another alphabet Σ,
called the alphabet of input symbols. Assume that both Γ and Σ are finite
and B ∈ Γ \ Σ.

The head can read, erase, and write symbols on the tape. Moreover, it
can move to left and right. In each move, the head can shift a distance of
one cell. Please note that in classical one-tape TM, the head is not allowed
to stay in the place without move before the TM halts.

The finite control contains a finite number of states, forming a set Q.
The TM’s computation depends on function δ : Q× Γ→ Q× Γ×D where
D = {R,L} is the set of possible moving directions and R means moving to
right while L means moving to left. This function δ is called the transaction
function. For example, δ(q, a) = (p, b, L) means that when TM in state q
reads symbol a, it will change state to p, change symbol a to b, and them
move to the left (the upper case in 8.2); δ(q, a) = (p, b, R) means that when
TM in state q reads symbol a, it will change state to p, change symbol a
to b, and them move to the right (the lower case in 8.2); Initially, on an
input x, the TM is in a special state s, called the initial state, and its head
is located at the leftmost cell, which contains the first symbol of x if x is
not empty. The TM stops moving if and only if it enters another special
state h, called the final state. An input x is said to be accepted if on x, the
TM will finally stop. All accepted inputs form a language, which is called
the language accepted by the TM. The language accepted by a TM M is
denoted by L(M).

From above description, we see that each TM can be described by the
following parameters, an alphabet Σ of input symbols, an alphabet Γ of tape
symbols, a finite set Q of states in finite control, a transition function δ, and
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Figure 8.2: One move to the right.

an initial state s.

The computation time of an TM M on an input x is the number of
moves from initial state to final state, denoted by TimeM (x). A TM M is
said to be polynomial-time bounded if there exists a polynomial p such that
for every input x ∈ L(M), Timem(x) ≤ p(|x|). So far, what we described
TM is the deterministic TM (DTM), that is, for each move, there exists at
most one transition determined by the transition function. All languages
accepted by polynomial-time bounded DTM form a class, denoted by P.

There are many variations of the TM, in which the TM has more freedom.
For example, the head is allowed to stay at the same cell during a move, the
tape may have no left-end, and multiple tapes exist (Fig. 8.3). However, in
term of polynomial-time computability, all of them have been proved to have
the same power. Based on such experiences, one made following conclusion.

Figure 8.3: A multi-tape TM.
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Extended Church-Turing Thesis. A function computable in polynomial-
time in any reasonable computational model using a reasonable time com-
plexity measure is computable by a deterministic TM in polynomial-time.

Extended Church-Turing Thesis is a natural law of computation. It
is similar to physics laws, which cannot have a mathematical proof, but is
obeyed by the natural world. By Extended Church-Turing thesis, the class P
is independent from computational models. In the statement, ”reasonable”
is an important word. Are there unreasonable computational models? The
answer is Yes. For example, the nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM)
is an important one among them. In an NTM, for each move, there may

Figure 8.4: There are many possible transitions for each move in an NTM.

exist many possible transitions (Fig. 8.4) and the NTM can use any one of
them. Therefore, transition function δ in an NTM is a mapping from Q×Γ
to 2Q×Γ×{R,L}, that is, δ(q, a) is the set of all possible transitions. When
the NTM in state q reads symbol a, it can choose any one transition from
δ(q, a) to implement.

It is worth to mentioning that for each nondeterministic move of one-tape
NTM, the number of possible transitions is upper-bounded by |Q| × |Γ| × 3
where Q is the set of states, Γ is the alphabet of tape symbols, and 3 is a
upper-bound for the number of moving choices. |Q| × |Γ| × 3 is a constant
independent from input size |x|.

The computation process of the DTM can be represented by a path
while the computation process of the NTM has to be represented by a tree.
When an input x is accepted by an NTM? The definition is that as long
as there is a path in the computation tree, leading to final state, then x is
accepted. Suppose that at each move, we make a guess for choice of possible
transitions. This definition means that if there exists a correct guess which
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leads to final state, we will accept the input. Let us look at an example.
Consider following problem.

Problem 8.1.1 (Hamiltonian Cycle). Given a graph G = (V,E), does G
contain a Hamiltonian cycle? Here, a Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle passing
through each vertex exactly once.

The following is a nondeterministic algorithm for the Hamiltonian cycle
problem.

input a graph G = (V,E).
step 1 guess a permutation of all vertices.
step 2 check if guessed permutation gives a Hamitonian cycle.

if yes, then accept input.

In step 1, the guess corresponds to nondeterministic moves in the NTM.
Note that in step 2, if the outcome of checking is no, then we cannot give
any conclusion and hence nondeterministic computation gets stuck. How-
ever, a nondeterministic algorithm is considered to solve a decision problem
correctly if there exists a guessed result leading to correct yes-answer. For
example, in above algorithm, if input graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle,
then there exists a guessed permutation which gives a Hamiltonian cycle
and hence gives yes-answer. Therefore, it is a nondeterministic algorithm
which solves the Hamiltonian Cycle problem.

Now, let us recall the second popular misunderstanding of NP mentioned
at beginning of this section:

(2) A decision problem belongs to the class NP if its answer can checked
in polynomial-time.

Why (2) is wrong? This is because not only checking step is required
to be polynomial-time computable, but also guessing step is required to be
polynomial-time computable. How do we estimate guessing time? Let us
explain this starting from what is a legal guess. Note that in an NTM, each
nondeterministic move can select a choice of transition from a pool with
size upper-bound independent from input size. Therefore, A legal guess
is a guess from a pool with size independent from input size. For
example, in above algorithm, guessing in step 1 is not legal because the
number of permutation of n vertices is n! which depends on input size.

What is the running time of step 1? It is the number of legal guesses
spent in implementation of the guess in step 1. To implement the guess in
step 1, we may encode each vertex into a binary code of length dlog2 ne.
Then each permutation of n vertices is encoded into a binary code of length
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O(n log n). Now, guessing a permutation can be implemented by O(n log n)
legal guesses each of which chooses either 0 or 1. Therefore, the running
time of step 1 is O(n log n).

In many cases, the guessing step is easily implemented by a polynomial
number of legal guesses. However, there are some exceptions; one of them
is the following.

Problem 8.1.2. Given an m × n integer matrix A and an n-dimensional
integer vector b, determine whether there exists a m-dimensional integer
vector x such that Ax ≥ b.

In order to prove that Problem 8.1.2 is in NP, we may guess an n-
dimensional integer vector x and check whether x satisfies Ax ≥ b. How-
ever, we need to make sure that guessing can be done in nondeterministic
polynomial-time. That is, we need to show that if the problem has a solu-
tion, then there is a solution of polynomial size. Otherwise, our guess cannot
find it. This is not an easy job. We include the proof into the following three
lemmas.

Let α denote the maximum absolute value of elements in A and b. Denote
q = max(m,n).

Lemma 8.1.3. If B is a square submatrix of A, then | detB| ≤ (αq)q.

Proof. Let k be the order of B. Then | detB| ≤ k!αk ≤ kkαk ≤ qqαq =
(qα)q.

Lemma 8.1.4. If rank(A) = r < n, then there exists a nonzero vector z
such that Az = 0 and every component of z is at most (αq)q.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the left-upper r×r submatrix
B is nonsingular. Set xr+1 = · · · = xn−1 = 0 and xn = −1. Apply Cramer’s
rule to system of equations

B(x1, · · · , xr)T = (a1n, · · · , arn)T

where aij is the element of A on the ith row and the jth column. Then we
can obtain xi = detBi/detB where Bi is a submatrix of A. By Lemma
3.1, | detBi| ≤ (αq)q. Now, set z1 = detB1, · · · , zr = detBr, zr+1 = · · · =
zn−1 = 0, and zn = detB. Then Az = 0.

Lemma 8.1.5. If Ax ≥ b has an integer solution, then it must have an
integer solution whose components of absolute value not exceed 2(αq)2q+1.
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Proof. Let ai denote the ith row of A and bi the ith component of b. Suppose
that Ax ≥ b has an integer solution. Then we choose a solution x such that
the following set gets the maximum number of elements.

Ax = {ai | bi ≤ aix ≤ bi + (αq)q+1} ∪ {ei | |xi| ≤ (αq)q},

where ei = (0, · · · , 0, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

, 0, · · · , 0). We first prove that the rank of Ax is n.

For otherwise, suppose that the rank of Ax is less than n. Then we can
find nonzero integer vector z such that for any d ∈ Ax, dz = 0 and each
component of z does not exceed (αq)q. Note that ek ∈ Ax implies that kth
component zk of z is zero since 0 = ekz = zk. If zk 6= 0, then ek 6∈ Ax,
so, |xk| > (αq)q. Set y = x + z or x − z such that |yk| < |xk|. Then
for every ei ∈ Ax, yi = xi, so, ei ∈ Ay, and for ai ∈ Ax, aiy = aix, so,
ai ∈ Ay. Thus, Ay contains Ax. Moreover, for ai 6∈ Ax, aiy ≥ aix− |aiz| ≥
bi+(αq)q+1−nα(αq)q ≥ bi. Thus, y is an integer solution of Ax ≥ b. By the
maximality of Ax, Ay = Ax. This means that we can decrease the value of
the kth component again. However, it cannot be decreased forever. Finally,
a contradiction would appear. Thus, Ax must have rank n.

Now, choose n linearly independent vectors d1, · · · , dn from Ax. Denote
ci = dix. Then |ci| ≤ α+ (αq)q+1. Applying Cramer’s rule to the system of
equations dix = ci, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, we obtain a representation of x through
ci’s: xi = detDi/ detD where D is a square submatrix of (AT , I)T and Di

is a square matrix obtained from D by replacing the ith column by vector
(c1, · · · , cn)T . Note that the determinant of any submatrix of (AT , I)T e-
quals to the determinant of a submatrix of A. By Laplac expansion, it is easy
to see that |xi| ≤ |detDi| ≤ (αq)q(|c1|+ · · ·+ |cn|) ≤ (αq)qn(α+ (αq)q+1) ≤
2(αq)2q+1. �

By Lemma 8.1.5, it is enough to guess a solution x whose total size is
at most n log2(2(αq)2q+1)) = O(q2(log2 q + log2 α). Note that the input A
and b have total length at least β =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1 log2 |aij |+

∑n
j=1 log2 |bj | ≥

mn+ log2 α ≥ q+ IP is in NP.

Theorem 8.1.6. Problem 8.1.2 is in NP.

Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 8.1.5.

The definition of the class NP involves three concepts, nondeterministic
computation, polynomial-time, and decision problems. The first two con-
cepts have been explained as above. Next, we explain what is the decision
problem.
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A problem is called a decision problem if its answer is “Yes” or “No”.
Each decision problem corresponds to the set of all inputs which receive
yes-answer, which is a language when each input is encoded into a string.
For example, the Hamiltonian cycle problem and Problem 8.1.2 are decision
problems. In case of no confusion, we sometimes use the same notation to
denote a decision problem and its corresponding language. For example, we
may say that a decision problem A has its characteristic function

χA(x) =

{
1 if x ∈ A,
0 otherwise.

Actually, we mean that the corresponding language of decision problem A
has characteristic function χA.

Usually, combinatorial optimization problems are not decision problems.
However, every combinatorial optimization problem can be transformed into
a decision version. For example, consider following.

Problem 8.1.7 (Traveling Salesman). Given n cities and a distance table
between n cities, find the shortest Hamiltonian tour where a Hamitonian
tour is a Hamitonian cycle in the complete graph on the n cities.

Its decision version is as follows.

Problem 8.1.8 (Decision Version of Traveling Salesman). Given n cities, a
distance table between n cities, and an integer K > 0, is there a Hamiltonian
tour with total distance at most K?

Clearly, if the traveling salesman problem can be solved in polynomial-
time, so is its decision version. Conversely, if its decision version can be
solved in polynomial-time, then we may solve the traveling salesman problem
in the following way within polynomial-time.

Let us assume that all distances between cities are integers. 1 Let
dmin and dmax be the smallest distance and the maximum distance between
two cities. Let a = ndmin and b = ndmax. Set K = d(a+ b)/2e. Determine
whether there is a tour with total distance at most K by solving the decision
version of the traveling salesman problem. If answer is Yes, then set b← K;
else set a ← K. Repeat this process until |b − a| ≤ 1. Then, compute the
exact optimal objective function value of the traveling salesman problem by
solving its decision version twice with K = a and K = b, respectively. In

1If they are rational numbers, then we can transform them into integers. If some of
them are irrational numbers, then we have to touch the complexity theory of real number
computation, which is out of scope of this book.
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this way, suppose the decision version of the traveling salesman problem can
be solved in polynomial-time p(n). Then the traveling salesman problem
can be solved in polynomial-time O(log(ndmax)p(n)).

Now, we may find that actually, Problem 8.1.2 is closely related to the
decision version of following integer program.

Problem 8.1.9 (0-1 Integer Program).

max cx

subject to Ax ≥ b
x ∈ {0, 1}n,

where A is an m×n integer matrix, c is an n-dimensional integer row vector,
and b is an m-dimensional integer column vector.

8.2 What is NP-completeness?

In 1965, J. Admonds conjectured following.

Conjecture 8.2.1. The traveling salesman problem does not have a polynomial-
time solution.

In study of this conjecture, S. Cook introduced the class NP and showed
the first NP-complete problem in 1971.

A problem is NP-hard if the existence of polynomial-time so-
lution for it implies the existence of polynomial-time solution for
every problem in NP. An NP-hard problem is NP-complete if it also
belongs to the class NP.

To introduce Cook’s result, let us recall some knowledge on Boolean
algebra.

A Boolean function is a function whose variable values and function val-
ue all are in {true, false}. Here, we would like to denote true by 1 and false
by 0. In the following table, there are two boolean functions of two vari-
ables, conjunction ∧ and disjunction ∨, and a Boolean function of a variable,
negation ¬.

x y x ∧ y x ∨ y ¬x
0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 0
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For simplicity, we also write x ∧ y = xy, x ∨ y = x + y and ¬x = x̄.
The conjunction and disjunction follow the commutative, associative, and
distributive laws. An interesting and important law about negation is De
Morgan’s law, i.e.

xy = x̄+ ȳ and x+ y = x̄ȳ.

The SAT problem is defined as follows:

Problem 8.2.2 (Satisfiability (SAT)). Given a Boolean formula F , is there
a satisfied assignment for F?

Here, an assignment to variables of F is satisfied if the assignment makes
F equal to 1. A Boolean formula F is satisfiable if there exists a satisfied
assignment for F .

The SAT problem has many applications. For example, the following
puzzle can be formulated into an instance od SAT.

Example 8.2.3. After three men interviewed, the department Chair said:”We
need Brown and if we need John then we need David, if and only if we need
either Brown or John and don’t need David.” If this department actually
need more than one new faculty, which ones were they?

Solution. Let B, J , and D denote respectively Brown, John, and David.
What Chair said can be written as a Boolean formula

[[B(J̄ +D)][(B + J)D̄] +B(J̄ +D) · (B + J)D̄

= BD̄J̄ + (B̄ + JD̄)(B̄J̄ +D)

= BD̄J̄ + B̄J̄ + B̄D

Since this department actually need more than one new faculty, there is only
one way to satisfy this Boolean formula, that is, B = 0, D = J = 1. Thus,
John and David will be hired. �

Now, we are ready to state Cook’s result.

Theorem 8.2.4 (Cook Theorem). The SAT problem is NP-complete.

After the first NP-complete problem is discovered, there are a large num-
ber of problems have been found to be NP-hard or NP-complete. Indeed,
there are many tools passing the NP-hardness from one problem to another
problem. We introduce one of them as follows.

Consider two decision problems A andB. A is said to be polynomial-time
many-one reducible to B, denoted by A ≤pm B, if there exists a polynomial-
time computable function f mapping from all inputs of A to inputs of B such
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that A receives yes-answer on input x if and only if B receives yes-answer
on input f(x) (Fig. 8.5).

Figure 8.5: Polynomial-time many-one reduction.

For example, we have

Example 8.2.5. The Hamiltonian cycle problem is polynomial-time many-
one reducible to the decision version of the traveling salesman problem.

Proof. To construct this reduction, for each input graph G = (V,E) of the
Hamiltonian cycle problem, we consider V as the set of cities and define a
distance table D by setting

d(u, v) =

{
1 if (u, v) ∈ E
|V |+ 1 otherwise.

Moreover, set K = |V |. If G contains a Hamiltonian cycle, this Hamilto-
nian cycle would give a tour with total distance |V | = K for the traveling
salesman problem on defined instance. Conversely, if the traveling salesman
problem on defined instance has a Hamiltonian tour with total distance at
most K, then this tour cannot contain an edge (u, v) 6∈ E and hence it
induces a Hamiltonian cycle in G. Since the reduction can be constructed
in polynomial-time, it is a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the
Hamiltonian cycle problem to the decision version of the traveling salesman
problem.

There are two important properties of the polynomial-time many-one
reduction.

Proposition 8.2.6. (a) If A ≤pm B and B ≤pm C, then A ≤pm C.
(b) If A ≤pm B and B ∈ P , then A ∈ P .
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Proof. . (a) Let A ≤pm B via f and B ≤pm C via g. Then A ≤pm C via
h where h(x) = g(f(x)). Let f and g be computable in polynomial-times
p(n) and q(n), respectively. Then for any x with |x| = n, |f(x)| ≤ p(n).
Hence, h can be computed in time p(n) + q(p(n)) (b) Let A ≤pm B via f . f
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Figure 8.6: The proof of Proposition 8.2.6.

is computable in polynomial-time p(n) and B can be solved in polynomial-
time q(n). Then A can be solved in polynomial-time p(n) + q(p(n)).

Property (a) indicates that ≤pm is a partial ordering. Property (b) gives
us a simple way to establish the NP-hardness of a decision problem. To show
the NP-hardness of a decision problem B, it suffices to find an NP-complete
problem A and prove A ≤pm B. In fact, if B ∈ P , then A ∈ P . Since A is
NP-complete, every problem in NP is polynomial-time solvable. Therefore,
B is NP-hard.

The SAT problem is the root to establish the NP-hardness of almost all
other problems. However, it is hard to use the SAT problem directly to
construct reduction. Often, we use an NP-complete special case of the SAT
problem. To introduce this special case, let us first explain a special type of
Boolean formulas, 3CNF.

A literal is either a Boolean variable or the negation of a Boolean variable.
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An elementary sum is a sum of several literals. Consider an elementary sum
c and a Boolean function f . If c = 0 implies f = 0, then c is called a clause
of f . A CNF (conjunctive normal form) is a product of its clauses. A CNF
is called a 3CNF if each clause of the CNF contains exactly three distinct
literals about three variables.

Problem 8.2.7. 3SAT: Given a 3CNF F , determine whether the F is
satisfiable.

Theorem 8.2.8. The 3SAT problem is NP-complete.

Proof. It is easy to see that the 3SAT problem belongs to NP. Next, we
show SAT ≤pm 3SAT .

First, we show two facts.

(a) w = x+ y if and only if p(w, x, y) is satisfiable where

p(w, x, y) = (w̄ + x+ y)(w + x̄+ y)(w + x+ ȳ)(w + x̄+ ȳ).

(b) w = xy if and only if q(w, x, y) is satisfiable where

q(w, x, y) = p(w̄, x̄, ȳ).

To show (a), we note that w = x+ y if and only if w̄x̄ȳ +w(x+ y) = 1.
Moreover, we have

w̄x̄ȳ + w(x+ y)

= (w̄ + x+ y)(x̄ȳ + w)

= (w̄ + x+ y)(x̄+ w)(ȳ + w)

= (w̄ + x+ y)(w + x̄+ y)(w + x+ ȳ)(w + x̄+ ȳ)

= q(w, x, y).

Therefore, (a) holds.

(b) can be derived from (a) by noting that w = xy if and only if w̄ = x̄+ȳ.

Now, consider a Boolean formula F . F must contain a term xy or x+ y
where x and y are two literals. In the former case, replace xy by a new
variable w in F and set F ← q(w, x, y)F . In the latter case, replace x + y
by a new variable w in F and set F ← p(w, x, y)F . Repeat this operation
until F becomes a literal z. Let u and v be two new variables. Finally, set
F ← F (z + u+ v)(z + ū+ v)(z + u+ v̄)(z + ū+ v̄). Then the original F is
satisfiable if and only if the new F is satisfiable.
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Starting from the 3SAT problem through polynomial-time many-one re-
duction, there are a very large number of combinatorial optimization prob-
lems; their decision versions have been proved to be NP-complete. Moreover,
none of them have been found to have a polynomial-time solution. If one
of them has a polynomial-time solution, so do others. This fact makes one
confidently say: An NP-hard problem is unlikely to have a polynomial-time
solution. This ”unlikely” can be removed only if P 6=NP is proved, which is
a big open problem in the literature.

Since for NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, they are unlike-
ly to have polynomial-time exact solution, we have to move our attention
from exact solutions to approximation solutions. How do we design and
analyze approximation solution? Those techniques will be studied system-
atically in next a few chapters. Before to do so, we would touch a few funda-
mental NP-complete problems and their related combinatorial optimization
problems with their approximation solution in later sections of this chapter.

To end of this section, let us mention a rough way to judge whether a
problem has a possible polynomial-time solution or not. Note that in many
cases, it is easy to judge whether a problem belongs to NP or not. For a
decision problem A in NP, if it is hard to find a polynomial-time solution,
then we may study its complement Ā = {x | x 6∈ A}. If Ā ∈ NP, then we
may need to try hard to find a polynomial-time solution. If is is hard to
show Ā ∈ NP , then we may try to show NP-hardness of problem A.

Actually, let co-NP denote the class consisting of all complements of
decision problems in NP. Then class P is contained in the intersection of NP
and co-NP (Fig. 8.7). So far, no natural problem has been found to exist in

Figure 8.7: Intersection of NP and co-NP.

(NP∩co-NP)\P.

In the history, there are two well-known open problems existing in NP∩co-
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NP, and was unknown to have polynomial-time solutions for many years.
They are the primality test and the decision version of linear program. Fi-
nally, they both have been found to have polynomial-time solutions.

8.3 Hamiltonian Cycle

Consider an NP-complete decision problem A and a possible NP-hard
decision problem B. How do we construct a polynomial-time many-one
reduction? Every reader who has no experience would like to know the
answer of this question. Of course, we would not have an efficient method
to produce such a reduction. Indeed, we do not know if such an method
exists. However, we may give some idea to follow.

Let us recall how to show a polynomial-time many-one reduction from
A to B.

(1) Construct a polynomial-time computable mapping f from all inputs
of problem A to inputs of problem B.

(2) Prove that problem A on input x receives yes-answer if and only if
problem B on input f(x) receives yes-answer.

Since the mapping f has to satisfy (2), the idea is to find the relationship
of output of problem A and output of problem B, that is, find the mapping
from inputs to inputs through the relationship between outputs
of two problems. Let us explain this idea through an example.

Theorem 8.3.1. The Hamiltonian cycle problem is NP-complete.

Proof. We already proved previously that the Hamiltonian cycle problem
belongs to NP. Next, we are going to construct a polynomial-time many-one
reduction from the NP-complete 3SAT problem to the Hamiltonian cycle
problem.

The input of the 3SAT problem is a 3CNF F and the input of the Hamil-
tonian cycle problem is a graph G. We need to find a mapping f such that
for any 3CNF F , f(F ) is a graph such that F is satisfiable if and only if
f(F ) contains a Hamiltonian cycle. What can make F satisfiable? It is a
satisfied assignment. Therefore, our construction should give a relationship
between assignments and Hamiltonian cycles. Suppose F contains n vari-
ables x1, x2, ..., xn and m clauses C1, C2, ..., Cm. To do so, we first build a
ladder Hi with 4m+2 levels, corresponding to a variable xi as shown in Fig.
8.8. In this ladder, there are exactly two Hamiltonian paths correspond-
ing two values 0 and 1 for xi. Connect n ladders into a cycle as shown in
Fig. 8.9. Then we obtained a graph H with exactly 2n Hamiltonian cycles
corresponding to 2n assignments of F .
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Figure 8.8: A ladder Hi contains exactly two Hamiltonian paths between
two ends.

Figure 8.9: Each Hamiltonian cycle of graph H represents an assignment.
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Now, we need to find a way to involve clauses. An idea is to represent
each clause Cj by a point and represent the fact ”clause Cj is satisfied under
an assignment” by the fact ”point Cj is included in the Hamiltonian cycle
corresponding to the assignment”. To realize this idea, for each literal xi in
clause Cj , we connected point Cj to two endpoints of an edge, between the
(4j − 1)th level and the (4j)th level, on the path corresponding to xi = 1
(Fig. 8.10), and for each x̄i in clause Cj , we connected point Cj to two
endpoints of an edge on the path corresponding to xi = 0. This completes
our construction for graph f(F ) = G.

Figure 8.10: A point C1 is added.

To see this construction meeting our requirement, we first assume F
has a satisfied assignment σ and show that G has a Hamiltonian cycle.
To this end, we find the Hamiltonian cycle C in H corresponding to the
satisfied assignment. Note that each clause Cj contains a literal y = 1
under assignment σ. Thus, Cj is connected to endpoints of an edge (u, v)
on the path corresponding to y = 1. Replacing this edge (u, v) by two
edges (Cj , u) and (Cj , v) would include point Cj into the cycle, which would
becomes a Hamiltonian cycle of G when all points Cj are included.

Conversely, suppose G has a Hamiltonian cycle C. We claim that in C,
each point Cj must connect to two endpoints of an edge (u, v) in H. If our
claim holds, then replace two edges (Cj , u) and (Cj , v) by edge (u, v). We
would obtain a Hamiltonian cycle of graph H, corresponding an assignment
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of F , which makes every clause Cj satisfied.
Now, we show the claim. For contradiction, suppose that cycle C con-

tains its two edges (Cj , u) and (Cj , v) for some clause Cj such that u and
v are located in different Hi and Hi′ , respectively, with i 6= i′. To find a
contradiction, we look at closely the local structure of vertex u as shown in
Fig. 8.11. Note that each ladder is constructed with length longer enough

Figure 8.11: Local structure near vertex u.

so that every clause Cj has a special location in ladder Hi and locations for
different clauses with at least distance three away each other (see Fig. 8.8).
This makes that at vertex u, edges possible in C form a structure as shown
in Fig. 8.11. In this local structure, since cycle C contains vertex w, C must
contain edges (u,w) and (w, z), which imply that (u, u′) and (u, u′′) are not
in C. Note that either (z, z′) or (z, z′′) is not in C. Without loss of generality
assume that (z, z′′) is not in C. Then edges possible in C form a structure
as shown in 8.11. Since Hamiltonian cycle C contains vertices u′′, w′′, and
z′′, C must contain edges (u′′, u′′′), (u′′, w′′), (w′′, z′′), (z′′, z′′′). Since C con-
tains vertex w′′′, C must contain edges (u′′′, w′′′) and (w′′′, z′′′). This means
that C must contain the small cycle (u′′, w′′, z′′, z′′′, w′′′, u′′′). However, a
Hamiltonian cycle is a simple cycle which cannot properly contain a small
cycle, a contradiction.

Next, we give some examples in each of which the NP-hardness is estab-
lished by reductions from the Hamiltonian cycle problem.

Problem 8.3.2 (Hamiltonian Path). Given a graph G = (V,E), does G
contains a Hamiltonian path? Here, a Hamiltonian path of a graph G is a
simple path on which every vertex appears exactly once.
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Theorem 8.3.3. The Hamiltonian path problem is NP-complete.

Proof. The Hamiltonian path problem belongs to NP because we can guess
a permutation of all vertices in O(n log n) time and then check, in O(n)
time, whether guessed permutation gives a Hamiltonian path. To show the
NP-hardness of the Hamiltonian path problem, we may modify the proof
of Theorem 8.3.1, to construct a reduction from the 3SAT problem to the
Hamiltonian path problem by making a little change on graph H, which
is obtained from connecting all Hi into a path instead of a cycle. Howev-
er, in the following we would like to give a simple proof by reducing the
Hamiltonian cycle problem to the Hamiltonian path problem.

We are going to find a polynomial-time computable mapping f from
graphs to graphs such that G contains a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if
f(G) contains a Hamiltonian path. Our analysis starts from how to build
a relationship between a Hamiltonian cycle of G and a Hamiltonian path
of f(G). If f(G) = G, then from a Hamiltonian cycle of G we can find a
Hamiltonian path of f(G) by deleting an ege; however, from a Hamiltonian
path of f(G) we may not be able to find a Hamiltonian cycle of G. To have
”if and only if” relation, we first consider a simple case that there is an edge
(u, v) such that if G contains a Hamiltonian cycle C, then C must contains
edge (u, v). In this special case, we may put two new edges (u, u′) and (v, v′)
at u and v, respectively.

For simplicity of speaking, we may call these two edges as two horns.
Now, if G has the Hamiltonian cycle C, then f(G) has a Hamiltonian path
between endpoints of two horns, u′ and v′, Conversely, if f(G) has a Hamil-
tonian path, then this Hamiltonian path must have two endpoints u′ and
v′; hence we can get back C by deleting two horns and putting back edge
(u, v).

Now, we consider the general case that such an edge (u, v) may not exists.
Note that for any vertex u of G, suppose u have k neighbors v1, v2, ..., vk.
Then a Hamiltonian cycle of G must contain one of edges (u, v1), (u, v2),
..., (u, vk). Thus, we may first connect all v1, v2, ..., vk to a vertex u′ and
put two horns (u,w) and (u′, w′) (Fig. 8.12). This construction would work
similarly as above.

As a corollary of Theorem 8.3.1, we have

Corollary 8.3.4. The traveling salesman problem is NP-hard.

Proof. In Example 8.2.5, a polynomial-time many-one reduction has been
constructed from the Hamiltonian cycle problem to the traveling salesman
problem.
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Figure 8.12: Install two horns at u and its copy u′.

The longest path problem is a maximization problem as follows:

Problem 8.3.5 (Longest Path). Given a graph G = (V,E) with positive
edge length c : E → R+, and two vertices s and t, find a longest simple path
between s and t.

As another corollary of Theorem 8.3.1, we have

Corollary 8.3.6. The longest path problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We will construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the
Hamiltonian cycle problem to the decision version of the longest path prob-
lem as follows: Given a graph G = (V,E) with positive edge length c : E →
R+, two vertices s and t, and an integer K > 0, is there a simple path
between s and t with length at least K?.

Let graph G = (V,E) be an input of the Hamiltonian cycle problem.
Choose a vertex u ∈ V . We make a copy of u by adding a new vertex
u′ and connecting u′ to all neighbors of u. Add two new edges (u, s) and
(u′, t). Obtained graph is denoted by f(G). Let K = |V |+ 2. We show that
G contains a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if f(G) contains a simple path
between s and t with length at most K.

First, assume that G contains a Hamiltonian cycle C. Break C at vertex
u by replacing an edge (u, v) with (u′, v). We would obtain a simple path
between u and u′ with length |V |. Extend this path to s and t. We would
obtain a simple path between s and t with length |V |+ 2 = K.

Conversely, assume that f(G) contains a simple path between s and t
with length at most K. Then this path contains a simple subpath between
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u and u′ with length |V |. Merge u and u′ by replacing edge (u′, v), on the
subpath, with edge (u, v). Then we would obtain a Hamiltonian cycle of
G.

For NP-hard optimization problems like the traveling salesman problem
and the longest path problem, it is unlikely to have an efficient algorithm
to compute their exact optimal solution. Therefore, one usually study algo-
rithms which produce approximation solutions for them. Such algorithms
are simply called approximations.

For example, let us study the traveling salesman problem. When the
given distance table satisfies the triangular inequality, that is,

d(a, b) + d(b, c) ≥ d(a, c)

for any three vertices a, b and c where d(a, b) is the distance between a and
b, there is an easy way to obtain a tour (i.e, a Hamiltonian cycle) with total
distance within twice from the optimal.

To do so, at the first compute a minimum spanning tree in the input
graph and then travel around the minimum spanning tree (see Fig. 8.13).
During this trip, a vertex which appearing at the second time can be skipped
without increasing the total distance of the trip due to the triangular in-
equality. Note that the length of a minimum spanning tree is smaller than
the minimum length of a tour. Moreover, this trip uses each edge of the
minimum spanning tree exactly twice. Thus, the length of the Hamiltonian
cycle obtained from this trip is within twice from the optimal.

Figure 8.13: Travel around the minimum spanning tree.
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Christofids in 1976 introduced an idea to improve above approximation.
After computing the minimum spanning tree, he consider all vertices of odd
degree (called odd vertices) in the tree and compute a minimum perfect
matching among these odd vertices. Because in the union of the minimum
spanning tree and the minimum perfect matching, every vertex has even
degree, one can travel along edges in this union using each edge exactly
once. This trip, called Euler tour, can be modified into a traveling salesman
tour (Fig.8.14), without increasing the length by the triangular inequality.
Thus, an approximation is produced with length bounded by the length of

Figure 8.14: Christofids approximation.

minimum spanning tree plus the length of the minimum perfect matching
on the set of vertices with odd degree. We claim that each Hamiltonian
cycle (namely, a traveling salesman tour) can be decomposed into a dis-
joint union of two parts that each is not smaller than the minimum perfect
matchings for vertices with odd degree. To see this, we first note that the
number of vertices with odd degree is even since the sum of degrees over
all vertices in a graph is even. Now, let x1, x2, · · · , x2k denote all vertices
with odd degree in clockwise ordering of the considered Hamiltonian cycle.
Then (x1, x2), (x3, x4), · · · , (x2k−1, x2k) form a perfect matching for vertices
with odd degree and (x2, x3), (x4, x5), · · · , (x2k, x1) form the other perfect
matching. The claim then follows immediately from the triangular inequal-
ity. Thus, the length of the minimum matching is at most half of the length
of the minimum Hamiltonian cycle. Therefore, Christofids gave an approx-
imation within a factor of 1.5 from the optimal.

From the above example, we see that the ratio of objective function
values between approximation solution and optimal solution is a measure
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for the performance of an approximation.

For a minimization problem, the performance ratio of an approximation
algorithm A is defined as follows:

r(A) = sup
I

A(I)

opt(I)

where I is over all possible instances and A(I) and opt(I) are respectively
the objective function values of the approximation produced by algorithm
A and the optimal solution with respect to instance I.

For a maximization problem, the performance ratio of an approximation
algorithm A is defined by

r(A) = inf
I

A(I)

opt(I)
.

For example, the performance ratio of Christofids approximation is at
most 3/2 as we showed in the above. Actually, the performance ratio of
Christofids approximation is exactly 3/2. To see this, we consider 2n + 1
points (vertices) with distances as shown in Figure 8.15. The minimum span-
ning tree of these 2n+1 points has distance 2n. It has only two odd vertices
with distance n(1 + ε). Hence, the length of Christofids approximation is
2n+ n(1 + ε). Moreover, the minimum tour has length (2n− 1)(1 + ε) + 2.
Thus, in this example, A(I)/opt(I) = (3n+nε)/(2n+ 1 + (2n− 1)ε)) which
is appoarch to 3/2 as ε goes to 0 and n goes to infinity.

Figure 8.15: Extremal case for Christofids approximation.

Theorem 8.3.7. For the traveling salesman problem in metric space, the
Christofids approximation A has the performance ratio r(A) = 3/2.
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For simplicity, an approximation A is said to be α-approximation if
r(A) ≤ α for minimizations and r(A) ≥ α for maximizations, that is, for
every input I,

opt(I) ≤ A(I) ≤ α · opt(I)

for minimizations, and

opt(I) ≥ A(I) ≥ α · opt(I).

For example, Christofids approximation is a 1.5-approximation, but not α-
approximation of the traveling salesman problem in metric space for any
constant α < 1.5.

Not every problem has a polynomial-time approximation with constant
performance ratio. An example is the traveling salesman problem without
triangular inequality condition on distance table. In fact, for contradiction,
suppose that its performance ratio r(A) ≤ K for a constant K. Then we
can show that the Hamiltonian cycle problem can be solved in polynomial
time. For any graph G = (V,E), define that for any pair of vertices u and
v,

d(u, v) =

{
1 if {u, v} ∈ E
K · |V | otherwise

This gives an instance I for the traveling salesman problem. Then, G has a
Hamiltonian cycle if and only if for I, the travel salesman has a tour with
length at most K|V |. The optimal tour has length |V |. Applying approx-
imation algorithm A to I, we will obtain a tour of length at most K|V |.
Thus, G has a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if approximation algorithm A
produces a tour of length at most K|V |. This means that the Hamiltonian
cycle problem can be solved in polynomial time. Because the Hamiltoni-
an cycle problem is NP-complete, we obtain a contradiction. The above
argument proved the following.

Theorem 8.3.8. If P 6= NP , then no polynomial-time approximation al-
gorithm for the traveling salesman problem in general case has a constant
performance ratio.

For the longest path problem, there exists also a negative result.

Theorem 8.3.9. For any ε > 0, the longest path problem has no polynomial-
time n1−ε-approximation unless NP = P .
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8.4 Vertex Cover

A vertex subset C is called a vertex cover if every edge has at least one
endpoint in C. Consider following problem.

Problem 8.4.1 (Vertex Cover). Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive
integer K, is there a vertex cover of size at most K?

The vertex-cover problem is the decision version of the minimum vertex
cover problem as follows.

Problem 8.4.2 (Minimum Vertex Cover). Given a graph G = (V,E), com-
pute a vertex cover with minimum cardinality.

Theorem 8.4.3. The vertex-cover problem is NP-complete.

Proof. It is easy to show that the vertex cover problem is in NP. This can
be done by guessing a vertex subset within O(n log n) time and checking
whether obtained vertex subset is a vertex cover or not. Next, we show that
the vertex cover problem is NP-hard.

Let F be a 3-CNF with m clauses C1, ..., Cm and n variables x1, ..., xn.
We construct a graph G(F ) of 2n+3m vertices as follows: For each variable
xi, we give an edge with two endpoints labeled by two literals xi and x̄i.
For each clause Cj = x+ y + z, we give a triangle j1j2j3 and connect j1 to
literal x, j2 to literal y and j3 to literal z (Fig.8.16). Now, we prove that F
is satisfiable if and only if G(F ) has a vertex cover of size at most n+ 2m.

Figure 8.16: G(F)

First, suppose that F is satisfiable. Consider an assignment satisfying
F . Let us construct a vertex cover S as follows: (1) S contains all truth
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literals; (2) for each triangle j1j2j3, put two vertices into S such that the
remainder jk is adjacent to a truth literal. Then S is a vertex cover of size
exactly n+ 2m.

Conversely, suppose that G(F ) has a vertex cover S of size at most
n+ 2m. Since each triangle j1j2j3 must have at least two vertices in S and
each edge (xi, x̄i) has at least one vertex in S, S must contain exactly two
vertices in each triangle j1j2j3 and exactly one vertex for each edge (xi, x̄i).
Set

xi =

{
1 if xi ∈ S,
0 if x̄i ∈ S.

Then each clause Cj must have a truth literal which is the one adjacent to
the jk not in S. Thus, F is satisfiable.

The above construction is clearly polynomial-time computable. Hence,
the 3SAT problem is polynomial-time many-one reducible to the vertex cover
problem.

Corollary 8.4.4. The minimum vertex cover problem is NP-hard.

Proof. It is NP-hard since its decision version is NP-complete.

There are two combinatorial optimization problems closely related to the
minimum vertex cover problem.

Problem 8.4.5 (Maximum Independent Set). Given a graph G = (V,E),
find an independent set with maximum cardinality.

Here, an independent set is a subset of vertices such that no edge exists
between two vertices in the subset. A subset of vertices is an independent
set if and only if its complement is a vertex cover. In fact, from the defini-
tion, every edge has to have at least one endpoint in the complement of an
independent set, which means that the complement of an independent set
must be a vertex cover. Conversely, if the complement of a vertex subset
I is a vertex cover, then every edge has an endpoint not in I and hence I
is independent. Furthermore, it is easy to see that a vertex subset I is the
maximum independent set if and only if the complement of I is the minimum
vertex cover.

Problem 8.4.6 (Maximum Clique). Given a graph G = (V,E), find a clique
with maximum size.

Here, a clique is a complete subgraph of input graph G and its size is the
number of vertices in the clique. Let Ḡ be the complementary graph of G,
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that is, an edge e is in Ḡ if and only if e is not in G. Then a vertex subset
I is induced a clique in G if and only if I is an independent set in Ḡ. Thus,
a subgraph on a vertex subset I is a maximum clique in G if and only if I
is a maximum independent set in Ḡ.

From their relationship, we see clearly following.

Corollary 8.4.7. Both the maximum independent set problem and the max-
imum clique problem are NP-hard.

Next, we study the approximation of the minimum vertex cover problem.

Theorem 8.4.8. The minimum vertex cover problem has a polynomial-time
2-approximation.

Proof. Compute a maximal matching. The set of all endpoints of edges in
this maximal matching form a vertex cover which is a 2-approximation for
the minimum vertex cover problem since each edge in the matching must
have an endpoint in the minimum vertex cover.

The minimum vertex cover problem can be generalized to hypergraphs.
This generalization is called the hitting set problem as follows:

Problem 8.4.9 (Hitting Set). Given a collection C of subsets of a finite set
X, find a minimum subset S of X such that every subset in C contains an
element in S. Such a set S is called a hitting set.

For the maximum independent set problem and the maximum clique
problem, there are negative results on their approximation.

Theorem 8.4.10. For any ε > 0, the maximum independent set problem
has no polynomial-time n1−ε-approximation unless NP = P .

Theorem 8.4.11. For any ε > 0, the maximum clique problem has no
polynomial-time n1−ε-approximation unless NP = P .

8.5 Three-Dimensional Matching

Consider another well-known NP-complete problem.

Problem 8.5.1 (Three-Dimensional Matching (3DM)). Consider three dis-
joint sets X, Y , Z each with n elements and 3-sets each consisting three
elements belonging to X, Y , and Z, respectively. Given a collection C of
3-sets, determine whether C contains a three-dimensional matching, where
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a subcollection M of C is called a three-dimensional matching if M consists
of n 3-sets such that each element of X ∪ Y ∪ Z appears exactly once in
3-sets of M.

Theorem 8.5.2. The 3DM problem is NP-complete.

Proof. First, the 3DM problem belongs to NP because we can guess a collec-
tion of n 3-sets within O(n log n) time and check, in O(n+m) time, whether
obtained collection is a three-dimensional matching in given collection C.

Next, we show the NP-hardness of the 3DM problem by constructing a
polynomial-time many-one reduction from the 3SAT problem to the 3DM
problem. Consider an input 3CNF F of the 3SAT problem. Suppose that
F contains n variables x1, ..., xn and m clauses C1, ..., Cm. Construct a
collection C of 3-sets as follows.

X

Y

Z

1x 1x

1x

1x 1x

1x

1c

2x

3211 xxxc 

Figure 8.17: Proof of Theorem 8.5.2.

• For each variable xi, construct 2m 3-sets {xi1, yi1, zi1}, {xi2, yi1, zi2},
{xi2, yi2, zi3}, ..., {xi1, yim, z2m}. They form a cycle as shown in Fig.8.17.

• For each clause Cj consisting variables xi1 , xi2 , xi3 , construct three
3-sets, {x0j , y0j , zi1k1}, {x0j , y0j , zi2k2}, and {x0j , y0j , zi3k3} where for
h = 1, 2, 3,

kh =

{
2j − 1 if Cj contains xih ,
2j if Cj contains x̄ih .

• For each 1 ≤ h ≤ m(n − 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2m, construct 3-set
{xn+1,h, yn+1,h, zik}.
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• Collect all above xpq, ypq, and zpq to form sets X, Y , and Z, respec-
tively.

Now, suppose CF has a three-dimensional matching M. Note that each
element appears inM exactly once. For each variable xi,M contains either

Pi = {{{xi1, yi1, zi1}, {xi2, yi2, zi3, ..., {xim, yim, zi,2m−1}}

or

Qi = {{{xi1, yi2, zi2}, {xi2, yi3, zi4, ..., {xim, yi1, zi,2m}}

Define

xi =

{
1 if Pi ⊆M,
0 if Qi ⊆M.

Then this assignment will satisfy F . In fact, for any clause Cj . In or-
der to have elements x0j and y0j appear in M, M must contain 3-set
{x0j , y0j , zihkh} for some h ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This assignment will assign 1 to
the hth literal of Cj according to the construction.

Conversely, suppose F has a satisfied assignment. We can construct a
three-dimensional matching M as follows.

• if xi = 1, then put Pi into M. If xi = 0, then put Qi into M.

• If hth literal of clause Cj is equal to 1, then put 3-set {x0j , y0j , zihkh}
into M.

• So far, all elements in X ∪ Y have been covered by 3-sets put in M.
However, there are m(n−1) elements of Z are left outside. We now use
3-sets {xn+1,h, yn+1,h, zik} to play a role of garbage collector. For each
zik not appearing in 3-sets in M, select a pair of xn+1,h and yn+1,h,
and then put 3-set {xn+1,h, yn+1,h, zik} into M.

There is a combinatorial optimization problem closely related to the
three-dimensional matching problem.

Problem 8.5.3 (Set Cover). Given a collection C of subsets of a finite set
X, find a minimum set cover A where a set cover A is a subcollection of C
such that every element of X is contained in a subset in A.

Theorem 8.5.4. The set cover problem is NP-hard.
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Proof. Note that the decision version of the set cover problem is as follows:
Given a collection C of subsets of a finite setX and a positive integer k ≤ |X|,
determine whether there exists a set cover of size at most k.

We construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the three-
dimensional matching problem to the decision version of the set cover prob-
lem. Let (X,Y, Z, C) be an instance of the three-dimensional matching prob-
lem. Construct an instance (X, C, k) of the decision version of the set cover
problem by setting

X ← X ∪ Y ∪ Z,
C ← C,
k ← |X ∪ Y ∪ Z|.

Clearly, for instance (X,Y, Z, C), a three-dimensional matching exists if and
only if for instance (X, C, k), a set cover of size k exists.

For any subcollection A ⊆ C, define

f(A) = | ∪A∈A A|.

The set cover problem has a greedy approximation as follows:

Algorithm 21 Greedy Algorithm SC.

Input: A finite set X and a collection of subsets of X.
Output: A subcollection A of C.
1: A ← ∅.
2: while f(A) < |X| do
3: choose A ∈ C to maximize f(A ∪ {A})
4: and set A ← A∪ {A}
5: end while
6: return A.

This approximation can be analyzed as follows:

Lemma 8.5.5. For any two subcollections A ⊂ B and any subset A ⊆ X,

∆Af(A) ≥ ∆Af(B), (8.1)

where ∆Af(A) = f(A ∪ {A})− f(A).

Proof. Since A ⊂ B, we have

∆Af(A) = |A \ ∪S∈AS| ≥ |A \ ∪S∈BS| = ∆Af(B).

�
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Theorem 8.5.6. Greedy Algorithm SC is a polynomial-time (1 + ln γ)-
approximation for the set cover problem, where γ is the maximum cardinality
of a subset in input collection C.

Proof. Let A1, ..., Ag be subsets selected in turn by Greedy Algorithm SC.
Denote Ai = {A1, ..., Ai}. Let opt be the number of subsets in a minimum
set-cover.

Let {C1, ..., Copt} be a minimum set-cover. Denote Cj = {C1, ..., Cj}.
By the greedy rule,

f(Ai+1)− f(Ai) = ∆Ai+1f(Ai) ≥ ∆Cjf(Ai)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ opt. Therefore,

f(Ai+1)− f(Ai) ≥
∑opt

j=1 ∆Cjf(Ai)
opt

.

On the other hand,

|X| − f(Ai)
opt

=
f(Ai ∪ Copt)− f(Ai)

opt

=

∑opt
j=1 ∆Cjf(Ai ∪ Cj−1)

opt
.

By Lemma 8.5.5,
∆Cjf(Ai) ≥ ∆Cjf(Ai ∪ Cj−1).

Therefore,

f(Ai+1)− f(Ai) ≥
|X| − f(Ai)

opt
, (8.2)

that is,

|X| − f(Ai+1) ≤ (|X| − f(Ai))(1−
1

opt
)

≤ |X|(1− 1

opt
)i+1

≤ |X|e−(i+1)/opt.

Choose i such that |X| − f(Ai+1) < opt ≤ |X| − f(Ai). Then

g ≤ i+ opt

and
opt ≤ |X|e−i/opt.
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Therefore,

g ≤ opt(1 + ln
|X|
opt

) ≤ opt(1 + ln γ).

The following theorem indicates that above greedy approximation has
the best possible performance ratio for the set cover problem.

Theorem 8.5.7. For ρ < 1, there is no polynomial-time (ρ lnn)-approximation
for the set cover problem unless NP = P where n = |X|.

In the worst case, we may have γ = n. Therefore, this theorem indicates
that the performance of Greedy algorithm is tight in some sense.

The hitting set problem is equivalent to the set cover problem. To see
this equivalence, for each element x ∈ X, define Sx = {C ∈ C | x ∈ C}.
Then the set cover problem on input (X, C) is equivalent to the hitting set
problem on input (C, {Sx | x ∈ X}). In fact, A ⊆ C covers X if and only if
A hits every Sx. From this equivalence, following is obtained immediately.

Corollary 8.5.8. The hitting set problem is NP-hard and has a greedy (1 +
ln γ)-approximation. Moreover, for any ρ < 1, it has no polynomial-time
ρ ln γ-approximation unless NP=P.

8.6 Partition

The partition problem is defined as follows.

Problem 8.6.1 (Partition). Given n positive integers a1, a2, ..., an, is there
a partition (N1, N2) of [n] such that

∑
i∈N1

ai =
∑

i∈N2
ai?

To show NP-completeness of this problem, we first study another proble.

Problem 8.6.2 (Subsum). Given n+1 positive integers a1, a2, ..., an and L
where 1 ≤ L ≤ S =

∑n
i=1 ai, is there a subset N1 of [n] such that

∑
i∈N1

ai =
L?

Theorem 8.6.3. The subsum problem is NP-complete.

Proof. The subsum problem belongs to NP because we can guess a subset N1

of [n] in O(n) time and check, in polynomial-time, whether
∑

i∈N1
ai = L.

Next, we show 3SAT ≤pm Subsum. Let F be a 3CNF with n variables
x1, x2, ..., xn and m clauses C1, C2, ..., Cm. For each variable xi, we construct
two positive decimal integers bxi and bx̄i , representing two literals xi and x̄i,
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respectively. Each bxi (bx̄i) contains m+ n digits. Let bxi [k] ( bx̄i [k]) be the
kth rightmost digit of bxi (bx̄i). Set

bxi [k] = bx̄i [k] =

{
1 if k = i,
0 otherwise

for recording the ID of variable xi. To record information on relationship
between literals and clauses, set

bxi [n+ j] =

{
1 if xi appears in clause Cj ,
0 otherwise,

and

bx̄i [n+ j] =

{
1 if x̄i appears in clause Cj ,
0 otherwise.

Finally, define 2m + 1 additional positive integers cj , c
′
j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and

L as follows:

cj [k] = c′j [k] =

{
1 if k = n+ j,
0 otherwise.

L =

m︷︸︸︷
3...3

n︷︸︸︷
1...1 .

For example, if F = (x1 + x2 + x̄3)(x̄2 + x̄3 + x4), then we would construct
the following 2(m+ n) + 1 = 13 positive integers.

bx1 = 010001, bx̄1 = 000001,

bx2 = 010010, bx̄2 = 100010,

bx3 = 000100, bx̄3 = 110100,

bx4 = 101000, bx̄4 = 001000,

c1 = c′1 = 010000, c2 = c′2 = 100000,

L = 331111.

Now, we show that F has a satisfied assignment if and only if A = {bi,j |
1 ≤ n, j = 0, 1} ∪ {cj , c′j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m} has a subset A′ such that the sum of
all integers in A′ is equal to L.

First, suppose F has a satified assignment σ. For each variable xi, put
bxi into A′ if xi = 1 under assignment σ and put bx̄i into A′ if xi = 0 under
assignment σ. For each clause Cj , put both cj and c′j into A′ if Cj contains
exactly one satisfied literal under assignment σ, put only cj into A′ if Cj
contains exactly two satisfied literal under assignment σ, and put neither
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cj nor c′j into A′ if all three literals in Cj are satisfied under assignment σ.
Clearly, obtained A′ meets the condition that the sum of all numbers in A′

isequal to L.

Conversely, suppose that there exists a subset A′ of A such that the sum
of all numbers in A is equal to L. Since L[i] = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, A′ contains
exactly one of bxi and bx̄i . Define an assignment σ by setting

xi =

{
1 if bxi ∈ A′,
0 if bx̄i ∈ A′.

We claim that σ is a satisfied assignment for F . In fact, for any clause Cj ,
since L[n + j] = 3, there must be a bxi or bx̄i in A′ whose the (n + j)th
leftmost digit is 1. This means that there is a literal with assignment 1,
appearing Cj , i.e., making Cj satisfied.

Now, we show the NP-completeness of the partition problem.

Theorem 8.6.4. The partition problem is NP-complete.

Proof. The partition problem can be seen as the subsum problem in the
special case that L = S/2 where S = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ an. Therefore, it is in
NP. Next, we show Subsum ≤pm Partition.

Consider an instance of the subsum problem, consisting of n+ 1 positive
integers a1, a2, ..., an and L where 0 < L ≤ S. Since the partition problem is
equivalent to the subsum problem with 2L = S, we may assume without of
generality that 2L 6= S. Now, consider an input for the partition problem,
consisting of n+ 1 positive integers a1, a2, ..., an and |2L−S|. We will show
that there exists a subset N1 of [n] such that

∑
i∈N1

ai = L if and only if
A = {a1, a2, ..., an, |2L − S|} has a partition (A1, A2) such the sum of all
numbers in A1 equals the sume of all numbers in A2. Consider two cases.

Case 1. 2L > S. First, suppose there exists a subset N1 of [n] such that∑
i∈N1

ai = L. Let A1 = {ai | i ∈ N1} and A2 = A− A1. Then, the sum of
all numbers in A2 is equal to∑

i∈[n]−N1

ai + 2L− S = S − L+ 2L− S = L =
∑
i∈N1

ai.

Conversely, suppose A has a partition (A1, A2) such the sum of all numbers
in A1 equals the sume of all numbers in A2. Without loss of generality,
assume 2L − S ∈ A2. Note that the sum of all numbers in A equals S +
2L− S = 2L. Therefore, the sum of all numbers in A1 equals L.
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Case 2. 2L < S. Let L′ = S − L and N2 = [n]−N1. Then 2L′ − S > 0
and

∑
i∈N1

ai = L if and only if
∑

i∈N2
ai = L′. Therefore, this case can

be done in a way similar to Case 1 by replacing L and N1 with L′ and N2,
respectively.

We next study an optimization problem.

Problem 8.6.5 (Knapsack). Suppose you get in a cave and find n items.
However, you have only a knapsack to carry them and this knapsack cannot
carry all of them. The knapsack has a space limit S and the ith item takes
space ai and has value ci. Therefore, you would face a problem of choosing
a subset of items, which can be put in the knapsack, to maximize the total
value of chosen items. This problem can be formulated into the following
linear 0-1 programming.

max c1x1 + c2x2 + · · ·+ cnxn

subject to a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn ≤ S
x1, x2, ..., xn ∈ {0, 1}

In this 0-1 linear programming, variable xi is an indicator that xi = 1 if the
ith item is chosen, and xi = 0 if the ith item is not chosen.

Theorem 8.6.6. The knapsack problem is NP-hard.

Proof. The decision version of the knapsack problem is as follows: Given
positive integers a1, a2, ..., an, c1, c2, ..., cn, S and k, does following system of
inequalities have 0-1 solution?

c1x1 + c2x2 + · · ·+ cnxn ≥ k,

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn ≤ S.

We construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the partition
problem to the decision version of the knapsack problem. Consider an in-
stance of the partition problem, consisting positive integers a1, a2, ..., an.
Define an instance of the decision version of the knapsack problem by set-
ting

ci = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
k = S = b(a1 + a2 + · · ·+ an)/2c.

Then the partition problem receives yes-answer if and only if the decision
version of knapsack problem receives yes-answer.
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Algorithm 22 2-Approximation for Knapsack.

Input: n items 1, 2, ..., n and a knapsack with volume S. Each item i is
associated with a positive volume ai and a positive value ci. Assume ai ≤ S
for all i ∈ [n].
Output: A subset A of items with total value cG.

1: sort all items into ordering c1/a1 ≥ c2/a2 ≥ · · · ≥ cn/an;
2: A← ∅, k ← 1;
3: if

∑n
i=1 ai ≤ S then

4: A← [n]
5: else
6: while

∑
i∈A ≤ S and k < n do

7: k ← k + 1
8: end while
9: if

∑k1
i=1 ci > ck then

10: A← [k − 1]
11: else
12: A← {k}
13: end if
14: end if
15: cG ←

∑
i∈A ci;

16: return A and cG.
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The knapsack problem has a simple 2-approximation (Algorithm 22).

Without loss of generality, assume ai ≤ S for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Otherwise,
item i can be removed from our consideration because it cannot be put in
the knapsack. First, Sort all items into ordering c1

a1
≥ c2

a2
≥ · · · ≥ cn

an
. Then

put items one by one into knapsack according to this ordering, until no more
item can be put in. Suppose that above process stops at the kth item, that
is, either k = n or first k items have been placed into the knapsack and the
(k + 1)th item cannot put in. In the former case, all n items can be put
in the knapsack. In the latter case, if

∑k
i=1 ci > ck+1, then take the first k

items to form a solution; otherwise, take the (k + 1)th item as a solution.

Theorem 8.6.7. Algorithm 22 produces a 1/2-approximation for the knap-
sack problem.

Proof. If all items can be put in the knapsack, then this will give a simple
optimal solution. If not, then

∑k
i=1 ci+ck+1 > opt where opt is the objective

function value of an optimal solution. Hence max(
∑k

i=1 ci, ck+1) ≥ 1/2 ·
opt.

From above 2-approximation, we may have following observation: For
an item selected into the knapsack, two facts are considered.

• The first fact is the ratio ci/ai. The larger ratio means that volume is
used for higher value.

• The second fact is the ci. When putting an item with small ci and
bigger ci/ai into the knapsack may affect the possibility of putting
items with bigger ci and smaller ci/ai, we may select the one with
bigger ci.

By properly balancing consideration on these two facts, we can obtain a
construction for (1 + ε)-approximation for any ε > 0 (Algorithm 23).

Denote α = cG · 2ε
1+ε where cG is the total value of a 2-approximation

solution obtained by Algorithm 22. Classify all items into two sets A and
B. Let A be the set of all items each with value ci < α and B the set of
all items each with value ci ≥ α. Suppose |A| = m. Sort all items in A in
ordering c1/a1 ≥ c2/a2 ≥ · · · ≥ cm/am.

For any subset I of B, with |I| ≤ 1 + 1/ε, if
∑

i∈I ai > S, then define

c(I) = 0; otherwise, select the largest k ≤ m satisfying
∑k

i=1 ai ≤ S−
∑

i∈I ci

and define c(I) =
∑

i∈I ci +
∑k

i=1 ci.

Set cε = maxI c(I).
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Algorithm 23 2-Approximation for Knapsack.

Input: n items 1, 2, ..., n, a knapsack with volume S and a positive number
ε. Each item i is associated with a positive volume ai and a positive value
ci. Assume ai ≤ S for all i ∈ [n].
Output: A subset Aε of items with total value cε.

1: run Algorithm 22 to obtain cG;
2: α← cG · 2ε

1+ε ;
3: classify all items into A and B where
4: A← {i ∈ [n] | ci < α}, B ← {i ∈ [n] | ci ≥ α};
5: sort all items of A into ordering c1/a1 ≥ c2/a2 ≥ · · · ≥ cm/am;
6: Aε ← ∅, k ← 1;
7: B ← {IsubseteqB | |I| ≤ 1 + 1/ε};
8: for each I ∈ B do
9: if

∑
i∈I > S then

10: B ← B \ {I}
11: else
12: S ← S −

∑
i∈I ci;

13: if
∑

i∈A ai > S then

14: while
∑k

i=1 ai ≤ S and k < m do
15: k ← k + 1
16: end while
17: if

∑k1
i=1 ci > ck then

18: A(I)← [k − 1]
19: else
20: A(I)← {k}
21: end if
22: else
23: A(I)← A
24: end if
25: end if
26: c(I)←

∑
i∈I∪A(I) ci;

27: end for
28: I ← argmaxI∈Bc(I);
29: Aε ← I ∪A(I);
30: cε ← c(I);
31: return Aε and cε.
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Lemma 8.6.8.

cε ≥
1

1 + ε
· opt

where opt is the objective function value of an optimal solution.

Proof. Let Ib = B ∩ OPT and Ia = A ∩ OPT where OPT is an optimal
solution. Note that for I ⊆ B with |I| > 1 + 1/ε, we have∑

i∈I
ai > α · (1 + 1/ε)

= cG ·
2ε

1 + ε
· (1 + 1/ε)

≥ opt.

Thus, we must have |Ib| ≤ 1 + 1/ε and hence cε ≥ c(Ib). Moreover, we have

c(Ib) =
∑
i∈Ib

ci +
∑
i∈Ia

ci

≥ opt− α

= opt− cG ·
2ε

1 + ε

≥ opt− opt

2
· 2ε

1 + ε

= opt · 1

1 + ε
.

Therefore, cε ≥ opt · 1
1+ε .

Lemma 8.6.9. Algorithm 23 runs in O(n2+1/ε) time.

Proof. Note that there are at most n1+1/ε subsets I of B with |I| ≤ 1 + 1/ε.
For each such I, the algorithm runs in O(n) time. Hence, the total time is
O(n2+1/ε).

An optimization problem is said to have PTAS (polynomial-time ap-
proximation scheme) if for any ε > 0, there is a polynomial-time (1 + ε)-
approximation for the problem. By Lemmas 8.6.8 and 8.6.9, the knapsack
problem has a PTAS.

Theorem 8.6.10. Algorithm 23 provides a PTAS for the knapsack problem.
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A PTAS is called a FPTAS (fully polynomial-time approximation scheme)
if for any ε > 0, there exists a (1+ε)-approximation with running time which
is a polynomial with respect to 1/ε and the input size. Actually, the knap-
sack problem also has a FPTAS. To show it, let us first study exact solutions
for the knapsack problem

Let opt(k, S) be the objective function value of an optimal solution of
the following problem:

max c1x1 + c2x2 + · · ·+ ckxk

subject to a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ akxk

x1, x2, ..., xk ∈ {0, 1}.

Then

opt(k, S) = max(opt(k − 1, S), ck + opt(k − 1, S − ak)).

This recursive formula gives a dynamic programming to solve the knapsack
problem within O(nS) time. This is a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm,
not a polynomial-time algorithm because the input size of S is dlog2 Se, not
S.

To construct a PTAS, we need to design another pseudopolynomial-time
algorithm for the knapsack problem.

Let c(i, j) denote a subset of index set {1, . . . , i} such that

(a)
∑

k∈c(i,j) ck = j and

(b)
∑

k∈c(i,j) sk = min{
∑

k∈I sk |
∑

k∈I ck = j, I ⊆ {1, ..., i}}.
If no index subset satisfies (a), then we say that c(i, j) is undefined, or

write c(i, j) = nil. Clearly, opt = max{j | c(n, j) 6= nil and
∑

k∈c(i,j) sk ≤
S}. Therefore, it suffices to compute all c(i, j). The following algorithm is
designed with this idea.

Initially, compute c(1, j) for j = 0, . . . , csum by setting

c(1, j) :=


∅ if j = 0,
{1} if j = c1,
nil otherwise,

where csum =
∑n

i=1 ci.
Next, compute c(i, j) for i ≥ 2 and j = 0, . . . , csum.

for i = 2 to n do
for j = 0 to csum do

case 1 [c(i− 1, j − ci) = nil]
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set c(i, j) = c(i− 1, j)
case 2 [c(i− 1, j − ci) 6= nil]

and [c(i− 1, j) = nil]
set c(i, j) = c(i− 1, j − ci) ∪ {i}

case 3 [c(i− 1, j − ci) 6= nil]
and [c(i− 1, j) 6= nil]
if [
∑

k∈c(i−1,j) sk >
∑

k∈c(i−1,j−ci) sk + si]

then c(i, j) := c(i− 1, j − ci) ∪ {i}
else c(i, j) := c(i− 1, j);

Finally, set opt = max{j | c(n, j) 6= nil and
∑

k∈c(i,j) sk ≤ S}.

This algorithm computes the exact optimal solution for the knapsack
problem with running time O(n3M log(MS)) where M = max1≤k≤n ck,
because the algorithm contains two loops, the outside loop runs in O(n)
time, the inside loop runs in O(nM) time, and the central part runs in
O(n log(MS)) time. This is a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm because
the input size of M is log2M , the running time is not a polynomial with
respect to input size.

Now, we use the second pseudopolynomial-time algorithm to design a
FPTAS.

For any ε > 0, choose integer h > 1/ε. Denote c′k = bckn(h+ 1)/Mc for
1 ≤ k ≤ n and consider a new instance of the knapsack problem as follows:

max c′1x1 + c′2x2 + · · ·+ c′nxn

subject to s1x1 + s2x2 + · · ·+ snxn ≤ S
x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}.

Apply the second pseudopolynomial-time algorithm to this new problem.
The running time will be O(n4h log(nhS)), a polynomial-time with respect
to n, h, and logS. Suppose xh is an optimal solution of this new problem.
Set ch = c1x

∗h1 + · · ·+ cnx
h
n. We claim that

c∗

ch
≤ 1 +

1

h
,

that is, xh is a (1 + 1/h)-approximation.

To show our claim, let Ih = {k | xhk = 1} and c∗ =
∑

k∈I∗ ck. Then, we
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have

ch =
∑
k∈Ih

ckn(h+ 1)

M
· M

n(h+ 1)

≥
∑
k∈Ih
bckn(h+ 1)

M
c · M

n(h+ 1)

=
M

n(h+ 1)

∑
k∈Ih

c′k

≥ M

n(h+ 1)

∑
k∈I∗

c′k

≥ M

n(h+ 1)

∑
k∈I∗

(
ckn(h+ 1)

M
− 1)

≥ opt− M

h+ 1

≥ opt(1− 1

h+ 1
).

Theorem 8.6.11. The knapsack problem has FPTAS.

For an application of this result, we study a scheduling problem.

Problem 8.6.12 (Scheduling P‖Cmax). Suppose there are m identical ma-
chines and n jobs J1, ..., Jn. Each job Ji has a processing time ai, which
does not allow preemption, i.e., the processing cannot be cut. All jobs are
available at the beginning. The problem is to find a scheduling to minimize
the complete time, called makespan.

Theorem 8.6.13. The scheduling P‖Cmax problem is NP-hard.

Proof. For m = 2, this problem is equivalent to find a partition (N1, N2)
for [n] to minimize max(

∑
i∈N1

ai,
∑

i∈N2
ai). Thus, it is easy to reduce the

partition problem to the decision version of this problem by requiring the
makespan not exceed b(

∑n
i=1 ai)/2c.

For m = 2, we can also obtain a FPTAS from the FPTAS of the knapsack
problem.

To this end, we consider the following instance of the knapsack problem:

max a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn

subject to a1x1 + a2 + · · ·+ anxn ≤ S/2
x1, x2, ..., xn ∈ {0, 1}
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where S = a1 + a2 + · · · + an. It is easy to see that if optk is the objective
function value of an optimal solution for this knapsack problem, then opts =
S − optk is the objective function value of an optimal solution of above
scheduling problem.

Applying the FPTAS to above instance of the knapsack problem, we
may obtain a (1 + ε)-approximation solution x̂. Let N1 = {i | x̂i = 1} and
N2 = {i | x̄i = 0}. Then (N1, N2) is a partition of [n] and moreover, we have

max(
∑
i∈N1

ai,
∑
i∈N2

ai) =
∑
i∈N2

ai = S −
∑
i∈N1

ai

and
optk∑
i∈N1

ai
≤ 1 + ε.

Therefore,
S − opts

S −
∑

i∈N2
ai
≤ 1 + ε,

that is,

S −
∑
i∈N2

ai ≥ (S − opts)/(1 + ε).

Thus, ∑
i∈N2

ai ≤
εS + opts

1 + ε
≤ ε · 2opts + opts

1 + ε
≤ opts(1 + ε).

Therefore, (N1, N2) is a (1 + ε)-approximation solution for the scheduling
problem.

8.7 Planar 3SAT

A CNF F is planar if graph G ∗ (F ), defined as follows, is planar.

• The vertex set consists of all variables x1, x2, ..., xn and all clauses
C1, C2, ..., Cm.

• The edge set E(G∗(F )) = {(xi, Cj) | xi appears in Cj}.

A CNF F is strongly planar if graph G(F ), defined as follows, is planar.

• The vertex set consists of all literals x1, x̄1, x2, x̄2, ..., xn, x̄n and all
clauses C1, C2, ..., Cm.
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• The edge set E(G∗(F )) = {(xi, x̄i) | i = 1, 2, ...,m} ∪ {(xi, Cj) | xi ∈
Cj} ∪ {(x̄, Cj) | x̄i ∈ Cj}.

Corresponding two types of planar CNF, there are two problems.

Problem 8.7.1 (Planar 3SAT). Given a planar 3CNF F , determine whether
F is satisfiable.

Problem 8.7.2 (Strongly Planar 3SAT). Given a strongly planar 3CNF F ,
determine whether F is satisfiable.

Theorem 8.7.3. The planar 3STA problem is NP-complete.

Proof. The problem is a special case of the 3SAT problem and hence longs to
NP. We next construct a reduction to witness 3SAT ≤pm Planar 3SAT. To do
so, consider a 3CNF F and G∗(F ). G∗(F ) may contains many crosspoints.
For each crosspoint, we use a crosser to remove it. As shown in Fig.8.18,
this crosser is constructed with three ⊕ operations each defined by

x⊕ y = xȳ + x̄y.

We next show that for each ⊕ operation x ⊕ y = z, there exists a planar

Figure 8.18: A crosser.

3CNF Fx⊕y=z such that

x⊕ y = z ⇔ Fx⊕y=z ∈ SAT

that is, Fx⊕y=z is satisfiable.

Note that a CNF c(x, y, z) = (x + y + z̄)(x̄ + z)((̄y) + z) is planar as
shown in Fig.8.19. Moreover, we have
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Figure 8.19: CNF c(x, y, z) is planar.

x+ y = z ⇔ c(x, y, z) ∈ SAT,
x · y = z ⇔ c(x̄, ȳ, z̄) ∈ SAT.

Since
x⊕ y = (x+ y) · ȳ + x̄ · (x+ y),

we have

x⊕ y = z ⇔ F ′x⊕y=z = c(x, y, u)c(ū, y, v̄)c(x, ū, w̄)c(v, w, z) ∈ SAT.

As show in Fig.8.20, F ′x⊕y=z is planar. F ′x⊕y=z contains some clauses with

Figure 8.20: CNF F ′x⊕y=z is planar.

two literals. Each such clause x+ y can be replaced by two clauses (x+ y+
w)(x + y + w̄) with a new variable w as shown in Fig.8.21. Then we can
obtain a planar 3CNF Fx⊕y=z such that

x⊕ y = z ⇐⇒ Fx⊕y=z ∈ SAT.
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Figure 8.21: A clause of size 2 can be replaced by two clauses of size 3.

Finally, look back at the instance 3cNF F of the 3SAT problem at the
beginning. Let F ∗ be the product of F and all 3CNFs for all ⊕ operations
appearing in crossers used for removing crosspoints in G∗(F ). Then F ∗ is
planar and

F ∈ SAT ⇐⇒ F ∗ ∈ SAT.

This completes our reduction from the 3SAT problem to the planar 3SAT
problem.

Theorem 8.7.4. The strongly planar 3STA problem is NP-complete.

Proof. Clearly, the strongly planar 3SAT problem belongs to NP. Next,
we construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the planar 3SAT
problem to the strongly plana 3SAT problem. Consider a planar 3CNF F .
In G∗(F ), if we replace each vertex labeled with variable x by an edge with
endpoints x and x̄, then some crosspoints will be introduced.

To overcome this trouble, we replace the vertex with label x in G∗(F )
by a cycle G(Fx) (Fig.8.22) where

Fx = (x+ w̄1)(w1 + w̄2) · · · (wk + x̄),

and k is selected in the following way: For each edge (x,Cj), label it with
x if Cj contains lateral X, and x̄ if Cj contains literal x̄. Select k to be the
number of changes from edge x to x̄ when travel around vertex x. Note that

(x+ w̄1)(w1 + w̄2) · · · (wk + x̄) = 1⇒ x = w1 = · · · = wk.
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Figure 8.22: Cycle G(Fx).

Now, each edge (x,Cj) in G∗(F ) is properly replaced by an edge (x,Cj) or
(wi, Cj) (Fig.8.23). We will obtain a planar G(F ′) where F ′ = F ·

∏
x Fx

and F ′ is a strongly planar CNF. Note that F ′ contains some clauses of size
2. Finally, we can replace them by clauses of size 3 as shown in Fig.8.21.

Figure 8.23: Each vertex x is replaced properly by a cycle G(Fx).

As an application, let us consider a problem in planar graphs.

Problem 8.7.5 (Planar Vertex Cover). Given a planar graph G, find a
minimum vertex cover of G.

Theorem 8.7.6. The planar vertex cover problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We construct a polynomial-time many-one reduction from the strong-
ly planar 3SAT problem to the planar vertex cover problem. Let F be a
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strongly planar 3CNF with n variables x1, x2, ..., xn andm clauses C1, C2, ..., Cm.
Consider G(F ). For each clause Cj , replace vertex Cj properly by a triangle

1x

2x 3x
4x

1x

2x 3x
4x

1c
2c

2x 3x
4x2x 3x

4x

1c

13c

11c 12c

2c

23c
22c

21c

1x 1x

Figure 8.24: Each vertex Cj is replaced properly by a triangle Cj1Cj2Cj3.

Cj1cj2Cj3 (Fig.8.24) and we will obtain a planar graph G′ such that G′ has
a vertex cover of size at most 2m+ n if and only if F is satisfiable.

The planar vertex cover problem has PTAS. Actually, a lot of combi-
natorial optimization problem in planar graph and geometric plan or space
have PTAS. We will discuss them in later chapters.

8.8 Complexity of Approximation

In previous sections, we studied several NP-hard combinatorial opti-
mization problems. Based on their approximation solutions, they may be
classified into following four classes.

1. PTAS, consisting of all combinatorial problems each of which has a P-
TAS, e.g., the knapsack problem and the planar vertex cover problem.

2. APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each of
which has a polynomial-time O(1)-approximation, e.g., the vertex cov-
er problem and the Hamiltonian cycle problem with triangular inequal-
ity.

3. Log-APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each
of which has a polynomial-time O(lnn)-approximation for minimiza-
tion, or (1/O(lnn))-approximation for maximization, e.g., the set cov-
er problem.
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4. Poly-APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each
of which has a polynomial-time p(n)-approximation for minimization,
or (1/p(n))-approximation for maximization for some polynomial p(n),
e.g., the maximum independent set problem and the longest path prob-
lem.

Clearly, PTAS ⊂ APX ⊂ Log-APX ⊂ Poly-APX. Moreover, we have

Theorem 8.8.1. If NP 6= P, then PTAS 6= APX 6= Log-APX 6= Poly-APX.

Actually from previous sections we know that the set cover problem has
(1+lnn)-approximation and if NP 6= P, then it has no polynomial-time O(1)-
approximation. Hence, the set cover problem separates APX and Log-APX.
The maximum independent set problem has a trivial 1/n-approximation
by taking a single vertex as solution and hence it belongs to Poly-APX.
Moreover, if NP 6= P, then it has no polynomial-time nε−1-approximation.
Hence, the maximum independent set problem separates Log-APX from
Poly-APX. Next, we study a problem which separates PTAS from APX.

Problem 8.8.2 (k-Center). Given a set C of n cities with a distance table,
find a subset S of k cities as centers to minimize

max
c∈C

min
s∈S

d(c, s)

where d(c, s) is the distance between c and s.

Theorem 8.8.3. The k-center problem with triangular inequality has a
polynomial-time 2-approximation.

Proof. Consider following algorithm.

Initially, choose arbitrarily a vertex s1 ∈ C and set
S1 ← {s1};
fori = 2 to k do

select si = arcmaxc∈Cd(c, Si−1), and set
Si ← Si−1 ∪ {si}; output Sk.

We will show that this algorithm gives a 2-approximation.
Let S∗ be an optimal solution. Denote

opt = max
c∈C

d(c, S∗).

Classify all cities into k clusters such that each cluster contains a center
s∗ ∈ S∗ and d(c, s∗) ≤ d∗ for every city c in the cluster. Now, we consider
two cases.
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Case 1. Every cluster contain a member si ∈ Sk. Then for each city c
in the cluster with center s∗, d(c, si) ≤ d(c, s∗) + d(s∗, si) ≤ 2 · opt.

Case 2. There is a cluster containing two members si, sj ∈ Sk with i < j.
Suppose the center of this cluster is s∗. Then for any c ∈ C,

d(c, Sk) ≤ d(c, Sj−1)

≤ d(sj , Sj−1)

≤ d(sj , si)

≤ d(si, s
∗) + d(s∗, sj)

≤ 2 · opt.

A corollary of Theorem 8.8.3 is that the k-center problem belongs to
APX. Before we show that the k-center problem does not belong to PTAS
unless NP=P, let us study another problem.

Problem 8.8.4 (Dominating Set). Given a graph G, find the minimum
dominating set where a dominating set is a subset of vertices such that every
vertex is either in the subset or adjacent to a vertex in the subset.

Lemma 8.8.5. The decision version of the dominating set problem is NP-
complete.

Proof. Consider an input graph G = (V,E) of the vertex cover problem. For
each edge (u, v), create a new vertex xuv together with two edges (u, xuv)
and (xuv, v) (Fig.8.25). Then we obtain a modified graph G′. If G has a

Figure 8.25: For each edge (u, v), add a new vertex xuv and two edges
(xuv, u) and xuv, v).
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vertex cover of size ≤ k, then the same vertex subset must be a dominating
set of G′, also of size ≤ k.

Conversely, if G′ has a dominating set D of size ≤ k, then without loss
of generality, we may assume D ⊆ E. In fact, if xuv ∈ D, then we can
replace xuv by either u or v, which results in a dominating set of the same
size. Since D ⊆ E dominating all xuv in G′, D covers all edges in G.

Now, we come back to the k-center problem.

Theorem 8.8.6. For any ε > 0, the k-center problem with triangular in-
equality does not have a polynomial-time (2 − ε)-approximation unless N-
P=P.

Proof. Suppose that the k-center problem has a polynomial-time (2 − ε)-
approximation algorithm A. We use algorithm A to construct a polynomial-
time algorithm for the decision version of the dominating set problem.

Consider an instance of the decision version version of the dominating
set problem, consisting of a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k.
Construct an instance of the k-center problem by choosing all vertices as
cities with distance table defined as follows:

d(u, v) =

{
1 if (u, v) ∈ E,
|V |+ 1 otherwise.

If G has a dominating set of size at most k, then the k-center problem will
have an optimal solution with opt = 1. Therefore, algorithm A produces a
solution with objective function value at most (2 − ε), actually has to be
one. If G does not have a dominating set of size at most k, then the k-center
problem will have its optimal solution with opt ≥ 2. Hence, algorithm A
produces a solution with objective function value at least two. Therefore,
from objective function value of solution produced by algorithm A, we can
determine whether G has a dominating set od size ≤ k or not. By Lemma
8.8.5, we have NP=P.

By Theorems 8.8.3 and 8.8.6, the k-center problem with triangular in-
equality separates PTAS and APX.

Actually, APX is a large class which contains many problems not in
PTAS if NP 6=P. Those are called APX-complete problems. There are several
reductions to establish the APX-completeness. Let us introduce a popular
one, the polynomial-time L-reduction.

Consider two combinatorial optimization problems Π and Γ. Π is said to
be polynomial-time L-reducible to Γ, written as Π ≤pL Γ, if there exist two
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polynomial-time computable functions h and g, and two positive constants
a and b such that

(L1) h maps from instances x of Π to instances h(x) of Γ such that

optΓ(h(x)) ≤ a · optΠ(x)

where optΠ(x) is the objective function value of an optimal solution
for Π on instance x;

(L2) g maps from feasible solutions y of Γ on instance h(x) to feasible
solutions g(y) of Π on instance x such that

|objΠ(g(y))− optΠ(x)| ≤ b · |objΓ(y)− optΓ(h(x))|

where objΓ(y) is the objective function value of feasible solution y for
Γ (Fig.8.26).
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Figure 8.26: Definition of L-reduction.

This reduction has following properties.

Theorem 8.8.7. Π ≤pL Γ,Γ ≤pL Λ⇐ Π ≤pL Λ.

Proof. As shown in Fig.8.27, we have

optΛ(h′(h(x))) ≤ a′ · optΓ(h(x)) ≤ a′a · optΠ(x)
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Figure 8.27: The proof of Theorem 8.8.7.

and

|objΠ(g(g′(y)))− optΠ(x)|
≤ b · |objΓ(g′(y))− optΓ(h(x))|
≤ bb′ · |objΛ(y)− optΛ(h′(h(x)))|.

Theorem 8.8.8. If Π ≤pL Γ and Γ ∈ PTAS, then Π ∈ PTAS.

Proof. Consider four cases.

Case 1. Both Π and Γ are minimization problems.

objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)
= 1 +

objΠ(g(y))− optΠ(x)

optΠ(x)

≤ 1 +
ab(objΓ(y)− optΓ(h(x)))

optΓ(h(x))
.

If y is a polynomial-time (1+ε)-approximation for Γ, then g(y) is a polynomial-
time (1 + abε)-approximation for Π.
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Case 2. Π is a minimization and Γ is a maximization.

objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)
= 1 +

objΠ(g(y))− optΠ(x)

optΠ(x)

≤ 1 +
ab(optΓ(h(x))− objΓ(y))

optΓ(h(x))

≤ 1 +
ab(optΓ(h(x))− objΓ(y))

objΓ(y)
.

If y is a polynomial-time (1 + ε)−1-approximation for Γ, then g(y) is a
polynomial-time (1 + abε)-approximation for Π.

Case 3. Π is a maximization and Γ is a minimization.

objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)
= 1− optΠ(x)− objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)

≥ 1− ab(objΓ(y)− optΓ(h(x)))

optΓ(h(x))
.

If y is a polynomial-time (1+ε)-approximation for Γ, then g(y) is a polynomial-
time (1− abε)-approximation for Π.

Case 4. Both Π and Γ are maximization.

objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)
= 1− optΠ(x)− objΠ(g(y))

optΠ(x)

≥ 1− ab(optΓ(h(x))− objΓ(y))

optΓ(h(x))

≥ 1− ab(optΓ(h(x))− objΓ(y))

objΓ(y)
.

If y is a polynomial-time (1 + ε)−1-approximation for Γ, then g(y) is a
polynomial-time (1− abε)-approximation for Π.

Let us look at some examples for APX-complete problems.

Problem 8.8.9 (MAX3SAT-3). Given a 3CNF F that each variable appears
in at most three clauses, find an assignment to maximize the number of
satisfied clauses.

Theorem 8.8.10. The MAXT3SAT-3 problem is APX-complete.

Let us use this APX-completeness as a root to derive others.

Problem 8.8.11 (MI-b). Given a graph G with vertex-degree upper-bounded
by b, find a maximum independent set.
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Theorem 8.8.12. The MI-4 problem is APX-complete.

Proof. First, we show MI-4 ∈ APX. Given a graph G = (V,E), construct
a maximal independent set by selecting vertices iteratedly and at each it-
eration, select an vertex and delete it together with its neighbors until no
vertex is left. Clearly, this maximal independent set contains at least |V |/5
vertices. Therefore, it gives a polynomial-time 1/5-approximation.

Next, we show MAX3SAT ≤pL MI-4. Consider an instance 3CNF F of
MAX3SAT, with n variables x1, x2, ..., xn and m clauses C1, C2, ..., Cm. For
each clause Cj , create a triangle with three vertices Cj1, Cj2, Cj3 labeled by
three literals of Cj , respectively. Then connect every vertex with label xi to
every vertex with label x̄i as shown in Fig.8.28. This graph is denoted by

Figure 8.28: The proof of Theorem 8.8.12.

h(F ). For each independent set y of h(F ), we define an assignment g(y) to
make every vertex in the independent set with a true literal. Thus, F has
at least |y| clauses satisfied.

To show (L1), we claim that

optMAX3SAT (F ) = optMI−4(h(F )).

Suppose x∗ is an optimal assignment. Construct an independent set y∗ by
selecting one vertex with true label in each satisfied clause. Then

optMAX3SAT (F ) = |y∗| ≤ optMI−4(h(F )).

Conversely, suppose y∗ is a maximum independent set of h(F ). We have F
have at least |y∗| satisfied clauses with assignment g(y∗). Therefore,

optMAX3SATF ≥ |y∗| = optMI−4(h(F )).
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To see (L2), we note that

|optMAX3SAT (F )− objMAX3SAT (g(y))| ≤ |optMI−4(h(F ))− objMI−4(y)|

since objMAX3SAT (g(y)) ≥ objMI−4(y).

Theorem 8.8.13. The MI-3 problem is APX-complete.

Proof. Since MI-4 ∈ APX, so is MI-3. We next show MI-4 ≤pL MI-3. Con-
sider a graph G = (V,E) with vertex-degree at most 4. For each vertex u
with degree 4, we put a path (u1, v1, u2, v2, u3, v3, u4) as shown in Fig.8.29.
Denote obtained graph by G′ = h(G). Then (L1) holds since

Figure 8.29: Vertex u is replaced by a path (u1, v1, u2, v2, u3, v3, u4).

optMI3(G′) ≤ |V (G′)| ≤ 7|V (G)| ≤ 28 · optMI−4(G)

where V (G) denotes the vertex set of graph G. To see (L2), note that the
path (u1, v1, u2, v2, u3, v3, u4) has unique maximum independent set Iu =
{u1, u2, u3, u4}. For any independent set I of G′, define g(I) to be obtained
from I by replace set Iu by vertex u and removing all other vertices not in
G. Then g(I) is an independent set of G. We claim

optMI−4(G)− |g(I)| ≤ optMI−3(G′)− |I|.

To show it, define I ′ to be obtained from I by {v1, v2, v3} if I contains one
of v1, v2, v3. Clearly, I ′ is still an independent set of G′ and |I| ≤ |I ′| and
g(I) = g(I ′). Then, we have

optM−4(G)− g(I) = optMI−4(G)− g(I ′)

= optMI−3(G′)− |I ′|
≤ optMI−3(G′)− |I|.
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Problem 8.8.14 (VC-b). Given a graph G with vertex-degree upper-bounded
by b, find the minimum vertex cover.

Theorem 8.8.15. The VC-3 problem is APX-complete.

Proof. Since the vertex cover problem has a polynomial-time 2-approximation,
so does the VC-3 problem. Hence, VC-3 ∈ APX. Next, we show MI-3 ≤pL
VC-3.

For any graph G = (V,E) with vertex-degree at most 3, define h(G) = G.
To see (L1), note that optMI−3 ≥ |V |/4 and |E| ≤ 3|V |/2 = 1.5|V |. Hence

optV C−3(G) = |V |−optMI−3(G) ≤ |V |−|V |/4 = (3/4)|V | ≤ 3 ·optMI−3(G).

Now, for any vertex cover C, define g(C) to be the complement of C. Then
we have

optMI−3(G)− |g(C)| = |V | − optV C−3(G))− (|V | − |C|)
= |C| − optV C−3(G).

Therefore, (L2) holds.

There are also many problems in Log-APX \ APX, such as various opti-
mization problems on covering and dominating. The lower bound for their
approximation performance is often established based on Theorem 8.5.7 with
a little modification.

Theorem 8.8.16. Theorem 8.5.7 still holds in special case that each input
consisting of a collection C of subsets of a final set X with condition |C| ≤
|X|, that is, in this case, we still have that for any 0 < ρ < 1, the set
cover problem does not have a polynomial-time (ρ lnn)-approximation unless
NP=P where n = |X|.

Here is an example.

Theorem 8.8.17. For any 0 < ρ < 1, the dominating set problem does not
have a polynomial-time (ρ lnn)-approximation unless NP=P where n is the
number of vertices in input graph.

Proof. Suppose there exists a polynomial-time (ρ lnn)-approximation for the
dominating set problem. Consider instance (X, C) of the set cover problem
with |C| ≤ |X|. Construct a bipartite graph G = (C, X,E). For S ∈ C and
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Figure 8.30: The proof of Theorem 8.8.17.

x ∈ X, there exists an edge (S, x) ∈ E if and only if x ∈ S. Add two new
vertices o and o′ together with edges (o, o′) and (S, o) for all (S, o). Denote
this new graph by G′ as shown in Fig.8.30.

First, note that

optds(G
′) ≤ optsc(X, C) + 1

where optds(G
′) denotes the size of minimum dominating set of G′ and

optsc(G) denotes the cardinality of minimum set cover on input (X, C). In
fact, suppose that C∗ is a minimum set cover on input (X, |C). Then C∪{o}
is a dominating set of G′.

Next, consider a dominating set D of G′, generated by the polynomial-
time (ρ lnn)-approximation for the dominating set problem. Then, we have
|D| ≤ (ρ ln(2|X|+ 2))optds(G

′). Construct a set cover S as follows:

Step 1. If D does not contains o, then add o. If D contains a vertex with
label x ∈ X, then replace x by a vertex with label C ∈ C such that
x ∈ C. We will obtain a dominating setD′ ofG′ with size |D′| ≤ |D|+1
and without vertex labeled by element in X.

Step 2. Remove o and o′ from D′. We will obtain a set cover S for X with
size |S| ≤ |D|.
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Note that

|S| ≤ |D|
≤ (ρ ln(2|X|+ 2))optds(G

′)

≤ (ρ ln(2|X|+ 2))(1 + optsc(X, C))

=
ln(2|X|+ 2)

ln |X|
· (1 +

1

optsc(X, C)
) · (ρ ln |X|)optsc(X, C).

Select two sufficiently large positive constants α and β such that

ρ′ =
ln(2α+ 2)

lnα
· (1 +

1

β
) · ρ < 1.

Then for |X| ≥ α and optsc(X, C) ≥ β,

|S| ≤ (ρ′ ln |X|) · optsc(X, C).

For |X| < α or optsc(X, C) < β, an exactly optimal solution can be comput-
ed in polynomial-time. Therefore, there exists a polynomial-time (ρ′ lnn)-
approximation for the set cover problem and hence NP=P by Theorem
8.8.16.

Class Poly-APX may also be further divided into several levels.

Polylog-APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each of
which has a polynomial-time O(lni n)-approximation for minimization,
or (1/O(lni n))-approximation for maximization for some i ≥ 1.

Sublinear-APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each
of which has a polynomial-time O(na)-approximation for minimiza-
tion, or (1/na)-approximation for maximization for some 0 < a < 1.

Linear-APX, consisting of all combinatorial optimization problems each of
which has a polynomial-time O(n)-approximation for minimization, or
(1/n)-approximation for maximization.

In the literature, we can find the group Steiner tree problem [71, 72]
and the connected set cover problem [73] in Polylog-APX \ Log-APX unless
some complexity class collapses; the directed Steiner tree problem [74] and
the densest k subgraph problem [75] in Sublinear-APX \ Log-APX. However,
there are quite a few problems in Linear-APX \ Sublinear-APX. Especially,
we may meet such a problem in the real world. Next, we give an example
in study of wireless sensors.
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Consider a set of wireless sensors lying in a rectangle which is a piece of
boundary area of region of interest. The region is below the rectangle and
outside is above the rectangle. The monitoring area of each sensor is a unit
disk, i.e., a disk with radius of unit length. A point is said to be covered
by a sensor if it lies in the monitoring disk of the sensor. The set of sensors
is called a barrier cover if they can cover a line (not necessarily straight)
connecting two vertical edges (Fig.8.31) of the rectangle. The barrier cover
is used for protecting any intruder coming from outside. Sensors are powered

Figure 8.31: Sensor barrier covers.

with batteries and hence lifetime is limited. Assume that all sensors have
unit lifetime. When several disjoint barrier covers are available, they are
often working one by one, so that a security problem is raised.

In Fig.8.31, a point a lies behind barrier cover B1 and in frond of barrier
cover B2. Suppose B2 works first and after B2 stops, B1 starts to work.
Then the intruder can go point a during the period that B2 works. After
B2 stops, the intruder enters the area of interest without getting monitored
by any sensor. Thus, scheduling (B2, B1) is not secure. The existence of
point b in Fig.8.31 indicates that scheduling (B1, B2) is not secure, neither.
Thus, in Fig.8.31, secure scheduling can contain only one barrier cover. In
general, we have following problem.

Problem 8.8.18 (Secure Scheduling). Given n disjoint barrier covers B1, B2, ..., Bn,
find a longest secure scheduling.

Following gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a secure schedul-
ing.
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Lemma 8.8.19. A scheduling (B1, B2, .., Bk) is secure if and only if for any
1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, there is not point a lying above Bi and below Bi+1.

Proof. If such a point a exists, then the scheduling is not secure since the
intruder can walk to point a during Bi works and enters into the area of
interest during Bi+1 works. Thus, the condition is necessary.

For sufficiency, suppose the scheduling is not secure. Consider the mo-
ment at which the intruder gets the possibility to enter the area of interest
and the location a where the intruder lies. Let Bi works before this moment.
Then a must lie above Bi and below Bi+1.

This lemma indicates that the secure scheduling can be reduced to the
longest path problem in directed graphs in the following way.

• Construct a directed graph G as follows. For each barrier cover Bi,
create a node i. For two barrier covers Bi and Bj , if there exists a
point a lying above barrier cover Bi and below barrier cover Bj , add
an arc (i, j).

• Construct the complement Ḡ of graph G, that is, Ḡ and G have the
same node set and ar arc in Ḡ if and only if it is not in G.

By Lemma 8.8.19, each secure scheduling of barrier covers correspond-
ing a simple path in Ḡ and a secure scheduling is maximum if and only if
corresponding simple path is the longest one. Actually, the longest path
problem can also be reduced to the secure scheduling problem as shown in
the proof of following theorem.

Theorem 8.8.20. For any ε > 0, the secure scheduling problem has no
polynomial-time n1−ε-approximation unless NP = P .

Proof. Let us reduce the longest path problem in directed graph to the
secure scheduling problem. Consider a directed graph G = (V,E). Let
Ḡ = (V, Ē) be the complement of G, i.e., Ē = {(i, j) ∈ V × V | (i, j) 6∈ E}.
Draw a horizontal line L and for each arc (i, j) ∈ Ē, create a point (i, j)
on the line L. All points (i, j) are apart from each other with distance 6
units (Fig.8.32). At each point (i, j), add a disk Sij with center (i, j) and
unit radius. Cut line L into a segment L′ to include all disks between two
endpoints. Add more unit disks with centers on the segment L′ to cover the
uncovered part of L′ such that point (i, j) is covered only by Sij . Let B0

denote the set of sensors with constructed disks as their monitoring areas.

Now, let Bi be obtained from B0 by following way:
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Figure 8.32: Sensor barrier covers.

• For any (i, j) ∈ Ē, remove Sij to break B0 into two parts. Add two

unit disks Siji1 and Siji2 to connect the two parts, such that point (i, j)
lies above them.

• For any (j, i) ∈ Ē, remove Sji to break B0 into two parts. Add two

unit disks Siji1 and Siji2 to connect the two parts, such that point (i, j)
lies below them.

• To make all constructed barrier covers disjoint, unremoved disks in B0

will be made copies and put those copies into Bi (see Fig.8.32).

Clearly, G has a simple path (i1, i2, ..., ik) if and only if there exists a secure
scheduling (Bi1 , Bi2 , ..., Bik). Therefore, our construction gives a reduction
from the longest path problem to the secure scheduling problem. Hence, this
theorem can be obtained from Theorem 8.3.9 for the longest path problem2.

Exercises

1. For any language A, Kleene closure A∗ = A0 ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ · · · . Solve
following:

(a) Design a deterministic Turing machine to accept language ∅∗.
(b) Show that if A ∈ P, then A∗ ∈ P.

(c) Show that if A ∈ NP, then A∗ ∈ NP.

2Theorem 8.3.9 states for undirected graphs. The same theorem also holds for directed
graphs since the graph can be seen as special case of directed graphs.
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2. Given a graph G = (V,E) with edge weight w : E → R+, assign
each vertex u with a weight xu to satisfy xu + xv ≥ w(u, v) for every
edge (u, v) ∈ E, and to minimize

∑
u∈V xu. Find a polynomial-time

solution and a faster 2-approximation.

3. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, find a set C of k
vertices to cover the maximum number of edges. Show following.

(a) This problem has a polynomial-time (1/2)-approximation.

(b) If this problem has a polynomial-time 1/γ-approximation, then
the minimum vertex cover problem has a polynomial-time γ-
approximation.

4. Show that following problems are NP-hard:

(a) Given a directed graph, find the minimum subset of edges such
that every directed cycle contains at least one edge in the subset.

(b) Given a directed graph, find the minimum subset of vertices such
that every directed cycle contains at least one vertex in the subset.

5. Show NP-hardness of following problem: Given a graph G and an
integer k > 0, determine whether G has a vertex cover C of size at
most k, satisfying the following conditions:

(a) The subgraph G|C induced by C has no isolated point.

(b) Every vertex in C is adjacent to a vertex not in C.

6. Show that all internal nodes of a depth-first search tree form a vertex
cover, which is 2-approximation for the minimum vertex cover prob-
lem.

7. Given a directed graph, find an acyclic subgraph containing maximum
number of arcs. Design a polynomial-time 1/2-approximation for this
problem

8. A wheel is a cycle with a center (not on the cycle) which is connected
every vertex on the cycle. Prove the NP-completeness of following
problem: Given a graph G, does G have a spanning wheel?

9. Given a 2-connected graph G and a vertex subset A, find the minimum
vertex subset B such that A∪B induces a 2-connected subgraph. Show
that this problem is NP-hard.
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10. Show that following problems are NP-hard:

(a) Given a graph G, find a spanning tree with minimum number of
leaves.

(b) Given a graph G, find a spanning tree with maximum number of
leaves.

11. Given two graphs G1 and G2, show following:

(a) It is NP-complete to determine whether G1 is isomorphic to a
subgraph of G2 or not.

(b) It is NP-hard to find a subgraphs H1 of G1 and a subgraph H2

of G1 such that H1 is isomorphic to H2 and |E(H1)| = |E(H2)|
reaches the maximum common.

12. Given a collection C of subsets of three elements in a finite set X, show
following:

(a) It is NP-complete to determine whether there exists a set cover
consisting of disjoint subsets in C.

(b) It is NP-hard to find a minimum set cover, consisting of subsets
in C.

13. Given a graph, find the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths with
length two. Show following.

(a) This problem is NP-hard.

(b) This problem has a polynomial-time 2-approximation.

14. Design a polynomial-time 2-approximation for following problem: Giv-
en a graph, find a maximal matching with minimum cardinality.

15. (Maximum 3DM) Given 3 disjoint sets X, Y , Y with |X| = |Y | = |Z|
and a collection C of 3-sets, each 3-set consisting of exactly one element
in X, one element in Y , and one element in Z, find the maximum
number of disjoint 3-sets in C. Show following.

(a) This problem is NP-hard.

(b) This problem has polynomial-time 3-approximation.

(c) This problem is APX-complete.
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16. There are n students who studied at a late-night for an exam. The time
has come to order pizzas. Each student has his own list of required
toppings (e.g., pepperoni, sausage, mushroom, etc). Everyone wants
to eat at least one third of a pizza, and the topping of the pizza must
be in his required list. To save money, every pizza may have only one
topping. Find the minimum number of pizzas to order in order to
make everybody happy. Please answer following questions.

(a) Is it an NP-hard problem?

(b) Does it belong to APX?

(c) If everyone wants to eat at least a half of a pizza, is there a change
about the answer for above questions?

17. Show that following is an NP-hard problem: Given two collections C
and D of subsets of X and an positive integer d, find a subset A with
at most d elements of X to minimize the total number of subsets in C
not hit by A and subsets in D hit by A, i.e., to minimize

|{S ∈ C | S ∩A = ∅} ∪ {SinD | S ∩A 6= ∅}|.

18. Design a FPTAS for following problem: Consider n jobs and m identi-
cal machine. Assume that m is a constant. Each job j has a processing
time pj and a weight wj . The processing does not allow preemption.
The problem is to find a scheduling to minimize

∑
j wjCj where Cj is

the completion time of job j.

19. Design a FPTAS for following problem: Consider a directed graph with
a source node s and a sink node t. Each edge e has an associated cost
c(e) and length `(e). Given a length bound L, find a minimum-cost
path from s to t of total length at most L.

20. Show the NP-completeness of following problem: Given n positive inte-
gers a1, a2, ..., an, is there a partition (I1, I2) of [n] such that |

∑
i∈I1 ai−∑

i∈I2 ai| ≤ 2.

21. (Ron Graham’s Approximation for Scheduling P ||Cmax) Show that
following algorithm gives a 2-approximation for the scheduling P ||Cmax

problem:

• List all jobs. Process them according to the ordering in the list.

• Whenever a machine is available, move the first job from the list
to the machine until the list becomes empty.
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22. In proof of Theorem 8.7.4, if let k be the degree of vertex x, then the
proof can also work. Please complete the construction of replacing
vertex x by cycle G(Fx).

23. (1-in-3SAT) Given a 3CNF F , is there an assignment such that for
each clause of F , exactly one literal gets value 1? This is called the
1-in-3SAT problem. Show following.

(a) The 1-in-3SAT problem is NP-complete.

(b) The planar 1-in-3SAT problem is NP-complete.

(c) The strongly planar 1-in-3SAT is NP-complete.

24. (NAE3SAT) Given a 3CNF F , determine whether there exists an as-
signment such that for each clause of F , is there an assignment such
that for each clause of F , not all 3 literals are equal? This is called
the NAE3SAT problem. Show following.

(a) The NAE3SAT problem is NP-complete.

(b) The planar NAE3SAT is in P.

25. (Planar 3SAT with Variable Cycle) Given a 3CNF F which has G∗(F )
with property that all variables can be connected into a cycle without
crossing, is F satisfiable.

(a) Show that this problem is NP-complete.

(b) Show that the planar Hamiltonian cycle problem is NP-hard.

26. Show that the planar dominating set problem is NP-hard.

27. Show that following are APX-complete problems:

(a) (Maximum 1-in-3SAT) Given a 3CNF F , find an assignment to
maximize the number of 1-in-3 clauses, i.e., exactly one literal
equal to 1.

(b) (Maximum NAE3SAT) Given a 3CNF F , find an assignment to
maximize the number of NAE clauses, i.e., either one or two
literals equal to 1.

28. (Network Steiner Tree) Given a network G = (V,E) with nonnegative
edge weight, and a subset of nodes, P , find a tree interconnecting all
nodes in P , with minimum total edge weight. Show that this problem
is APX-complete.
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29. (Rectilinear Steiner Arborescence) Consider a rectilinear plan with
origin O. Given a finite set of terminals in the first of this plan, find
the shortest arborescence to connect all terminals, that is, the shortest
directed tree rooted at origin O such that for each terminal t, there is
path from O to t and the path is allowed to go only to the right or
upward. Show that this problem is NP-hard.

30. (Connected Vertex Cover) Given a graph G = (V,E), find a minimum
vertex cover which induces a connected subgraph. Show that this
problem has a polynomial-time 3-approximation.

31. (Weighed Connected Vertex Cover) Given a graph G = (V,E) with
nonnegative vertex weight, find a minimum total weight vertex cover
which induces a connected subgraph. Show following.

(a) This problem has a polynomial-timeO(lnn)-approximation where
n = |V |.

(b) For any 0 < ρ < 1, this problem has no polynomial-time (ρ lnn)-
approximation unless NP=P.

32. (Connected Dominating Set) In a graph G, a subset C is called a con-
nected dominating set if C is a dominating set and induces a connected
subgraph. Given a graph, find a minimum connected dominating set.
Show that for any 0 < ρ < 1, this problem has no polynomial-time
(ρ lnn)-approximation unless NP=P where n is the number of vertices
in input graph.

33. Show that following problem is APX-complete: Given a graph with
vertex-degree upper-bounded by a constant b, find a clique of the max-
imum size.

34. Show that the traveling salesman problem does not belong to Poly-
APX if the distance table is not required to satisfy the triangular
inequality.

Historical Notes
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